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‘One of the best theatres
in Australia. Full stop.’

F
‘

Actor Sandy Gore sums-up one of Australia’s newest regional theatres,
and she should know. Frank Van Straten reports…

orget best in regional Australia—

The long awaited first night came after

The story of what is now officially termed

I think it is one of the best theatres

years of community antipathy and acrimony,

the Glasshouse Arts, Conference and

in Australia. Full stop.’

building delays and frightening cost over-

Entertainment Centre started in 2002 when

runs—all of which led to the government of

Port Macquarie–Hastings council decided

Gore described Port Macquarie’s new

NSW sacking the local council and replacing

to build a facility which, said former Mayor

Glasshouse Theatre. Gore was in Bell

it with an administrator (see On Stage,

Rob Drew, would ‘take our community

Shakespeare’s touring production of The

Autumn 2008).

30 years into the future’.

That’s how distinguished actor Sandy

Taming of the Shrew, which opened the
controversial venue on 3 July.

*

The complex—with its two theatres,
galleries, meeting spaces and café—was
estimated to cost $6 million, a figure that has
since blown out to more than $60m. ‘I still
see it as a responsible decision,’ says Mayor
Drew; Sandy Gore agrees: ‘OK, it cost much
more than it should have, but then, so did

The Theatre
The main Glasshouse theatre has 606
comfortable wool-covered seats spread over
stalls and dress circle.
The stage has a full fly-tower with a
Powerfly automated flying system, and an
orchestra pit with Serapid lift automation.

the Sydney Opera House.’

Backstage there are dressing rooms, a

Locals objected, first, to the selected site
musicians’ room with secure piano and
on the Port Macquarie waterfront, next to the instrument storage, warm-up spaces, storage
major shopping centre where parking is at a for props and equipment, a wardrobe room,
premium and costs are higher. Some objectors green room, technicians’ and general
drew up their own plans for alternative sites, workshops and a scene dock.
deriding council’s dream as a local version of

The loading dock has direct access to the
the Sydney Opera House. In many ways, they auditorium and other areas.
were right. After that, almost every council
The auditorium features acoustic design
decision delivered dissension.

by Arup, an international firm that has

Eventually council appointed noted Sydney worked on the world’s greatest opera houses
architects Tonkin Zulaikha Greer. The design
team was led by Tim Greer, whose other
recent projects include Carriage Works
Contemporary Performing Arts Centre at
Eveleigh, NSW, the Verona Cinema in

and concert halls. It has a 48-channel sound
system with full tie capabilities. It is fully
patched throughout and has automated
damper adjustment to provide optimum
acoustic properties.
Lighting comes via a 256-channel

Paddington and the Norton Street Cinema
in Leichhardt.
Greer is currently working on the Black
Theatre project in Redfern.
Despite the convoluted construction

ties to other locations within the complex.

The Ross Family Studio
This is a ‘black box’ facility adjoining the
lower foyer. An intimate, fully acoustically
isolated performance and rehearsal space, it
is suitable for dance, drama and choral
events, as well as exhibitions, meetings,
presentations and other activities.
The space has a 12m by 12m performance
area, with seating for up to 123 either on a
flat floor or on tiered, raked banks. A flexible
porta-stage provides for raised stages,
catwalks or choir risers.
The walls are lined with timber and
velveteen. There are removable ballet
barres, a dressing room and backstage
assembly area.
Equipment includes a full lighting grid
with 48 channels of dimming and patch
facilities. The 16-channel sound system is
fully patched.

Just weeks before Willan released his

Despite the euphoria on opening night,

to accept a $1.8 million tender for supply

and he is unsure how it will pay the $6 million theatres with good acoustics. It’s very hard

and installation of specialist stage, sound and

it will cost to run the Glasshouse each year.

lighting equipment—about $1 million higher
than estimates.
Willan concluded that councillors had

‘We’re looking internally at our cost

to build them and it’s very hard to find them
to work in as an actor.
‘When we arrived we were aware that

that during the next 12 months, and then

we were opening a new theatre and our first

‘ignored and misled consultants…were

we’ll have to develop some type of strategy

thought was: “I hope it’s not another

warned from 2002 that it could not meet

for our funding position,’ he says.

concrete cavernous space.” We were aware

budget,’ and ‘failed to exercise prudent

‘It’s not just due to the Glasshouse, but

that there had been friction about this

financial management, until costs blew out

other factors as well. We’ll go back to basics.

building, but no idea of the extent of the

to $39 million’.

We’ll provide the basic services, but we

controversy, and I’m wondering why. I think

The NSW Local Government Minister

won’t be getting involved in those things

it will do so much for Port Macquarie and

accepted Willan’s recommendation to sack

that are not essential or basic to council’s

surrounding areas.

the council and install an administrator. By
then the cost had exploded from an initial

‘With something of this quality you bring

core services.’

in quality shows. They’ll come not only from

$6 million to at least $40 million. With

Beautiful and brilliant

interest payments, the true cost could be as

But all this was at least temporarily forgotten

you can offer them absolutely every facility

high as $66 million.

on 3 July, when the drama switched from

here. Not only the theatre, which is

the council chambers to the splendid new

physically beautiful and acoustically brilliant,

Glasshouse stage.

but you’ve got that heritage area downstairs,

The continual cost over-runs have
contributed to the Port Macquarie–Hastings
and projects across the local government

Everyone was impressed, especially

around Australia, but from overseas, because

which quite frankly brought tears to my eyes.

when the range of forthcoming attractions

And the Ross Family Studio is beautifully
area being delayed, suspended or abandoned. was revealed—everything from singers Simon sprung. It’s fabulous for dance; it’s fabulous

many in the community still have

Gallaher and Julie Anthony, illusionist

complemented by two fully accessible light

misgivings, remembering the project’s

Raymond Crowe, comedians Arj Barker and

difficult birth.

Akmal, guitar virtuoso Joe Robinson, to the

rear bridge, a lighting rail on the balcony,

the forehead. It’s very, very hard to get

structures right across the council. We’ll do

lighting control with 300 patch locations,
bridges with two follow spot locations on the

back wall and comes back and hits you in

the council currently has a $2 million deficit,

council going into deficit, and other facilities

Money, money, money

Council administrator Gary Payne says

report, council voted ‘behind closed doors’

for intimate plays.
‘Forget best in regional Australia—I think
it is one of the best theatres in Australia.
‘Full stop.’

touring Gypsy Fire company and Circus Oz.

In 2007 the NSW Government

Sandy Gore shared her enthusiasm with

process, Greer’s design has delivered a

box booms and extensive provision of

appointed commissioner Frank Willan to

smart, functional, compact centre.

rigging points. There are full CAT 6 and

head a public enquiry into the council’s

listeners to ABC local radio: ‘It is one of the

Building on history

RGBHV patch facilities throughout, with

handling of the project.

most beautiful spaces I’ve ever worked in,’

The Glasshouse stands on Port Macquarie’s

she said, ‘and with 35 years’ experience

first street, built by convicts in the 1820s.

Previous page: The auditorium of Port Macquarie’s new

During excavation archaeologists

doing theatre that’s something.

Glasshouse auditorium.

‘I can’t think of any other that’s as

This page: The Glasshouse’s striking street façade.
Architect Tim Greer

Right: The Ross Family Studio has a 12m2 performance area and
seating for up to 123.

discovered the brick footings of several

beautiful and complete as this complex. It’s

overseers’ cottages, built in 1824. Adjacent

extraordinary: the warmth of the theatre, the

were a brick barrel drain in remarkably

acoustics. Your voice literally goes to the

good condition and a timber-lined cess pit.
Another part of the site contained the
timber stumps of the 1884 School of Arts
and the brick footings of the 1892 Town
Hall. Both buildings were demolished in the
early 1970s.
A selection of the archaeological remains
and artifacts have been conserved and are
displayed in the new building’s lower level.
Links: www.glasshouse.org.au www.tzg.com.
au
With thanks to ABC Regional Radio, Peter
Burgis, Port Macquarie News, Prof. Ross Thorne
and to the Glasshouse architects, Tonkin
Zulaikha Greer.
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Karnak Playhouse is on Upper

Rainforest culture

Whyanbeel Road, Whyanbeel Valley,
Miallo, North Queensland 4873.

Amidst a tropical paradise, spectacular scenery, exotic birds, flowers and butterflies,
Peter Pinne finds one of Australia’s iconic theatres.

A snake in the cast
Oz Opera’s presentation of Madame
Butterfly at the Karnak Playhouse could
have ended in disaster. Dressed in
traditional Japanese costume, tenor Jason
Wasley was making his way from the stage
to the dressing room when he encountered
a particularly unfriendly snake.
Although the snake struck at Jason’s
ankle, the thickness of the fabric fortunately
prevented the fangs from sinking into his
skin. Like a true professional, Jason went
on to take his curtain call.
Later in the tour, at the Cairns Civic
Theatre, the final curtain was greeted with
several approving barks from a guide dog
in attendance.
Link: www.karnakplayhouse.com.au

n

Left: The Karnak Playhouse exterior. Picture by

H

Peter Pinne
complete experience—to be in the untouched

would never work, but she has

rainforest, yet to be witness to the best

several appearances with the Queensland

Below: Diane Cilento in the Karnak.

proved them all wrong. This

performances in the world.

Theatre Company; Katharina in The Taming

Playhouse’s auditorium.

year Diane Cilento’s Karnak Playhouse

The Royal Shakespeare Theatre

Her Australian stage credits include

of the Shrew (1975), Agnes of God (1985), The

celebrates 17 years of providing first-class

Company may not have played there but

Three Legends of Kra (1985) and Mme. Ranevsky

professional theatre to the population of

Shakespeare in Love certainly did, along with

in Chekhov’s The Cherry Orchard (1991).

North Queensland, an amazing

Victor Spinetti in A Very Private Diary,

achievement in an area where

Cilento and Ray Barrett in Love Letters,

Connery foundered, she turned her back on

entertainment is more often a pub rock

Lorna Luft in her one-woman show, plus

stardom and retreated to North Queensland

band or a cane toad race.

productions of Hedwig, Carmen, and Salome.

in 1977 where the idea of Karnak started to

Flautist Jane Rutter has appeared three

formulate. She later married writer Anthony

Playhouse sits on the edge of the heritage

times; with Peter Cousins in Romancing the

Shaffer, author of the screenplay of The

listed Daintree Rainforest. Built in an

Night, with Angela Toohey in Broadway

Wicker Man, and opened the theatre with a

amphitheatre design, and seating 500, the

Babes, and with Taryn Fiebig in P.S. I Love

production of his play, Murderer (1992).

open-air theatre gives performances

You. Among the other artists to have appeared

between May and October each year.

at the venue are Brian Kennedy (You Raise

OzOpera’s acclaimed touring production of

Me Up), Gaynor Bunning (Jazzy Moon Dinner),

Puccini’s Madame Butterfly, directed by John

an art gallery and café which serves locally

Helen Zerephos (From Caruso to Bocelli) and

Bell. The opera, which played 1 August 2009,

grown organic produce. A long red cedar

The Kransky Sisters (twice).

was accompanied by a chamber orchestra.

One hour’s drive north of Cairns, the

The wooden construction also houses

bar, backed by huge stained-glass windows,

Cilento, one of Australia’s most

When her high-profile marriage to Sean

The most recent tenant at the theatre was

The performance was themed for the evening

is at the rear of the seating area. To the

distinguished actresses, made her name in

with a Japanese flavour. Lanterns lit up the

right of the stage area is a small lake

movies in the ’50s and ’60s, in particular

lake, and Japanese food and saki were served.

surrounded by tropical plants. It is indeed

playing Molly in 1963’s Tom Jones for which

an idyllic setting.

she received an Oscar nomination. Her

for the year at the Playhouse as Cilento is

other high-profile films include The

preparing herself for a world tour of a one-

Temple of Light in the ancient Egyptian

Admirable Crichton (1957), Rattle of a Simple

woman play, Woman before a Glass. Written

city of Thebes, which lay on the eastern

Man (1964), The Agony and the Ecstasy (1965).

by Lanie Robertson, it is to be directed by

bank of the Nile.

Hombre (1967), and The Wicker Man (1973).

Kate Gaul, and opens 4 January 2010 at the

She also has extensive London West End

Raffles Centre, Singapore. Then follows a tour

stage credits in acting, translation and directing.

of Australian capital cities, the UK and USA.

The name Karnak comes from the

According to Cilento, the Playhouse is
an inspirational concept of theatre as a
Page 4

Right: The Karnak’s floor plan.

er critics called it folly and said it

Madame Butterfly was the last production
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Melbourne’s forgotten movie studio

T

Melbourne writer and filmmaker Ralph Marsden completes his survey of
J.C.Williamson’s little-known Melbourne film enterprise.

he J.C.Williamson film studio on

Henry Matsumoto: Bateato, a
Japanese manservant

the corner of Exhibition and
Lonsdale Streets was active from

1915 until 1918. Here is a complete list of
its feature output, in order of production:

Pirie Bush: Witney Barnes
Edwin Lester: Detective Kearney   
George Bryant: Captain Stone

First public screening: 1 April 1916 at Theatre

Scenario: W.J.Lincoln.

Royal, Sydney. Original running time: 4 reels
   

Cohan based on a story by George        
Randolph Chester.
Cinematography: Maurice Bertel.
Art directors: William H. Richards,
Rock Phillips.
Assistant directors: Maurice Dudley,
Dick Shortland.
Cast:
Fred Niblo: J. Rufus Wallingford    
Enid Bennett: Fanny
Harry Carson Clarke: Blackie Daw    
Eddie Lamb, Pirie Bush,
Sydney Stirling.
Filmed at JCW Studio, Melbourne, and

= c.4000 feet = c.60 minutes. NFSA video
version (incomplete): 40.30 minutes (24 fps.)

3. Within Our Gates, or Deeds    
That Won Gallipoli

however, as the cast listed below appeared in
a short revival of the play at the Theatre

Production Company:

Royal, Melbourne, about six weeks after the

J.C.Williamson

film version had been shot, it seems likely

   Films Ltd.

Director: Frank Harvey.

that most members would have repeated

Scenario: W.J.Lincoln.

their stage roles on screen.

Cinematography: Maurice Bertel,

Cast:

Gertrude Boswell: Helen Morris

Rock Phillips.

Sydney Stirling: Joe Garson

Cast:

Clarence Blakiston: Richard Gilder   

Cyril Mackay: Edgar Ferguson

Lincoln Plumer: Police Inspector Burke

Frank Harvey: Carl Heine

Boyd Irwin: Detective Sergeant Cassidy

31 January 1916 at the Majestic and Strand

Dorothy Cumming: Freda Henschell

George Bryant: Edward Gilder

Theatres, Sydney. Running time: 4 reels =

John Ralston: Andrew Ferguson

Harry Sweeney: ‘The Stool Pigeon’

c.4000 feet = c.60 minutes (at 16 frames

Norman Easty: Heinrich Henschell

   

Dorothy Davies: Gilder’s Private Secretary

Raymond Lawrence, Charles

H.W.Varna: The Lawyer

Morse,    Frank East.

Horace Book: Gilder’s Clerk

Filmed on Melbourne and Sydney

Filmed at JCW Studio, Melbourne, and

Production Company:

locations and at JCW Studio, Melbourne

Melbourne locations, c.2–3 weeks c.late

J.C.Williamson    Films Ltd.

c..3–4 weeks c.June 1915. First public

August–early September 1915. First public

Director: Fred Niblo.

screenings: 15 July 1915 at Globe, Grand and

screening: 10 January 1916 at Paramount

Scenario: W.J.Lincoln. Adapted from a    

Majestic Theatres, Sydney. Running time:

Theatre, Melbourne. Running time: 4 reels =

play by George M. Cohan based on an    

c.5 reels = c.5000 feet = c.75 minutes (16 fps).

c.4000 feet = c.60 minutes (16 fps).

J.C.Williamson    Films Ltd.

5. For Australia (aka For    
Australia: The SydneyEmden Fight)

Director: Monte Luke.

Production Company:

Scenario: W.J.Lincoln. Adapted from a

J.C.Williamson    Films Ltd.

play by Bayard Veiller.

Director: Monte Luke

Fred Niblo: Travers Gladwin

Cinematography: Maurice Bertel.

Scenario: Martyn Keith

Enid Bennett: Helen Burton

Art director: William H. Richards.

Cinematography: Maurice Bertel

Marion Marcus Clarke: Mrs Burton

Assistant director: W.J.Lincoln.

Art Director: Rock Phillips

Production Company:

Rock Phillips.
Assistant directors: Maurice Dudley,
Dick Shortland.
Cast:

Sydney Stirling: Alfred Wilson
Maurice Dudley: Watkins
Page 6

Arthur Styan: Lieutenant Karl

Adele Inman: Maggie Park

Stewart Garner: Captain

Audrey Worth: Jane Bridges

   Fred D. Kehoe:

and at Brewarrina in northern NSW, c.3–4

Devereaux

weeks c.mid-September–early October 1915.

General Von Bissing    Frank Cullinane: a

Hugh McCrae: Adam Lindsay Gordon as       
a man

Alfred Harford: a Maniac
Filmed at JCW studio, Melbourne, and

Priest

Melbourne locations, c.3–4 weeks c mid-July

Margaret Linden as Edith Cavell in
Nurse Cavell, 1916

Hugh McCrae and Adele Inman in The Life’s
Romance of Adam Lindsay Gordon, 1916

Louis Willoughby, Fred Cambourne.

–mid-August 1916. First public screening: 4

It seems there is no published cast list for

6. Seven Keys to Baldpate
Production Company: J.C.Williamson

   

Films Ltd.
Director: Monte Luke
Scenario: Alex C. Butler. Adapted from a
play by George M. Cohan based on a
novel by Earl Derr Biggers
Art Director: William H. Richards

Florence Heston: Agnes Lynch

Art directors: William H. Richards,

Art directors: William H. Richards,

Percy Walshe: Rock Phillips

Cinematography: Maurice Bertel

Muriel Starr: Mary Turner

Monte Luke.

4. Within the Law

Agnes Keogh: Nita Devereaux

c.4000 feet = c.60 minutes (16 fps).

Muriel Starr as Mary Turner in
Within the Law, 1916
are lost, so precise list can be given;

Cinematography: Maurice Bertel.

Margaret Linden: Nurse Cavell

Gwen Burroughs: Mrs De Winter

remains unverified. Running time: 4 reels =

—early May 1915. First public screening:

original play by Augustin McHugh.

Charles Villiers: Carl Hoffman

1915 at the Grand Theatre, Sydney, but this

Leslie Victor: Max Huitzell

2. Officer 666

a youth

lists a first public screening on 6 December

Melbourne locations, c.2–3 weeks c.9 April

per second).

Norman Lee: Adam Lindsay Gordon as

Pike & Cooper’s Australian Film 1900–1977

Melbourne locations, c.2–3 weeks May 1915.

Directors: Fred Niblo, W.J.Lincoln
Adapted from a play by George M.

Cast:

First public screening in Melbourne:

Filmed at JCW Studio, Melbourne, and

   Films Ltd.

Cinematography: Maurice Bertel

Alma Rock: Phillips Kana

Cast:

9 December 1915 at Victoria Theatre. Note:

Reine Connelly: Celeste

Production Company: J.C.Williamson

Boyd Irwin: Stanley Lane

Filmed on locations in and around Sydney

Maree Brown: Sadie

1. Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford

Scenario: W.J.Lincoln

Cast:

Assistant Director: Martyn Keith

this film and the film and production stills

ON STAGE

Filmed at JCW studio, Melbourne and

September 1916 at Hoyts Olympia, Melbourne.

Melbourne locations, c.16-19 February 1916.

Original running time: 5 reels = c.5000 feet

Fred Maguire: William Hallowell Magee

First public screening: 21 February 1916. at

= c.75 minutes: 16 fps). NFSA holds two

Dorothy Brunton: Mary Norton   

Palais Cinema, St Kilda, Melbourne. Running

incomplete prints comprising approximately

time c.2500 feet = c.37 minutes (16 fps).

41 minutes (24 fps) of footage.

Cast:

Marion Marcus Clarke: Mrs Rhodes,
the chaperone
J. Plumpton: Wilson Peters, the

NFSA holds approximately 24 single frame
print fragments.

10. His Only Chance
Production companies: J.C.Williamson Ltd.

hermit    Agnes Keogh: Myra Thornhill
Alex C. Butler: Lou Max

8. La Revanche

& Amalgamated Pictures Ltd for The

Gerald Harcourt: Jim Cargan

Production Company: Cinema Films Ltd.

Australian Red Cross

Charles Villiers: Thomas Hayden,       

Producer and Director: W.J.Lincoln

Directors: Dick Shortland, W.A. Gibson

Scenario: W.J.Lincoln, Fred D. Kehoe.

Scenario: Captain N.C.P.Conant

railway president

James Hughes: Chief of Police Jim Kennedy Cinematography: Maurice Bertel
Monte Luke: Hal Bentley

Cast:

Cinematography: Bert Cross
Cast:

Agnes Keogh: Nita Devereaux

Captain Newmarsh: M.C.Norman

Melbourne, c. 3 weeks c. late-November

Arthur Styan: Lieutenant Karl

Mrs Maurice Gibbs: Ethel

early December 1915. Pike & Cooper’s

Stewart Garner: Captain Devereaux

Sir Henry Parker: Norm

Australian Film 1900–1977 lists a first public

Fred D. Kehoe: General Von Bissing

Mr Cass: the Foreign Secretary

Filmed at Theatre Royal and JCW Studio,

screening on 24 May 1916 at the Hub Theatre,

Filmed at JCW studio, Melbourne and in

Dr Finch Noyes: a moneylender

Newtown, Sydney, but this remains unverified.

Melbourne locations, c.12 weeks c.March 1916.

Captain the Hon. B. Clifford: Jack

Original running time: 4 reels= c.4000 feet

First public screening: 10 April 1916 at

= c.60 minutes: 16 fps). NFSA video

Britannia Theatre, Melbourne.

Clinton    Jack Cannot: a bookmaker
Clyde Cook: a punter and dancer

version: incomplete): 38.47 minutes (24 fps).

Maie Baird: a dancer

9. The Life’s Romance of Adam
7. Nurse Cavell (aka England’s         Lindsay Gordon
Production Company: Lincoln Barnes
Joan of Arc—Edith Cavell;     
Scenarios/Boomerang Film
aka England’s Nurse and     
Producers: W.J.Lincoln, G.H.Barnes
Martyr—Edith Cavell)

Geoff Butler: a detective

Production Company: Cinema Films Ltd.

Directors: W.J.Lincoln, G.H.Barnes

Producer and Director: W.J.Lincoln

Scenario: W.J.Lincoln, G.H.Barnes
Cinematography: Bert Ive

Spring 2009

Howard Taylor: a bank manager
Filmed at JCW studio, Melbourne and
Melbourne locations c.2 weeks c.early
May 1918. First public screening: 23 May
1918 at The Auditorium, Melbourne.
Running time: c.5 reels = c.5000 feet =
c.75 minutes (16 fps).
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Melbourne stage-by-stage

popular drama starring Helen Fergus

in August scarcely helped, and even Clark’s

month or so from 26 January 1895, but any

preceded the hall’s month-long closure for

company managed only a three-week stint

subsequent attractions were unadvertised,

Ralph Marsden begins his chronicle of a forgotten Bourke Street entertainment centre.

renovations late in September 1885.

from 22 October—their last appearance here.

apart from a series of boxing matches run by

nother Melbourne site where a
theatre gradually evolved from a
hotel, the beginnings of

entertainment here can be dated from the
time when William Tilke, the licensee of the
City Hotel that first stood on this site, built a
small hall at the rear of the premises.

The
Odeon
Theatre

This was known as ‘Tilke’s City Concert
Hall’ and was opened on Easter Monday,

Touted as ‘the most elegant and best

Darkness continued for much of the first

the lessee of the hotel in the late 1890s.

recalled in a letter to The Age of 27 May

seated hall in Melbourne’, the Victoria

half of 1893 until new lessees reopened it on

1933 from Jack Fanning: ‘The show would

reopened on 31 October and a succession

7 June as ‘The Victoria Pavilion’, with a

only start when [Wright] came in and

property and William Pitt was again

of minstrel companies followed as before.

music hall variety show. This lasted less than

tapped one of the bars with his cane. All the

commissioned to supervise extensive renovations.

Notable in one on Boxing Day 1885 was

six weeks, however, and the site remained

barmaids and waitresses and company,

Robert Barlow, a great

with Tommy Gall, the stage manager, would

transformation,’ Table Talk

local favourite of the I850s

go on the stage and sing “Hail, Smiling

of 14 November reported.

at places such as the Salle

Morn”. Some wonderful performers used to

‘The sliding roof has been

de Valentino: ‘Mr Barlow

perform there.’

put in similar to the

In 1901 a new lessee took over the

‘The hall has undergone a complete

is apparently unaffected by

The Colosseum survived until late 1881

Princess and new Opera

instrumental concert’ in the fashion of the

age, and not only sings in

when Wright announced his retirement and

House Theatres; a new

day. ‘The hall is lighted by several glass

that clear voice that made

the sale of the lease of the hall and hotel.

richly panelled, fibrous

chandeliers of superb design; while the

him so popular a quarter of

There were no immediate takers but

ceiling; the whole of the

public may be seated on lounges of a recherché

a century back, but

A.M.Simmons acquired the property the

walls, including entrances

description, and listen to an entertainment at

demonstrates his mental

following year and commissioned the fast

to the hall, have been

once select and refined’, ran an Age advertisement

vigour by playing tuneful

rising young architect, William Pitt, to

treated with a new

for the venue on the following 14 April.

melodies on half-a-dozen

design another rebuilding. Renamed ‘The

composition, put on the

different instruments’, The

Victoria Hall’, this was leased by minstrel

face of the wall by a squirt

Charles Wright, who rebuilt the hall,

Argus of 28 December

entrepreneur F.E.Hiscocks, and reopened on

to the several designs

complete with dress circle and saloon, to

1885 applauded.

21 October 1882 with ventriloquist and

required, which almost

plans by architect John Flannagan.

mimic Frederic Maccabe in his one-man

American-born minstrel

Tilke’s City Concert Hall
The Royal Colosseum
The Colosseum
The Victoria Hall
The Victoria Pavilion
The Alcazar
The Taylor-Carrington Theatre
The Queen’s Hall
The Queen’s Theatre
The Melba Theatre
The Liberty Theatre
The Odeon

show, Begone Dull Care.

performer and

or silver, the whole

283 Bourke Street, site of
Centrepoint Shopping Centre

24 March 1856, with a ‘grand vocal and

The license of the hotel later passed to

Christened ‘The Royal Colosseum’, this
was opened on 27 June 1868 with a ‘grand
promenade concert and salon de danse’.
M. Schmidt and Madame Therese
(ex-members of the Lehman Ballet troupe at
the Varieties) appeared in a mythological
ballet, and this, together with the gymnastic
performances of the Wieland Brothers, formed
the principal feature of the proceedings.
There was some very fair ballad singing
and an exhibition of ‘Cushla’s poses
plastiques’, The Herald of 29 June recorded.
The Argus of the same date pronounced: ‘The
hall is capable of accommodating nearly
1400 persons, and great taste has been
shown in the style of the decorations and

The Australasian of 28 October 1882

Frank M. Clark, an

immediately sets, and then

An artist’s impression of Hiscocks’ minstrel show of the 1880s.

is decorated in gold, bronze

entrepreneur, who had

thought the renovations ‘so complete that

representing the hammer-

achieved great popularity

the most familiar frequenters of the hall as it

beaten metal work.

in five years of touring

has been would hardly recognise it as it now

Australia, first brought his

is. The lustration has been absolute; so that

rooms have been built,

Silk Stockings company to

now there is a spacious lofty room tastefully

convenient to the stage.

the hall on 15 May 1886.

decorated, and comfortably arranged in

‘The whole of the

On 26 June they were

respect of seating. It is agreeably lighted,

building throughout has

joined by Harry Rickards’

and is said to be efficiently ventilated. There

been installed with electric

company (without Rickards

is a stage at one end and a gallery at the

light, with all the latest

himself), and from

other, and the entrances are on the ground

fittings complete.’

15 January 1887, Barlow

floor and close upon the street, a very

also briefly returned to join

considerable advantage as compared with

Queen’s Hall’, it was

the company. Aided by a

the prevalent arrangement in Melbourne

opened on 25 November

continual variety of ‘guest’

places of amusement.’

1901 with Our Navy, an

performers, various

‘actuality’ film of life in the

‘Twelve new dressing

Now known as ‘The

fittings. It is a promenade rather than a

proclaiming: ‘This popular, beautiful, and

concert-room, and something like £3000

noble hall, decorated with 100 large mirrors,

however: minstrel arid variety troupes were

have been spent by the proprietor in

stands unrivalled. The amusements are

combinations under Clark’s In this 1862 photograph of the south side of Bourke Street, Tilke’s City Hotel is on
the extreme right. The intersection with Swanston Street is in the distance, left.
leadership kept their

the staple attractions, varied occasionally by

rebuilding and improving the place…The

miscellaneous, consisting of sentimental,

popularity at the Victoria

concert party entertainers, magicians,

Colosseum is a rival to the Varieties, and if

comic, and nigger songs, Negro sketches,

in virtually unbroken succession up to mid-

unadvertised until it reopened on 24 March

panoramas and boxing and wrestling

been screened at the Athenaeum Hall. But

well-conducted will doubtless be frequented

farces, ballet dancing, also sailor’s hornpipe,

August 1889.

1894 as ‘The Alcazar’, with the W.H.Speed

matches, with frequent periods of darkness

once again, other attractions followed only in

by the same class of persons.’

acrobats, &c… Those persons who seek to

in between.

Unfortunately this proved not to be the

destroy their fellow-creatures’ homes, and

The new hall was not a great success,

Two atypical ‘legitimate’ offerings

Joseph Billin, now proprietor of the hall,

Royal Navy, accompanied
by a lecturer and sound
effects, which had previously

minstrel company, and the boast of ‘an 1894

fits and starts: on 26 July 1902, the Ada

had it ‘newly renovated at a cost of £1000’

theatre’ with ‘sliding roofs’. Although The

Willoughby Comedy Company began a play,

case and, as a ‘workingman’s promenade

throw many out of employment, do not know

for its reopening on 9 November 1889 after

following one another in October 1883 were

Argus of 16 April reported that a policy of

The Wrong Mr Wright, but the season was

concert hall’, the Colosseum soon became a

what trouble their children or themselves

a month-long closure. Clark’s company

reduced prices ‘had had the effect of

an Italian opera company giving a first

suspended early in August, pending a court

notorious haunt for larrikins and prostitutes

may come to. Let them not rule too harshly—

returned for five weeks on 15 February

attracting large audiences’, the Speed

Australian production of Flotow’s L’ombra,

case for copyright infringement; a few other

at which intending patrons were assured (or

in a few years they will be numbered with

1890, but the new decade, afflicted by the

company quit soon after. Temporarily

and German tragedian Daniel Bandmann,

short, isolated seasons followed—mostly by

warned) of ‘a policeman attending nightly’.

“the dead”,’ he added ominously.

great land boom depression, was the worst

bearing the name ‘The Taylor–Harrington

who had once starred at the Royal, in a

vaudeville companies, which occasionally

that the venue ever endured. It was closed

Theatre’, the hall reopened with yet another

temperance drama, The Woman of the People,

included films in their programs—the last

for nearly half of I892; another renovation

minstrel and vaudeville company for a

advertised attraction being a Cinderella

In newspaper advertisements of early
January 1872, Wright defended his establishment,
Page 8

Despite its poor reputation, the Colosseum’s
cheap and cheerful amusements are fondly

or, The Horrors of Drink. Another season of
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Seven Little Australians
Peter Pinne concludes his exploration of the musicalisation of Ethel Turner’s much-loved children’s classic.

E

arly in 1991, while the Queensland

The show opened at the Comedy

convincing in a role that was totally

Theatre Company was mounting its

Theatre on Friday 28 December 1990.

implausible, and that Gorman battled hard

production of David Reeves’ Seven

Notices were devastating. Peter Craven in

to make something of his part.

Little Australians, Reeves himself was busy in

The Australian (31 December 1990) called it

Melbourne preparing for the opening of his

an ‘inoffensive but undercooked piece of

such an undernourished theatrical turkey ever

new show, Favourite Son (originally named

nonsense which has no serious claims on a

make it to the post-Christmas table? How?’

Once Upon a Time). This time Reeves was

city audience.’ He said ‘the score has some

The backers pulled their money and the

credited with music and concept, and Terry

pleasing moments, even some memorable

show closed on Friday 4 January 1991. Its

Stapleton with book and lyrics.

ones’, and that Stapleton’s lyrics balance

five-night run lost $500 000. Reeves decided

Stapleton had started writing and

He ended his notice by asking: ‘How did

‘corn and slickness’, but the whole production

it was time to try his luck in London and

reviewing for The Bulletin in Adelaide in the

seemed to have been put together by a

moved his family there the following year.

’60s, and later became successful working in

‘country town music master and performed

television for Crawfords, creating The Last of

by the local light opera company’. The

No recordings were released from
Favourite Son, but one song, ‘About You’, was

pantomime performed by children, which

From left: German tragedian Daniel Bandmann,

Melbourne theatre was designed by Nahum

the Australians, Bobby Dazzler and This Man,

opened on Boxing Day 1904. The Queen’s

minstrel entrepreneur F.E.Hiscocks,

Barnet within the walls of the old hall. Stalls

performers came out of it best of all: ‘Serio is recycled in Reeves’ next show, Cyrano, a

This Woman. No stranger to theatre, his plays

Hall, or ‘Theatre’ as it was sometimes

and dress circle accommodated 835 patrons

about as convincing in the part of the young

ventriloquist and mimic Frederic Maccabe.

musical version of Edmond Rostand’s classic

included Some Night in Julia Creek, Last

dolt in the city as the material allows.

French play Cyrano de Bergerac.

called, seems to have fallen into complete

Dance, A Few Close Friends and Say Goodbye.9

in individual leather-cushioned chairs and

Goullet, as the girlfriend, sings and acts well

With sponsorship from Allgas Energy

disuse as regards theatrical attractions after

acquired the site in 1911; Williams was an

the colour scheme was of ‘pale buff, yellow

this. As a cinema, however, it was to have

and blue, picked out with gold’, according to

in a Patti McGrath manner and Wells and

energetic young Canadian entrepreneur

Ltd, Queensland, Reeves’ version of Cyrano

man (Young Johnny) from the country who

a fascinating future.

who had already established three thriving

The Argus of 9 June 1911.

Anderson make an engaging pair of

first saw the light of day as a ‘highlights’

gets an offer from an American movie director

scumbag Americans.’

album in 1992, released by EMI on cassette

W.J.Lincoln, reminiscing in The Winner
of 9 February 1916, states that ‘a Mr
Thwaites’ ran the first continuous picture
shows in Melbourne here about this time;

motion picture theatres in Sydney.
His first Melbourne venture followed a
successful pattern.
While most local film showmen utilised

this proved a failure and ‘Mr Spencer’

rough and ready halls or other enclosures

followed and also failed.

and paid little attention to audience

As neither exhibitor seems to have

Favourite Son’s plot involved a young

Christened ‘The Melba’, in honour of the

(Sam) to go to the city to star in a film. The

If Craven’s notice wasn’t enough to sink

(HAD135) and CD (HA0135). The cast

city’s great diva (who is said to have cabled

only problem is the director is a shark and

from London on opening night: ‘All success—

the ship, then Leonard Radic’s in The Age

featured Normie Rowe, Penny Hay, Simon

the film turns out to be a jeans commercial.

(1 January 1991) certainly was. He wondered

Gallaher, Kirri Adams, Neil Mason, Michael

Nellie’), the new theatre opened on 9 June

Reeves was again the producer, Pamela

1911 with all three performances packed out.

‘how such a patently sub-standard piece of

Leighton-Jones, Gregory Massingham, the

French was director and choreographer,

work ever found its way on to a major city

Jones & Co. Chorus, and the Queensland

with design by Terry Ryan. The cast of 14

stage’. He went on to say: ‘The book and

Symphony Orchestra conducted by Tommy

was headed by Terry Serio (Young Johnny),

lyrics are knee-deep in clichés like “making

Tycho. Reeves was responsible for music,

amenities, Williams built theatres of

To be continued in the Summer edition of

advertised in the daily papers these seasons

comparative luxury, with comfortable

On Stage.

Reg Gorman (Big Johnny), Nadine Wells

cannot be verified or precisely dated. The

it” and grabbing “the big chance” when it

seating and offered hour-long continuous

lyrics and orchestrations, with assistance on

(Milah), Rod Anderson (Sam), Joseph

J.D.Williams Amusement Company Ltd

comes.’ He also thought the production had

sessions at low prices. Williams’ first

the latter from Tycho and Arthur Greenslade.

Clements (Max) and Danielle Goullet

a provincial air about it, but acknowledged

( Julietta). Musical director Conrad Helfrich

the chorus was ‘willing’ and the dance

Studios in Brisbane, the album contained

led a seven-piece pit band.

routines ‘snappy’. He thought Serio was

almost 70 minutes of the show’s score.

n

New support for performing arts groups

T

heatre Network Victoria (TNV) is a

TVN is now up

new project that aims to strengthen

and running. Its

the small to medium performing

general aim is to

Network Victoria will engage with the

strengthen the

funded and unfunded theatre sector to

arts sector in Victoria.

Says manager Nicole Beyer: ‘Theatre

sector, enabling

provide leadership, develop sustainable

it to produce

partnerships and build on strengths. We aim

theatre companies discussed the need for a

more work,

to raise the profile of organisations in the

representative body to service the small-to-

build on

sector and the sector itself, and document

existing

its current artistic and financial state.’

medium theatre sector.
The nine organisations on the inaugural
steering committee were Melbourne Workers

audiences, and reach new ones.
It plans to undertake research, deliver

Nicole Beyer will be researching,
consulting, and working across the sector. If

Theatre, Polyglot Puppet Theatre, Snuff

professional development, and develop the

you’ve got thoughts, ideas, opinions, or

Puppets, Arena Theatre Company, Next

sector to build capacity and sustainability.

want to be involved, she’d love to hear

Wave Festival, Chamber Made, Platform

The project is targeted at the theatre

from you.

Youth Theatre, St Martins Youth Arts Centre,

companies, small informal groups of theatre

Back to Back Theatre. Their discussions led

workers and individual theatre makers who

nicole@tnv.net.au, or visit the TVN

to the formation of Theatre Network Victoria.

deliver the bulk of the theatre activity in

website: http://www.tnv.net.au

Contact Nicole on 9329 5723 or email

TVN is supported by Arts Victoria.
Page 10
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Victoria and, indeed, Australia.

and general managers of Melbourne-based

In early 2008 a group of artistic directors

Recorded at Channel 9’s Starsound

n
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It was an ambitious work with touches
of Reeves’ favourite composers, Bach,
Bernstein and Gilbert and Sullivan.10
Cyrano premièred in a concert version,

original 1992 version of the score, was

Gramophone (EG 000421/2007), and a studio

Newcastle, NSW, on 21 April 2006. Peter

tells her mother that she is going to marry

7, 9 and 11 August 1979. This was followed

issued in 2007 by English Gramophone

version, recorded prior to the world première,

Wyllie Johnston said it was: ‘an original work

Williamson. For James and Maggie, Reeves

by River (1980), a folk-opera based on the

with the same cast except for Harvey Brink,

with universal themes which Australians,

collaborated once more with Peter

settlement of coastal rivers in Northern

who was replaced by James Kanagasooriam,

accustomed to the challenges of immigration,
can readily appreciate.’11

Yeldham, who created the book and lyrics.

NSW, which was produced by the Armidale

The musical was first drafted three years

Musical Society. An adaptation of Brandon

after the professional début of Seven Little

Thomas’ farce Charley’s Aunt was reset in the

(CD HA0136).
Reeves premièred his next show, Dorian,

with the CD cast, at the Suncorp Plaza,

a musical version of Oscar Wilde’s The

South Bank, Brisbane, 7 November 1992.

Picture of Dorian Gray, at the Arts Theatre,

Barbara Hebden in the Sunday Mail

London. It opened on 25 September 1997 to

(8 November 1992) claimed: ‘Reeves could

universal pans: ‘An utter disaster that will

have a winner on his hands.’ She found the

on English Gramophone (EG 000157/1999).
The following year Reeves was

The last of Reeves’ works to be heard in

commissioned by the Festival of Peace, Italy,

public is James and Maggie, a show about the

1920s and became their musical Aunty,

to write another oratorio. The result, Planet

tempestuous love affair between theatrical

which played 29-30 April and 5 May 1982.

undoubtedly die a deserved death’ (Warren

Requiem, was performed as part of the 2002

entrepreneur J.C.Williamson and his actress

Later that year came The Happening, a

music ‘melodious’ with a ‘strong rhythmic

Seamans, The London Theatre Guide Online,

Assisi Festival.

wife, Maggie Moore. A ‘snapshot’ of two

Christmas Pageant/play.

pulse’, and particularly praised the recycled

September 1997); ‘A flat, fatuous piece of

‘About You’.

writing with no subtlety, depth or wit

choices young people have to make, which

whatsoever’ (Sarah Hemming, Financial

was specially written for a visit to The

version of Cyrano, with basically the same

Times) and ‘It takes a certain ingenuity to

Armidale School by H.R.H. The Prince

cast, was presented at the Lyric Theatre,

turn a 19th century literary masterpiece into

Edward on 16 April 1983.

QPAC, Brisbane, from 11–15 October 1994,

a musical Penny Dreadful. Mehmet Ergen’s

with Oscar-winning British actor Sir John

production makes it look like a piece of

when he was on secondment teaching at

Mills introducing and closing the performances.

cake’ ( James Christopher, The Times).

Gordonstoun, Scotland. With the exception

Two years later, a fully-costumed concert

The show had undergone a major rewrite

Finally came Choices, a show about the

Graham had taught Prince Edward

But if The Times hated Dorian, it loved

of River, all these shows played at the TAS

with Hal Shaper now being credited with

Reeves’ next effort, Becket—The Kiss of Peace,

Memorial Assembly Hall. Ginger Meggs was

book and lyrics.

hailing it ‘A masterpiece’ (Robert Thicknesse).

later produced by the New England Theatre

An oratorio about the murder in 1170 of

Company with a new score by Gary Down.

London credits, writing lyrics for Jane Eyre

Thomas à Becket, the Archbishop of

In 1991 it was presented at the Sydney Festival,

(1961), Treasure Island (1973) and Great

Canterbury, and King Henry II’s direct or

and in 1992–93 it was seen at the Arts

Expectations (1975), in which Mills had

indirect involvement in it, the work was first

Centre, Melbourne, and toured Victoria.

featured. Shaper also had success writing

performed on 21 October 2000 in

pop tunes, notably the Matt Monro hit

Canterbury Cathedral,

an acclaimed organist with seven organ

‘Softly As I Leave You’.

along with works by

albums to his credit. He performed

‘In embryonic form, Cyrano revealed

Aaron Copland (‘In

regularly for the ABC and at the Sydney

easy-listening melodies sung engagingly,’

The Beginning’) and

Town Hall, including Hadel’s Messiah from

said Patricia Kelly (The Australian, 14 October

Leonard Bernstein

1962 until 1978.

1994), adding that although Rowe was no

(‘Chichester Psalms’).

Shaper, a South African, had major

Pavarotti, he had ‘plenty of heart and soul’.

Prior to Reeves’ position at TAS, he was

Like Edmond Samuels with The

The soloists

Highwayman and Albert Arlen with The

Peta Koch (Brisbane Courier-Mail, 17 October

included Philip

Sentimental Bloke, David Reeves believed in

1994) was also laudatory of Rowe and

Slane, David Wilson-

his product, was passionate about getting it

singled out his songs ‘Journey To A Woman’s

Johnson, James

produced, and made it happen. Throughout

Heart’ and ‘Spirit Candles’. She also liked

Bowman, Constance

his career he has continued to secure

Miranda Gehrke’s portrayal of Roxane,

Nevis, Gillian Keith

corporate finance for his projects. One has

especially in ‘I Don’t Love You Anymore’,

and James

to admire his determination. His canon of

and Kirri Adams as the Duenna with her

Kanagasooriam, with

work is certainly eclectic: four adaptations

show-stopper, ‘A Woman’s Work’. The use of

the Cathedral

of famous literary works, one comic strip,

Mills to introduce the show was criticised by

Choristers, The

five originals, and two oratorios.

reviewers as unnecessary, but there was no

English Chamber

denying it provided a major publicity and

Singers, and The

promotional hook.

English Festival

Several songs from the earlier version

Orchestra conducted

He has had his failures, yet he has also
Top: Normie Rowe as Cyrano, Cyrano in Concert, 1994.

Clockwise from above: Flyer for Grand

Above: OzMade Musicals’ 2006 presentation of scenes from Reeves’

Central, 2006. Program for Aunty, Armidale

James and Maggie. Megan Holt as Maggie Moore and Jeremiah Tickell

School, 1982. Lyricist Jim Graham

remained, albeit with different or revised

by Martin Neary.

and improved lyrics: ‘The Journey To A

Bowman said: ‘The

Woman’s Heart’, ‘What Are You Talking

work features themes

About?’, ‘Roxane’, ‘Gascons Forever’, ‘In

up there with Elgar, Vaughan Williams and

The King’s Service’ and ‘Drink A Little

Parry,’ while Neary thought it a ‘very clever

Wine With Me’, but the revision did not use

score’. The work has since been performed

‘After You’. This new version was recorded

several times in London and in the US.

and released on Castle (CDSGP 9800) in
1994. A third recording, reverting to the
Page 12

as J.C.Williamson.

There are two recordings of the score, a
live version of the original cast on English

had his successes.
Australians. To date there has been no
production of the full show.
David Reeves did his musical theatre

He hit the jackpot first time out with
Seven Little Australians, but nothing he has
written since has equalled its popularity. It’s

apprenticeship when he was Director of

a skilled adaptation of Ethel Turner’s classic

excerpts was included in Magnormos’

Music at The Armidale School from 1973

book with a very pleasant score. When it

OzMade Musicals on 19 November 2006 at

until 1983. He and Jim Graham not only

premièred in 1988 it did sound old-

Central, a Latin love story set in New York in

Theatreworks, St Kilda. The featured

created the original version of Seven Little

fashioned, but it was good old-fashioned—

the ’70s, about illegal immigrants and the

segments highlighted the first meeting of

Australians, but also a one-act version of

melodic and jaunty, schmaltzy in places,

stand-off between Cuba and the United

Williamson ( Jeremiah Tickell) and Moore

James Bancks’ iconic comic strip Ginger

and it wore its heart on its sleeve.

States. The work was given a concert

(Megan Holt) with the duet ‘Tell Me About

Meggs, which played as part of a double-bill

Audiences felt for the characters. It had

performance at the Civic Theatre,

Yourself’ and ‘I’ve Said Yes,’ where Moore

with Gilbert and Sullivan’s Trial By Jury on

heart. It was engaging, funny, and a very *

Four years later Reeves created Grand
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enjoyable evening in the theatre. One can’t

Other sources:

arches over the boxes that flanked the stage.

supported by the National Trust (which gave

elegant table settings and covered chairs for

ask for more than that.

The Advertiser (Adelaide)

The boxes included ‘Alamo-style’ parapets

the building its highest classification)

up to 450, complemented by mood lighting.

Special thanks to: Malcolm Cooke, Paul

The Age

complete with classical statues, backlit in

eventually persuaded the council to save the

Dellit, Reg Gorman, Jim Graham, Robyn

The Armidale Express

blue. Furnishers G.A.Gross of Hunter Street

theatre and, instead, build on a nearby site.

Holmes (Music Department, National

The Australian

supplied the luxurious foyer appointments.

Library of Australia), Peter Wyllie Johnston,

Courier-Mail (Brisbane)

Margaret Leask (NIDA Oral History), David

Daily Mirror (Sydney)

theatre, the Civic was initially leased as a

a future for the Civic as a live venue, the council rooms catering for up to 66 performers, an

Mitchell, Dr Peter Orlovich (SBW/NIDA

The Financial Times

cinema. Northern Amusements, in association

spent $120 000 on lighting improvements,

orchestra assembly room, a Green Room

Archives), David Reeves, Judith Roberts,

The Mercury (Hobart)

with Newcastle Theatres Pty Ltd and Greater

flies, drapes, repairs and electrical upgrades.

and a laundry.

Frank Van Straten, Anne White (The

The Examiner (Launceston)

Union leased the Civic for five years for £10

Armidale School), Peter Yeldham.

London Theatre Guide—Online

514 per annum.

Realising that with the closure of Newcastle’s high. The counterweight fly system has 54
‘traditional’ live theatre, the Victoria, there was line sets. Backstage there are 11 dressing

Although designed as a 1628-seat live

The News (Adelaide)

The Civic sailed hopefully into a new era
and live productions eventually supplanted
cinema. Among the first touring shows to

‘The Wonder Theatre of Australia’ was

References:

On Stage

launched by Thomas Bavin mla, the

play here was Doctor in the House (1974) and

9. Matt Mollett: ‘Against The Odds’

The Sun (Sydney)

Premier of New South Wales on 12 December

Boeing Boeing (1977). The Australian Opera

Sunday Mail (Brisbane)

1929: ‘The day on which Newcastle assumes

presented Don Giovanni in 1978.

Sunday Telegraph (Sydney)

the Mantle of Theatrical Supremacy—takes

The Sydney Morning Herald

its place within that Select Circle of

The Times (London)

Metropolitan Cities blessed with a Super

CD and LP notes

Theatre!.’

(unknown publication, 23 January 1996).
10. The Sydney Morning Herald—Northern Life,
24 May 1991: ‘Beyond the cringe with a
Mosman composer’.
11. Peter Wyllie Johnston: The Development of

Theatre programs

the Australian Musical, 1900–2000 (PhD

n

The opening program was the ‘100%
talkie sensation’ Behind That Curtain, the

Thesis, University of Melbourne, 2007).

Fox-Movietone newsreel featuring the Prime
Minister, James Scullin.
In 1938 the Civic was re-seated and

Favourite Son, 1990.

Eighty years young—
the grand old lady of Newcastle
Frank Van Straten honours Civic Precinct, Newcastle, which celebrates its 80th birthday in December.

C

ivic Precinct, the showplace of

cinema specialist, White is said to have

modified Empire style with Spanish-

Australia’s seventh city, comprises

designed more than 100 Australasian

Moroccan overtones’. The stage measured

four flexible venues, The Civic

theatres. His Melbourne work includes the

27.7m by 12m; the 12.2m wide proscenium

Theatre, The Playhouse, Wheeler Place and

Palais (1927), revamps of the Palace (1916

was crowned by a classical frieze; the

The City Hall.

and 1923), the Princess (1922) and the

auditorium featured imitation stone walls, a

Athenaeum (1924). His masterpieces are

grand ornamental dome and huge, recessed

The Civic Theatre
The Civic is one of Australia’s great historic

Sydney’s St

theatres. Newcastle’s most popular and

James (1926),

prestigious venue, it hosts a wide range of

Capitol (1928)

concerts, musicals, plays, dance and other events.

and State (1929).

Newcastle Council’s decision to build the

Over the next decade, although the shows
kept coming, the building was allowed to
deteriorate. In June 1992 the Civic closed for

renovated. Hoyts gained control in 1941.

a much needed $10.4 million refurbishment. In

When the theatre was again refurbished in

its fully restored glory it was re-opened in

1950, the seating was reduced to 1723.

November 1993 by Rear-Admiral Peter

CinemaScope was installed in 1954. When

Sinclair ac, the Governor of New South Wales.

television started to erode audiences, Hoyts

Newcastle’s grand old lady is now 80

considered gutting the auditorium and

years old. Replete with grand marble foyer

installing two smaller auditoriums.

and staircase, terrazzo balcony, glowing

Fortunately this plan was shelved. Hoyts’

interiors and historic auditorium chandelier,

tenancy concluded on 10 October 1973.

the Civic is recognised as Australia’s premier

Council then announced plans to

regional theatre, an integral link in the

demolish the Civic and replace it with new

national touring circuit. It hosts most of the

administrative offices. Public opposition,

major touring musicals, as well as concerts and
a wide range of music, theatre and dance.

Civic Theatre, Newcastle then (1930s) and now.

In ‘full lyric’ mode the Civic now seats 1518.
Configurations

considered to be

The Playhouse
Located at 377 Hunter Street, but in the
Civic Theatre building, the Playhouse
occupies what was originally the Civic
Wintergarden Ballroom. In its first
incarnation, the Playhouse opened in 1979

The Civic is recognised as
Australia’s premier regional
theatre, an integral link in
the national touring circuit.

1929 Melbourne Cup (with sound) and a

Costume design by Terry Ryan for

The present stage is 26m wide and 11.5m
deep, with a proscenium 11m wide by 7.5m

as the home of the Hunter Valley Theatre
Company, Australia’s first regionally-based
full-time professional theatre company
dedicated to new and original work.
HTVC leased the space from the
Council for $75 a month and raised
$255 000 to create a 199-seat intimate thrust

theatre. Designed by local architect Brian
Suters, the ‘first’ Playhouse hosted several
important Australian productions, including
John O’Donoghue’s Essington Lewis: I Am Work
(1982) and A Happy and Holy Occasion (1986),
David Allen’s Once A Bold Collier (1989) and
Stephen Abbott’s The Headbutt (1990).
Sadly, the HVTC folded in 1996. Safety
concerns led to the closure of the Playhouse
in December 1998.
A lively community-based campaign,
strongly supported by Newcastle-born John
Bell, lobbied for its return, arguing the need
for an affordable, well equipped and
comfortable performing arts space for local
practitioners. Eventually Newcastle City
Council and the NSW Ministry for the Arts

cater for audiences committed a combined $1.5 million to revive
the mothballed Playhouse.
of 1481, 979 or
364. The backs

The builder

Brian Suters returned to design the

of the seats

refurbishment, working gratis in the public

function as

interest. The auditorium was reconfigured to

outlets for the air

seat 205 and a new lift provided access to the

conditioning

first floor foyer and second floor auditorium

system. The

entrance. There were new rehearsal and

auditorium can

dressing rooms, a foyer bar and box office,

also be used for

and a comprehensive technical fit-out. A

cabaret: all 900

plaque unveiled on 21 December 2004 by

Civic came after years of procrastination,

of the Civic was

and strong opposition from the press and

Newcastle-based

from Sir Benjamin and John Fuller, lessees

G.A.Stronach.

of what was then the city’s premier live

Construction

venue, the Victoria. Eventually, on 6 March

cost was

1927, an ‘optional poll’ of ratepayers voted

£71 863 and

in favour of the theatre and town hall.

stalls seats are

was to take 75

Lord Mayor John Tate marked the completion

removed and

weeks. For the

of the refurbishment.

prolific and prominent architect Henry Eli

replaced by

two-level Civic,

clothed round

White. A New Zealand born theatre and

White chose ‘a

2005 with a production of Carl Caulfield’s

tables with

Seems Like Old Times by Stray Dogs Theatre *

Both buildings were designed by the
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The Playhouse reopened on 25 February
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Company. The refurbished

concurrently with the Civic

Playhouse provides local

Theatre. The Hall was opened

Civic Precinct venues are

specifically

practitioners and their

by Admiral Sir Dudley de

available to local or community-

performers and circus people.

audiences with a central,

Chair, Governor of NSW, on

based producers. As well, there

intimate, multi-purpose

14 December 1929. It was

are discounted fees with

venue with low operating

created as a home to the

Ticketek, and Newcastle City

costs. As a result local

newly-formed Newcastle City

Council offers assistance with

producers can present new

Council, an amalgamation of

venue costs through its

and adventurous work with

11 municipal councils and

Community Assistance Scheme.

Things that go
bump...

relatively low financial

parts of two shires. Following

The Civic Precinct’s Operations,

According to The Newcastle Herald

exposure, and then enjoy

the transfer of staff and

Business Services and Marketing

reporter Jane Worthington, both

instant audience feedback.

administrative offices to the

departments are also available to

the Civic and the Victoria have

new City Administration

assist with production planning,

resident ghosts.

Playhouse’ volunteers—or

Centre in 1977, the Council

budgets and promotional advice.

‘Vollys’—are dedicated

considered the future usage of

members of the community

the City Hall.

The ‘Friends of the

Although the building was

who give their time as front-

in Newcastle there’s nothing

Discounted hire fees at all

The legacy of Morris
Light

for physical

‘That would truly be a winwin thing.’
We wish them well.

Jane recounts a story told by
former Newcastle Deputy Mayor
The Victoria Theatre’s present façade and auditorium.

Frank Rigby, a member of the
council that decided in 1989 to

nearly 50 years old, it was

Civic Precinct Newcastle is the

put money into refurbishing the

architecturally sound and large

remarkable legacy of Russian-

Civic.

are only offered to local

enough to be adapted to provide

born Alderman Morris Light

amateur producers to help

a multi-purpose civic venue.

(1859–1929).

The money wouldn’t cover the

of-house ushers.
The services of the Vollys

There was just one problem.

As Mayor of Newcastle in 1924–

orchestra pit restoration.

and Busteed Pty Ltd were

25, Light initiated the creation of

Pondering the challenges and his

audiences through a-word-of

commissioned to design the

the City Hall and Theatre. He

frustration at the one thing that

mouth community network.

upgrade which saw the

also promoted the electrification

was going to spoil the whole

retention the Concert Hall and

of the town’s tram service, the

show, Cr Rigby sat alone one

Banquet Rooms and the

creation of a children’s park at

night in the stalls.

conversion of former office

Centennial Park, an art gallery

space into versatile function

and a museum.

Newcastle architects Suters

keep venue costs low.
They also help build

‘Inspirations’, the Civic
Precinct Newcastle
Subscription Season, is a

What happened next was
completely unexpected.

diverse program of dance,

The Civic Hall auditorium, 2009.

drama, comedy, cabaret, film and children’s

Below: Mayor Morris Light (left)

and conference rooms. The successful

shows held in both the Civic Theatre and

and architect Henry Eli White

tenderer was a Newcastle firm of builders,

construction of the City Hall

before and it was just like I was

R.W.Black Pty Ltd. Building commenced in

and Civic Theatre complex his

talking to you,’ Rigby told Jane.

January 1980.

greatest achievement, although he did not

replaced with a single cinema-style circle.

‘There was no funny business, there was no

live to see his dream completed: he died of

After Fullers took over the theatre in 1922 it

music, there was just Joe and me.’

pneumonia on

hosted a wide variety of touring productions—

with attractive offices and reception rooms.

26 July 1929, only a few months before the

though these were still interspersed with

had regularly met his sweetheart at the

Striking murals by John Olsen and John

opening ceremonies took place.

movies. Among later ‘live’ attractions were

theatre. But he was from the wrong side of the

Annie Get Your Gun (1953), Franquin (1958),

tracks and her family didn’t approve. To

The Pajama Game (1958), Grab Me a Gondola

separate the two, she was sent overseas. When

(1959), The Tommy Steele Show (1960), The

they parted, they said they would meet again

Sound of Music (1961), Snow White and the

one day in the Civic Theatre.

the Playhouse. Subscribers make savings of
up to 20 per cent off normal ticket prices.

Wheeler Place

tower, Newcastle City Hall provides a
splendid setting for concerts, civic
receptions, conferences, trade shows,

Wheeler Place is a well known cost-free

seminars, corporate meetings, weddings,

plaza for large groups to gather in order to

social functions, school formals and

celebrate or, indeed, protest. It joins the

community gatherings.

Civic Theatre and the civic, ceremonial,

Newcastle City Hall was commissioned

convention and function services of the City

by newly-elected Mayor Morris Light in

Hall and links the cultural and entertainment

1925 and designed by Henry White

facilities of Civic Park, Art Gallery, Library
and Conservatorium
of Music.
Wheeler Place is named for
Alderman Harry Lambert

The Council Chambers were completely
redecorated and the Lord Mayor provided

Montifiore now adorn the entry and the
interior of the Concert Hall.

In February 2007 rare plans of the City
Hall were deposited in Newcastle University’s

The building was again extensively
refurbished in 2001.

Cultural Collections in the Auchmuty Library.
These appear to be the only surviving
original plans of the complex.

The Concert Hall
The Concert Hall has been acclaimed
as one of the finest auditoriums in
Australia. It has excellent natural

The Victoria

acoustics, air conditioning,

mayor at the time the Hall

superior lighting and

and Theatre originally opened.

comfortable floor and gallery

surviving purpose built theatre in New South

Newcastle City
Hall

seating. It is regularly used for

Wales. It was built in 1891, replacing a less

concerts, plays, stand-up

substantial wooden theatre built in 1876.

comedy, cabaret, weddings

Designed as a venue for live theatre it was,

Hall and six function rooms, its
grand sandstone walls and pillars,
marble staircases and soaring clock
Page 16

conferences, balls and dinners.
The Hall can seat 820, or cater
for 350 in banquet mode and up to
500 in cocktail mode.
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Joe, a cinema-goer in the theatre’s heyday,

Seven Dwarfs (1963) and The Merry Widow

As Mr Rigby put it, ‘Joe is still waiting.’ In
(1964). The theatre closed on 30 March 1966. despair, he had committed suicide. It seems
Since then the building has housed
that from then on care of the theatre became

While the Civic forges ahead, its predecessor, several retail outlets, but otherwise it has not Joe’s obsession, because when Cr Rigby told
been used for many years. Various local groups him of his dilemma, the friendly spectre
the Victoria in Perkins Street, stands forlorn
have campaigned for its re-opening and
merely smiled and said, ‘Don’t worry about it,
and almost forgotten.

(‘Bert’) Wheeler OBE, the city’s

With its magnificent Concert

‘I have never talked to a ghost

Light considered the

The Victoria is believed to be the oldest

however, frequently used for movies.
When the interior was upgraded in 1921,

recently Artists for the Preservation of the

she’ll be right.’

Victoria Theatre have asked the building’s

The 1989 earthquake did minimal damage
owner, Arthur Laundy, of the financially-ailing to the theatre but it did crack the rubber
Laundy Hotel Group, if they can temporarily membrane protecting the orchestra pit. The
occupy the site and use it as a practice space. whole thing had to be replaced—and, no doubt
Committee member Pixi Robertson says thanks to Joe, insurance covered the lot.
‘We just couldn’t bear to see that beautiful

Over in Perkins Street, the now derelict

much of the original ornate décor was

place dying so we have got together a core

Victoria Theatre is the home of another

removed, and the circle and gallery were

body of physical theatre performers, because

spectre. He has only been known to sport *

Spring 2009
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a smiling face and friendly manner and has

their spiritual company. ‘Shaking coat

Les Tod & Kevin Cork: The Dream Palaces,

been seen on the stairs leading to the old

hangers, weird noises and unexplained

Part 2. Australian Theatre Historical

stage, now hidden behind the fake walls of

unlatching of the front door bolt were just a

Society, 1989.

the store that was built into the auditorium.

few signs of the old boy’s presence,’ he said.

He’s been there since at least the early
1900s, and is thought to be an old, retired
fireman who worked in the theatre during
live shows to ensure help was at hand in
case of fire. He collapsed backstage and
died of a heart attack.
Former Jean Connection store manager
Brendan Trummel told Jane Worthington
that he and his crew grew accustomed to

Jane Worthington: ‘Ghosts’, The Newcastle
Herald, 22 August 1998.

References:
K.J.Cork & L.R.Tod: Front Stalls or Back?
Australian Theatre Historical Society, 1993.

Jane Worthington: ‘The final curtain?’, The
Newcastle Herald, 6 March 1999.

T

Renovations continue at The Maj

he work never seems to stop at

stranger to The Maj, having been company

Her Majesty’s, Melbourne. In

manager on Mamma Mia! and Miss Saigon.

recent months the vertical metal

columns in the grand Art Deco foyers have
been stripped of the gold paint applied

new stage’, The Newcastle Herald,

Civic Precinct Newcastle, including manager

around 30 years ago, revealing the beauty

21 December 2004.

Daniel Ballantyne and guide Richard J. Laws.

and lustre of the original pewter finish.

Desmond Davies: Opportunity lost; NSW
regional theatre companies, 1976–2003.
University of Wollongong Theses

n

We wish him well.

strips that decorate the walnut panels and

With thanks to the management and staff of

Damon Cronshaw: ‘Playhouse ready to enter

With thanks to Jesse Cain, Her
Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne.

In the auditorium, the fronts of the

Contemporary photographs by

Dress Circle and Grand Circle balconies

Frank Van Straten

n

have been repainted and polished so they
now complement the walnut panelling on

Collection, 2007.

the walls. The tops of both balconies have
been embellished with gold friezes.
The most significant work, however, is
probably not noticeable at all: for the first
time since the theatre was rebuilt in 1934,
the auditorium roof has been completely
replaced. At the same time, new insulation
was installed, making the theatre more
comfortable for patrons, and more energy
efficient too.
Another recent ‘installation’ is new

The Civic Theatre with Newcastle City Hall in the background, 2009.

T

Old Vic’s new tricks

he Old Vic—London’s oldest

‘The bracingly cheap and quick process

General Manager, Mark Rowe. Mark was

The Maj’s finished auditorium roof, under

most recently Company Manager for the

which other major renovations have also

Australian production of Wicked. He is no

been taking place.
mutates, and the spaces become the

them and reinstate the theatre’s original

owners, the Mervish brothers, carried out a

repository for after-images of past work, a

form. The result is that London has a

season, and then restore the original form of

historicist renovation in the 1980s, further

house of ghosts.’

brand new 850-seat theatre in the round-

Todd continues: ‘The theatre’s previous

Todd’s main challenge was solve the

theatre—has been transformed into

underlying this transformation was possible

the theatre in a matter of days. The CQS

squeezing the important space in front of

an intimate in-the-round venue for

because of the decisiveness and pragmatism

Space can also be mothballed and put back

the stage with reconfigured, richly decorated

sightline problem. For the galleries a higher

in the future,’ Andrew Todd says.

box-fronts. We needed to be able to requalify

acting area was better; for the stalls it could

these vital areas, bring them into the new

not be too high for comfort.

a new production of Alan Ayckbourn’s

of the Old Vic Theatre Company, CQS and

comic classic, The Norman Conquests.

the Hintze Family Foundation,’ Todd explains.

Old Vic artistic director Kevin Spacey
said it was an exciting new chapter in the
theatre’s history. ‘The space opens up
numerous possibilities for future productions
and we’ve found it really inspiring.’
The Grade II-listed theatre was built in
1818 as the Royal Coburg.
Andrew Todd, the architect who advised

‘Kevin Spacey and his team were more
like generals planning a battle than navelgazing thesps.
‘They accepted a high degree of risk in a

levels of excitement and intimacy.’
The reconfigured auditorium is called

decided to rip off the balcony fronts of the

to continue the

boxes, saving them future re-use of course.

‘circular’ feel of the

He came up with plans for a ballroom, a
venue with a flat floor allowing promenade

‘When I hear the words “lovingly restored

galleries through to

standing in the stalls, a tightly-focussed

theatre, I reach for my sledgehammer.

a new gallery on

was all controlled not from a sparkling

thrust stage with a new wall in front of the

Theatres exist in an accelerated, slippery

the stage. This

project manager’s boardroom, but a jumbled

existing proscenium.

time-frame; they are reborn every night.

form then dictated

‘Nothing was demolished, no forests cut
down, just a few bits of steel and plywood
transported from Norfolk to London.
‘It is the exact opposite of the gleaming,
vote-garnering palace of culture foisted upon
us by so many municipalities and

‘Any attempt to fix them in the aspic of

‘But,’ says Todd, ‘there was one major

a particular period is doomed to failure,

the new circular

to make it economically viable in the

because they have to retain a certain

stage, and the

subsidy-free context of the Old Vic.’

temporal elasticity, a chameleon character,

seating was

to nurture the work that is their raison d’être.

reconfigured to

initiative of The Norman Conquests director

This is not a question of doctrine or style,

accord with this.

Matthew Warchus.

but of fitness to task.

He felt the play would appear brash and

‘There are no “original” forms to a

economical. It will

governments: its credo is renew, adapt,

one-dimensional on a traditional stage, but

CQS Management Ltd, a leading European

recycle, re-use. And experiment: we can

powerfully tragicomic if the audience were

Historical time moves on outside, the

take only a couple

hedge fund.

adapt the space in real time during the

more involved in the space.

meanings of plays change as society

of days to remove

ON STAGE
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are light and

the CQS Space, in recognition of sponsors
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Trust and Matt Humphrey.

The additions

theatre: they are highly mutable buildings.
n

With thanks to Andrew Todd, the Theatres

a central point for

hurdle. We just couldn’t fit in enough seats

The project was resurrected at the

one-bedroom flat in Waterloo.

horseshoe-shaped

rafting more than the cross-checking, and it

orchestra pit.

central stage which promises to release new

using the auditorium.

shows, and a Globe-like arrangement with

was a corseted Victorian lady who, whilst

modification, we’ve created a dynamic new

Spacey asked Todd to suggest new ways of

process that has resembled white-water

technical office tucked just behind the

wasn’t living life to the full. With this

The solution came when Todd decided

circle of energy we wanted to create. So we

to its original glory” in association with a

on the refurbishment, said: ‘The Old Vic
perfectly pretty and serviceable, perhaps

The project dates back to 2003 when

and, adds Todd, it cost about as much as a

The reconfigured Old Vic.
Photo by Matt Humphrey.
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Great balls of fire!

T

John Newman recalls a hot night at Tikki & John’s.

ikki and I always shudder when we
hear of a theatre closing down. In
the past it was always fire, but in

was raging through the rear of our building.
What a sorry sight it was! Fire hoses all

were surprised to see that, apart from a very
wet floor and a large scorch slick on the roof

over the street, and four fire engines with

above the kitchen exit door, the little theatre

out time it was the advent of television and

all lights blazing. Tikki and I gingerly

area was pretty well unscathed.

later video hire, so it was a great shock when

entered the front door of the restaurant. We

It was a very different story as we walked

the already-closed Tivoli

towards the kitchen area. It

burnt down in 1967.

seems that the small group of

Our little theatre

homeless people who lived

restaurant had only been

at the back of Tikki & John’s

open a couple of years in

had allowed the cardboard

Exhibition Street and we

boxes that they slept in to

were in the process of

catch fire. A draught sucked

re-building our tiny

the flames in through a

corner stage. I went

basement toilet window and

down to the Tivoli site

then up into the kitchen.

and saw the smouldering

All the kitchen equipment

remains. The front of the

including sinks, stoves and

stage had been ripped

benches were hanging into

up to access the

the basement, the taps were

understage area for the

squirting and all our crockery

fire brigade.

had fallen down and had

I noticed that the two

been burnt black by the flames.

floor boards just behind

Tikki and I sat down in

the footlights—and

the better part of the main

exactly where all the great comics

room just as our stage and restaurant

had stood to serve out their comedy

manager, Andrew (whom we later

material—were intact. With both a

called Golly, because of his shock of

hammer and the permission of the

fuzzy-wuzzy hair) walked through the

wrecker, I was able to remove these

front door clutching his huge chinchilla

two boards and lug them out the back

cat. Gol had taken over our top floor

of the theatre into Little Collins

apartment as manager-caretaker, and

Street, around the corner into Russell

had awakened to the fire when his cat

Street, and with them resting on my

let out a scream and landed on his face.

shoulder, carry them up the Bourke

As the one staircase to the top third

Street tram tracks to Tikki & John’s in

floor was full of smoke, the only other

Exhibition Street.

possible way out was through a trapdoor

The builders working on our

which Tikki and I had cut into the floor

stage were puzzled as to why I

next to our bed. This emergency exit

wanted the Tiv boards incorporated

opened onto a metal ladder that led to

into our stage, but they had learnt not

our dressing room on the floor below.

to question our mad ideas; and so the

Then, using the small stage entrance

history of those great comics was

stairs, Gol was able to exit through the

embedded into our tiny stage.

side door of the building into Lees Lane.

Fast forward to 1974, during

The show that we were doing at the

which time we had moved our young

time included a skit on the royal family

family from our residence on top of

in which I played Princess Anne.

163 Exhibition Street to Victoria

Hanging over the escape stairs was my

Street, Williamstown.

Princess Anne outfit, which included

It was at 5 o’clock one morning in

Top: On stage at the original Tikki & John’s,

jodhpurs and a turtle neck white skivvy

December 1974 when one of our nieces, Robin,

left to right: Tikki Taylor, Vic Gordon, Myrtle

with the Union Jack emblazoned on the front

came through our back door, up to our

Roberts and John Newman.

and two half tennis balls sewn in for breasts.

bedroom and woke us to tell us that a fire

Above: Mopping up after the fire.

As Gol slept in the nude, this outfit was the
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only covering he could use. The look on

in reasonable order and a hive of activity

Don’t touch anything and use your own

the face of the fireman when he saw this

when the inspectors from the council

cooking equipment and condiments, and

gent with the golliwog hair, the full breasted

arrived. It didn’t take them long to see how

leave the place as you found it.’

skivvy and the huge white chinchilla cat was

hard everyone was working to keep us

something to behold!

afloat. As the men walked to the front door

All was quiet by 8am, and the firemen
wound up their hoses and left.

they said, ‘We’ll return later to see that all is

He was gone in a whiff of Italian
aftershave, a really great guy.
Ray Tzindos, whose family ran The

in order for you to open.’ They never returned. Florentino, came over and told us that our

Suddenly the front door burst

crockery and silverware had been

open and in stormed Jackie Clancy.

carbonised black, which no amount

To the uninitiated, Jackie and his

of cleaning would remove.

partner, Bill Acfield, ran the morning

Over came his waiters carrying

radio program Ackie and Jackie on

boxes of new crockery and cutlery

Radio 3UZ from 9am.

with the famous Florentine emblem

Jackie had heard the news of the

emblazoned on each piece. Louie

fire on the radio and had come to

Catter from Catter’s Restaurant

help. By this time Tikki and I were

two doors down made up all the

over the shock of the devastation and

chocolate mouse desserts.

had decided that if we didn’t open

Finally, just before 7pm, Jackie

that night, two weeks before

Clancy ran into the Rickshaw Inn

Christmas, we would never open.

Chinese restaurant next door,

Jackie, a lovable little pommy

grabbed a handful of incense sticks,

comic, rushed on air to rally our fans,

lit the whole lot and ran right

calling on them to go to our building

through the building to get rid of

with brooms, mops, buckets and rags

the smoke smell.

to help with the clean up.

Seven o’clock chimed as our

The head mechanic of Her

140-kilo front doorman, Alan

Majesty’s Theatre, just down the road

Caster, opened the door. He was

in Exhibition Street, Johnny Mascetti

dressed in a fireman’s suit, gum

(whom Tikki had grown up with at

boots, and a brass Geelong fire

the theatre from when she was six)

brigade helmet that I had bought

was soon on site. After he got over

at an antique shop.

the shock that we would indeed aim
to open that night, he rallied his
troops at the Maj. During their lunch

With a brass hose nozzle, a
Tikki Taylor and John Newman

break they arrived with cyclone scaffolding,
timber, tools and rolls of used carpet that
had just been replaced in Her Majesty’s and
was waiting removal.
The boys ripped out the entire staircase

metre of fire hose attached to it, he
pointed the way in for our bemused
customers, just as though nothing had

Now the problem was a show—and food.
First up was the late Geoff Brooke from

happened.
Our show was great that night, running

his great Queens Street restaurant, The Steak on adrenaline. As the last person left at
Cave. Geoff arrived at 5pm in his smart

midnight, Tikki and I slumped into two

to the upstairs toilets and dressing rooms,

burgundy Mercedes-Benz with about 20 litres chairs and burst into tears.

rebuilt the stair frame with cyclone pipes,

of vegetable soup in the boot. Then a regular

attached timber steps, carpeted the entire

customer over the years, who made donuts

before, members of the Eastern Hill Fire

area and hung an old backdrop of Swan

from a caravan for the agricultural shows,

Brigade had booked Tikki & John’s for

Lake across the singed walls.

arrived. He’d heard Jackie telling the kitchen

their Christmas party for that very night.

The kitchen was a problem: the entire

The tag: By coincidence, six months

story. He backed his caravan kitchen down

The fire brigade building was only

floor had disappeared and only a few cross

the side lane until the serving window was

three blocks away from the restaurant and

beams remained. Across these beams

adjacent to our side door.

when the fire call came in at 4am the officer

Masha and his boys laid a one metre track
of rostrum tops to gain entry to the cool

So we had a kitchen!

in charge thought it was a joke and hung

Peppi Garcia, whose 5-star restaurant

up. Two calls immediately after that, and he

room which survived, apart from a badly

Maxim’s, which fronted Bourke Street and

singed front door across which someone

shared the lane with its back door opposite

had written ‘medium rare’.

our side door, came into the restaurant in a

one of the firemen who said that during the

Thanks to the use of water-sucking

knew it was for real.
At the end of the night I was talking to

beautiful hand-made Italian suit with a white

evening he had turned to his neighbour, an

vacuums and the 20 or so friends who had

kerchief billowing from the top pocket. In

American visitor, and said, ‘I helped to put

rallied to Jackie Clancy’s radio call, all was

his usual gruff voice he said, ‘You can use

the fire out this morning,’ and the American

Maxim’s kitchen from 4pm until 6pm sharp.

visitor said, ‘What fire?’

Spring 2009
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Chronicling the cringe

First reading
Making music

A roundup of books of theatre interest for people interested in theatre.
This exploration includes a history of the
Music master

Mel Atkey:
Broadway North—The Dream of a
Canadian    Musical Theatre
Mel Atkey’s book is of interest to Australians
because the Canadians’ fight to create a
musical theatre culture of their own
practically parallels Australia’s history in
the genre. Well-researched and reader

Victorian Railways Institute, the legendary
and sadly disused ballroom, and the
formidable Dorothy Gladstone, who opened
a dance studio in the building in 1926 and
taught there for nearly 60 years.
Jenny Davies, Macedon, 2009. 336 pp.
RRP $59.95. Available from Information
Victoria Bookshop.

Anne of Green Gables (1965) to The Drowsy
Chaperone (2006).
Natural Heritage Books, Toronto, 2006.
328pp. RRP $A29.95.

Beating the blues
Barry Dickins:

Anthony Buckley:
Behind a Velvet Light Trap: From Cinesound    
to Cannes
The development of Australian film making
through his eyes of Tony Buckley, who
worked on classic films like Wake in Fright,
Age of Consent and Nureyev’s Don Quixote, as
well as on TV series including Poor Man’s
Orange, Celluloid Heroes and Man on the Run.

from Depression
was diagnosed with severe clinical
depression, prolonged insomnia and
paranoia. This is an eloquent account of his
time as an inpatient, the fracturing effect of
shock treatment, and the slow journey to
recovery. It shifts from present to past as
Dickins experiences and remembers events
at the same time. Often painful reading, it’s
ultimately inspiring.
Hardie Grant, 2009. 309pp. RRP $29.95.

Country accent
Jim Haynes:

On the box
Ian David:
Television: What Will Rate in the
New Tomorrow?
Assailed by the internet and cable, ‘the
medium of the everyman’ is showing its
age. Today’s TV blends truth, scandal and
daily information into a ‘re-enactment’ of
life that reinforces popular prejudice in the

The ABC Book of Australian Country Music
A comprehensive listing of all Australian
country music artists who are currently
active or who have made an indelible
impression on the scene. Also includes lists
of major award winners, and a guide to
Australian country music festivals.
ABC Books/HarperCollins, 2009.
336pp. RRP $35.

face of common sense.
David shows why the digital age must
force the networks to change their values
and grasp the opportunities offered by the
reconstructed global marketplace.
Currency House Platform Paper 21,
2009. 60pp. RRP $14.95.

Under the clocks
Jenny Davies:
Beyond the Façade: Flinders Street—More than    
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John Hopkins, with William Cotton:
The Point of the Baton
The surprisingly candid autobiography of
the former cellist who became the BBC’s
chief conductor, federal director of music for
the ABC, founding dean of music at the
VCA, director of the Sydney Conservatorium,
and a highly respected champion of
Lyrebird Press, 2009. 240 pp. RRP HB
$88, PB $66.

middle-classes turned these lords of the
stage into cultural missionaries for British
values; meanwhile the larrikins of low
comedy retaliated with Aussie vulgarity.
In this study of the role of the male
performer in Australia, Dr Kath Leahy asks
why the cultural cringe lasted so long, and
why the battle between control and anarchy
continues in our theatres today.
Currency House, 2009. 240pp. RRP

The dame unmasked
Barry Humphries:

Life well lived
Laurie Hergenhan, Ken Stewart &    
Michael Wilding (eds):
Cyril Hopkins’ Marcus Clarke
The first publication of Hopkins’ definitive

Kim Lockwood:

Handling Edna
In this ‘unauthorised’ biography, Barry
Humphries takes a behind-the-scenes,
no-holds-barred look at an icon of our times,
Dame Edna Everage—superstar, swami,
confidante and adviser to royalty,
Hollywood stars and international political
leaders. Essential reading for scholars, female
achievers, fans of Dame Edna, and those
who feel that behind her fairytale career
Hachette Livre, 2009. 416pp. RRP
$49.99.

Charles ‘Bud’ Tingwell’s War Stories
The late, much-loved actor Charles ‘Bud’
Tingwell flew Spitfires and Mosquitoes for
the air force during World War II. This
book follows Bud’s journey from his early
days as a young Sydney radio announcer to
his training, his voyages to Canada, Europe
and the Middle East, and his experiences
flying 75 reconnaissance sorties over the
Eastern Mediterranean.
The book also features biographies of
all World War II recipients of the Victoria
Cross and other awards.
Wilkinson Publishing, 2009. 360pp.

Picture show man
Ross King, with David Kilderry and    
Ian Smith:
Hoyts, 1909–2009: The Legacy of

RRP $49.95.

Star quality
Brian McFarlane:

A meticulously researched, profusely

Class Act: Googie Withers and John McCallum

illustrated centenary Valentine, published by

This intimate encounter with two theatrical

the Cinema and Theatre Historical Society,

legends explores their long-lasting love for

which itself is celebrating a birthday—its

the theatre and for each other.

20th. A feature of the book is the
extraordinary story of the enterprising Dr

Meanjin Quarterly, Spring 2009. MUP.
RRP $24.99.

Arthur Russell, the Bourke Street dentist and
part time magician who founded the
business but did not live to see it develop
into one of the world’s great cinema circuits.
CATHS, 2009. 36pp. RRP $15.

Clarke, bon vivant, controversial journalist,

Available from CATHS, PO Box 476,

perceptive theatre critic and author of For

Bentleigh 3204, or the Prahran Mechanics’

the Term of His Natural Life.

Institute, 140 High Street, Prahran,
Victoria 3181.

340pp. RRP $39.95.
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Frank Van Straten:

hunt against him.
Hachette, 2009. 352pp. RRP $45.

Florence Young and the Golden Years
of

      Australian Musical Theatre

A handsomely produced, beautifully

A life lived large
Harold Mitchell & Peter Wilmoth:
Living Large: The World of Harold Mitchell
The story of an office boy who became
chairman of a multimillion dollar media
business, a munificent philanthropist, and an
enthusiastic arts patron—the latter, he says,
inspired by ‘a two-pound ticket to see June
Bronhill at the Tivoli’.
MUP, 2009 320pp. RRP $49.99.

On the road with Jacko
Tony Mott, Miranda Young and
Jeff Jenkins
Michael Jackson—Remember the Time
Australian photographer Tony Mott travels
the world photographing the biggest rock
stars. This is a compilation of his shots of
Michael Jackson’s Bad, Dangerous and
HIStory world tours. Tony shares his stories
of Michael Jackson the entertainer with
Australian rock music writers Jeff Jenkins and
Miranda Young.
Wilkinson Publishing, 2009. 40pp.
RRP $9.95.

Copyrights—and wrongs

illustrated biography of Florence Young,
the much-loved Australian star who, from
1890 to 1920, triumphed in G&S, The Merry
Widow, The Chocolate Soldier and countless
other musical shows. Mentored by Nellie
Stewart, she paved the way for Gladys
Moncrieff, Dorothy Brunton and many others.
Beleura—The Tallis Foundation, 2009.
176 pp. RRP $25, plus postage.
Available from Beleura, PO Box 1198,
Mornington 3931; info@beleura.org.au.

Gone West
Philip West:
The Last Horse and Wagon Circus Family
In this rollicking, nostalgic book, Philip
West chronicles his family’s forgotten but
considerable contribution to Australian
circus. In the years up to the outbreak of
World War II, the West Big Top was a
familiar sight in cities, towns and even
remote Aboriginal settlements. A profusely
illustrated wander through the backroads of
Australian showbiz history.
Philip West, 2009. 294pp. RRP $43,
including postage. Available from Philip
West, 18 Old Highway, Narooma, NSW 2546.

Brent Salter:
Copyright, Collaboration and the Future

Arthur    Francis Russell

century-old biography of the mercurial

Australian Scholarly Publishing, 2009.

Bud’s Battle of Britain

Forever Young

and what he claims was a political witch-

Olivier’s lordly post-war tour, Australia’s

HB $54.9, PB $34.95.

there lies a darker, more sinister story.

Hardie Grant Books, 2009. 416pp.
RRP $59.95.

From Australia’s first Hamlet, to Laurence

Unparalled Sorrow: Finding My Way Back
In 2008 writer and playwright Barry Dickins

Big screen scene

Lords and Larrikins

Australian music and musicians.

friendly, the book covers everything from

Just a Railway Station

Kath Leahy:

Computicket fiasco, his subsequent jail term,

The Miller’s Tale
Harry M. Miller, with Peter Holder:
Confessions of a Not-So-Secret Agent
One of the Australian entertainment
industry’s most influential men, Harry M.
Miller, now 75, chronicles his successes and

of    Dramatic Authorship
This work challenges the present legal
system that prioritises the moral rights of
playwrights and their sole ownership of a
dramatic work.
Currency House Platform Paper 22,
2009, 80pp. RRP $14.95.

In the ring
Mark St Leon:
The St Leons—A Family Circus Saga
An exploration by Mark St Leon of his
circus heritage, together with a selection of
rare photographs.
In Australian Heritage, Spring 2009. RRP $8.

Robert West-Sooby and Mary Elizabeth
Davenport on their wedding day, 1928.
Australia’s last Horse-and-Wagon circus

failures, his clients and his stage

NOTE: This issue of Australian Heritage also

entrepreneurs, their family story is told in

productions, and his personal life. He

includes a two-page feature on the Theatre

Philip West’s new book.

includes a detailed account of the 1979

Royal, Hobart.

See ‘Currency Press’s first E-Book’, page 52 
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Billy Barlow Down Under

R

Warren Fahey rediscovers one of the great characters of colonial theatre

ecording a series like ‘Australia: Its

Pitt Griffin, Lipscome’s father-in-law. Griffin

Folk Songs & Bush Verse’ is

resided in Sydney where Coppin was

something one only does once in a

performing his ‘Billy Barlow’ to packed houses.

lifetime and I very much wanted the series

The Maitland theatrical performance was

to be a resource for future Australians.

duly given, and it was a great success. Even

Where else would I get an opportunity to

more successful was one of the songs sung in

record the nine-minute ‘Ballad of Billy

character between the two plays. It was ‘Billy

Barlow’, one of the ‘peculiarities’ of the

Barlow in Australia’…‘an original song’. The

Australian colonial music theatre story?

singer has been forgotten, and the lyric-

This one concerns George Coppin–and

writer’s name was, for over 100 years, a

what a fascinating theatrical romp is his

matter for speculation, although descendants

‘Billy Barlow’ with his ‘one boot and one

of Griffin nominated him as lyricist. Coppin

shoe’ routine. I would urge anyone

finished his season of performances in

interested in a real Australian theatrical

Sydney with ‘The Maitland Version of Billy

thriller to visit the free online story of ‘Billy

Barlow’. Twenty years later while he was

Barlow’ at www.warrenfahey.com. The story

touring in America he wrote in a letter that

moves from ‘a gentleman in Maitland’

he met, among other Australians, ‘…Ben

(Benjamin Griffin) to George Coppin to Sam

Griffin, from Maitland, that wrote Billy Barlow’.

Cowell to Robert Barlow, but also brings in

Soon after the Maitland performance,

an Aboriginal rebel, Billy the Kid, Indian

‘Billy Barlow in Australia’ was published and

Chief Billy Barlow—and so many more.

sold at threepence a copy. It was sold in

In Sydney, as in the British Isles, ‘Billy

Maitland, Adelaide and in Sydney from 1843

Barlow’ was instantly popular with workingclass audiences. One or more of the ‘Billy
Barlow’ songs may have reached Australia

to 1846, placing Billy firmly in Australia, and
A contemporary characterisation of

helping to spread his name through New

Billy Barlow.

South Wales. William Lipscome, speaking at

ahead of Coppin, and many of the convicts
transported to New South Wales used the

an election meeting in East Maitland in
The City of Maitland, north of Sydney,

1845, made the comment that the squatters

name ‘Billy Barlow’ as an alias, but it was

inland on the Hunter River, was the centre

‘had produced more Billy Barlows than any

1843, the year of Coppin’s arrival, that saw

of business for the district from an early date,

other class’.

the emergence of ‘Billy Barlow’ in Australia

and it was also here that one of the penal

or ‘The Maitland Version of Billy Barlow’.

colonies of New South Wales was established. was performed in 1845 in the town of Singleton,

The tune, the refrain, his name, and the

The ‘Gentleman of Maitland’ was not

A song called ‘Billy Barlow at Singleton’
further up the Hunter River from Maitland.

first verse link it with the Old-Country ‘Billy

positively identified until Alec Bagot wrote

It was said to have been based on the ‘disasters

Barlow’ songs:

George Coppin’s biography, which was

of the real Hunter River Billy’. It merited an

I was at home, I was down on my luck,

published in 1965. Ten years before this,

encore but was not repeated, ‘owing to its

I earned a poor living by drawing a truck;

Colin Roderick, in his introduction to the

length’. There seems to be no memory of

But an old aunt died, and left me

play Jemmy Green in Australia, had made a

this song now.

a    thousand—Oh, Oh,

studied guess that it was Benjamin Pitt

I’ll start on my travels, said Billy Barlow.

Griffin. According to one of Coppin’s letters

several letters, unrelated to the ‘Billy Barlow’

Oh Dear, lackaday, oh

this was indeed correct. Did Griffin base his

character, but signed with his name,

So off to Australia came Billy Barlow.

song on one of Coppin’s ‘Billy Barlow’

appeared in a Sydney paper. George Coppin

songs? I think so.

was efficiently staking out his territory.

Following this introductory verse there is
an account of Billy’s misadventures as he

On the 5 August 1843, a group of

Soon after Coppin’s arrival in Sydney,

Coppin presented his own ‘Billy Barlow’,

tries to set himself up as a squatter. If it

businessmen from West Maitland applied for

using his own topical verses, based on the

hadn’t been for the fact that here, as in the

permission to stage ‘a few Amateur Theatrical

tried-and-true formula of previous songs.

British Isles and America, Billy became so

performances’ at the Northumberland Hotel.

Such were Coppin’s performing and

well-loved as a little battler, this song would

The proceeds were to be given to the

promotional abilities, that another

have disappeared more completely than it has.

Benevolent Asylum. The main instigators of

unidentified performer in Sydney withdrew

the scheme were William Lipscome,

his claim to being the authentic or original

adaptation. Composed by ‘a Gentleman of

Jeremiah Ledsam, and the brothers Phillip

Billy Barlow. To make absolutely sure of

Maitland’, it was first used between performances

and Simeon Cohen. The man nominated as

Coppin’s ownership of the ‘Billy Barlow’

of plays in the town in August 1843.

licensee for the performances was Benjamin

title, lectures by ‘Mr William Barlow Esq.’

It is a narrative song with no room for
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were advertised in the Sydney papers.

actor known as Robert ‘Billy’ Barlow

This same idea was also used by Sam

who also played the character ‘Billy

Cowell in America in 1860.

Barlow’. I have an approximate date

Bagot says that Billy Barlow was

on Robert ‘Billy’ Barlow of 1839–1907

even given a wife in the form of Maria

with performance references in

Coppin clutching armfuls of little

England and Australia.

urchins. Perhaps this is a reference to

He also toured New Zealand,

the play The Barlow Family, written by

China, Europe, South Africa and

Charles Alexander Dibdin, which was

USA. Robert ‘Billy’ Barlow seemed to

performed in Sydney by Coppin and his

have several stage names (except in

company. Coppin played Billy Barlow

New Zealand where he was usually

(an eccentric individual) and Maria was

known as ‘Billy Barlow’), and I list

Harriet Fleetly (a giddy young lady). As

them hoping that readers might

part of a long list of characters, who are

recognise him:

members of the Ancient Barlow Family,

- The Blue Tailed Fly (or Blue

there are nine children whose names

Tail’d Fly)

are: Masters Short, Long, Stout, Lanky

- The Inimitable Blue Tailed Fly

and Head and Misses Tail, Limbs, Jaw

(or Blue Tail’d Fly)

and Clubfoot.

- The Inimitable Barlow

Billy Barlow was often attacked by

- The Inimitable Mr Barlow

theatre critics and other spokesmen for

- Barlow the Inimitable

high culture wherever he appeared in

- American Barlow

the larger Australian cities. The type of

- Australian Barlow

humour he presented was denounced as

If you can help, please email me at

‘low comedy’, vulgar and crude. Ragged

wfahey@bigpond.net.au.

n

clowns and raw speech had no place in
the ‘legitimate theatre’, but belonged
with the lower classes, who frequented the
public houses and later the music halls.
In November of 1844 the drama critic of
the newspaper The Australian lashed out at
Coppin’s Billy: ‘…Then followed the nightly
infliction of “Billy Barlow”, against which,
on the part of the respectable part of the
audience, we earnestly protest. It is an
intolerable nuisance, suited only to please a
few, among whom it is an established form
to call for this abomination in triplicate! It
damages the interests of the Theatre, and is
alowable [sic] only at intervals, few and far
between.’ It must be said that, by this time,
the critic had endured probably many
hundreds of renditions of ‘Billy Barlow’.
Coppin took it to heart, however and soon
afterwards he gave the first of many
Farewell-to-Billy-Barlow concerts.
Coppin was a clever man. He knew that
among a host of well-crafted characterisations
of all types, it was Billy who was the favourite
with audiences. Over the course of a long
and eventful life, George Coppin was to play
Billy Barlow on stages all over Australia,
North America, Canada and the British Isles.
He was actually 82 when he appeared as
Billy Barlow for the last time.
Spring 2009

George Coppin as seen by caricaturist
Phil May.
It is not recorded whether or not this last
appearance of Billy was performed as a farewell.
At the end of 1844, Coppin left Sydney
for a tour of America by way of Tasmania,
but the ghost of his Billy Barlow, along with
Maitland’s Billy Barlow, remained in New
South Wales.
The most likely place where Billy
Barlow’s name, his character and his song
came together is London—probably the East
End, possibly the Adelphi Theatre—but we
do know his first documented arrival in
Australia was at Maitland, NSW, in a
performance of the song as reported in the

Theatre
Heritage
Australia
Inc
.

Patron: Sue Nattrass AO
Committee
President: Peter Johnson
Treasurer: Howard Cordner CPA
Secretary: Graeme McCoubrie

Maitland Mercury in 1843, the year Coppin
arrived in Australia.
There are about 20 known ‘Billy Barlow’

Committee Members:

songs from Australia including four I

Wilma Farrow, Margaret Marshall,

discovered, from the late 1840s, from

     Bruce McBrien OAM, Delia Taylor

Launceston, Tasmania. You can see these
songs on my website at http://warrenfahey.
com/barlow-in-oz.htm.
While I have your attention I would like
to ask On Stage readers for some assistance

Editorial Committee:
Dr Mimi Colligan, David Cullinane,      
Elisabeth Kumm, Frank Van Straten OAM

with the ‘Billy Barlow’ story. I have been
looking for a drawing or photograph of an
Page 25
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Transformation seen

that Prada wants to avoid.
‘They didn’t simply want a pavilion. In

by rotating it, acquires a different character

point we found a material that is used to

and accommodates different needs.’

wrap abandoned airplanes in the desert as a

he extraordinary new Prada

movement, something like mobile

Transformer, a startling new venue

architecture. I don’t want to say temporary,

were pavilion-like, and somehow they were

own footprint, and they are directly

for art, fashion and film has been

because temporary is such a trendy word.

the building a label: ‘Should we call it a

never satisfying. So we concentrated on the

connected only at a few points. Architecturally, milky. But artificial light is going to have a

unveiled in the grounds of the 16th-century

Rather I would say a series of activities in

pavilion? Is that the most accurate word?

four different purposes that Prada wanted

each of these footprints has a geometrical

Gyeonghui Palace in Seoul, South Korea.

different places. We wanted to have a

It’s a word I both like and dislike. The most

the site used for, and for each one we

shape, but in order to combine them, you

flexible space, something that could exist

important aspect of the building is that it’s a

designed a perfect, almost utopian,

have these formless sections in between. So

crucial. The content could be done

anywhere we think could be right for it.’

provisional structure and it takes the

condition. Rather than having one average

in that sense, it’s something that is both very

anyplace, but the real invention is the

ambiguity of the Prada position into

condition that met every possibility, we

formal and formless.

architecture. The architecture is the only

account and also the inventory of things

ended up conceiving a pavilion that, simply

The Transformer with part of the Gyeonghui

An impression of the Transformer in

Palace complex in the foreground.

cinema mode.

At first glance the $US10m ($A11.9m)
Transformer looks like an oversized
toddler’s toy—a luminous and scaleless

‘It is a building which is very much

triangular object. In fact, it’s a 20-meter-tall

alive,’ said the project’s chief architect,

metal-framed tetrahedron tautly wrapped

Alexander Reichert, who works out of the

in a translucent white elastic membrane.

Rotterdam office of the Rem Koolhaas

Inside is a complicated framework of

architecture firm.

the beginning we had many versions that

Koolhaas himself was hard put to give

Reichert explained: ‘Each section has its

‘It’s also about the current moment in

form of preservation. This membrane takes
light in a very peculiar way. It’s almost
big impact.
‘The flexibility and changeability are

work that really defines a new way of doing

architecture, because most of it is a blob.

things. I think this point is fundamental.’

The blob is typically amorphous. At some

Link: www.pradatransformer.co.kr.

n



280 pieces of steel that gives shape to the
cruciform, the circle, the rectangle, and the
hexagon that make up the various planes of
the tetrahedron.
Each side of the Transformer has three
openings, each of which connect with a
series of air-conditioning vents when the
structure is rotated.
The Transformer’s four different

Original concept sketches for the four
Transformer configurations.

configurations can be switched easily by
rotating the structure with cranes. It can be
a gallery, a cinema, a performance space or
the venue for a fashion show. Floors can
become walls and walls become ceilings.
Says the project’s patron, fashion
designer and entrepreneur Miuccia Prada:
‘The starting point was the idea of

A facelift for the grand dame of Collins Street

T

he Melbourne Athenaeum has

back to 1839. The present auditorium, designed

received a superb 170th birthday

by noted theatre architect Henry E. White, was

present: $877 000.

installed in 1924.

The grant comes courtesy of Federal

The money for its upcoming additions and

Environment, Heritage and the Arts

restoration is part of the Federal Government’s

Minister Peter Garrett, who has allocated

$650m jobs fund, $60 million of which is set

the money for a new orchestra pit, new

aside for projects which relate to historic,

seats, new carpet, renovated toilets and

indigenous and natural heritage sites.

drainage, and general restoration.
The Athenaeum’s executive officer, Sophie

Other Melbourne beneficiaries include the
Abbotsford Convent, which receives $1.75m

Arnold, told The Age that several contractors

for work on the Sacred Heart building, and the

were lined up to start work immediately.

World Heritage-listed Royal Exhibition

‘It was becoming increasingly desperate,

Building, which gets $2m, plus a further $1m

particularly in terms of the lift. It was almost

from the State Government, for fire suppression

at the point of having to be closed down

works and conservation of its high-traffic areas.

because it was becoming so hard to keep
patching it up.’
The city’s oldest continuously operating

‘All of these projects are designed to drive
employment now,’ Mr Garrett said.
Meanwhile, the $129m state-funded

entertainment site, the Athenaeum’s 1886

refurbishment of 27-year-old Hamer Hall is

facade is venerable enough. Originally ‘The

expected to start in mid-2010.

n

Melbourne Mechanics’ Institute’, it dates
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The teachers: Irene Webb

I

In our occasional series on the importance of teachers of theatre Geraldine McFarlane pays tribute
to the far-reaching influence of Irene Webb.

n her book on Clyde girls’ school,

the Clyde Old Girls, the Melbourne

author Melanie Guile traces its history

University Dramatic Club, The Mermaid

from a beginning in St Kilda, a move to

Play Society. The Mermaid Society had very

Woodend in 1919 and eventual closure in

serious aims: to produce ‘good’ plays for

1975. She writes, in an early chapter about

theatre-goers at a time when the commercial

the St Kilda years: ‘The girls of Town

theatre was mostly offering melodrama or

Clyde were an interesting lot. They were

musical comedy. She was in the company of

full of hope and energy—confident and a

some of Melbourne’s most cultivated people;

little cheeky. There was a spirit of

on its committee, aged 22, she would have

independence among them—of the fresh

encountered Percival Serle and J.D.J.Medley.
But as well as being an organiser, Irene

new educated woman taking her role in
the world, not just in the home.’1 Under

began to appear in Mermaid productions.

their headmistress, Miss Isabel Henderson,

She was in Sheridan’s The Critic in 1920 and

they were encouraged to set their sights high

Arnold Bennett’s The Title in 1921 where her

and find their way into professional life.

performance as Mrs Culver was noticed and
praised. The Title was directed by a Mrs

Sisters Irene and Joan Webb, daughters

F.L.Appleby who had worked with the

of James Ramsay Webb, a Collins Street

Irish Players in Dublin and under

surgeon with a distinguished war record,

whose influence Irene would have

were sent to Clyde as boarders from their

been introduced to plays by Synge,

home in Footscray in 1913.

Yeats and Lady Gregory as well as

Always an enthusiast, Irene Webb
soaked up the school atmosphere and soon

Chekhov and Shaw. Certainly

made her presence felt. From the

‘good’ plays.

beginning she threw herself into the

Although Allie Robson had

activities of the Dramatic Club and

introduced her to Shakespeare at

played prominent roles in both plays

Clyde, her sphere was now

and concerts. She loved poetry, and her

widened as she came under the

recitations were much admired by the

influence of Allan Wilkie and his

other girls. Always, Allie Robson,

touring Shakespeare company.

Clyde’s drama teacher, taught and

A 1923 program of A

encouraged her: ‘Allie Robson’s

Irene Webb in her 20s.

knowledge of plays, and, above all, her

Allan Wilkie, in whose Shakespeare company

charm and ability to inspire girls helped to

she began her professional stage career.

Midsummer Night’s Dream (in
which she played Helena) noted: ‘Playing
important roles with the Allan Wilkie

make her one of the most significant
influences Clyde has known’.2 Through the

production is Miss Irene Webb, the daughter

war years, the girls took performances out of

was a student at the University…but the

the school, ‘…for the boys in hospitals at

stage proving such an attraction, she

Caulfield or St Kilda Road. There we had to

abandoned her Arts course at the University

learn to broaden our work, to speak out, to

and began her career on the professional

be alert under unfamiliar conditions
‘It was wonderful training.’3

stage with Mr Wilkie at the beginning of last

Training for what? From the start Irene

of a well-known Melbourne surgeon. She

year.’
The years 1923 and 1924 saw her in a

seems to have wanted to be a teacher of

number of good roles and getting some

Voice and Speech. But, newly out of school

good notices. She played Regan in King

in 1918 and embarked on an Arts course at

Lear, the spirit, Iris, in The Tempest, the Nurse

the University of Melbourne, she was side-

in Romeo and Juliet, Nerissa in The Merchant of

tracked into a whirl of other activities. She

Venice (Lorna Forbes played Jessica), Mistress

began to direct plays for university colleges

Quickly in Henry V, Mistress Ford in The

and Old Collegians from various private

Merry Wives of Windsor (Lorna Forbes was

girls’ schools (she did begin to teach in some

Mistress Page), Queen Elinor in King John,

of them). She got herself onto committees:

Emilia in Othello and the Queen in Hamlet,
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where The Argus review

1929 and Mrs Webb and the

noted that ‘Miss Irene

grown-up children, Irene and

Webb’s elocution in the part

Joan (now a music teacher) and

of the Queen was a feature
of the production.’3 Two

sons Cuthbert and Richard,

years with Allan Wilkie and

Fairview Street nearby. The

his wide-ranging repertoire

land at the back of the house

of Shakespearian plays

sloped and was ideal for a stage

would have been an

and audience setting.

moved to a new ‘Mitra’ in

enlarging experience.

It is not surprising that

By 1925 though, she

Irene, so interested in unusual

wanted to learn more and

ways of using space, should

travelled overseas to

have commissioned garden

England. She was in

expert Edna Walling to design

Stratford for the celebrations

an outdoor theatre for the new

on Shakespeare’s birthday

Webb home.

and she was delighted to see

Edna Walling’s theatre

the rebuilding of the new

design had space for an

theatre. She thought it

audience of 60 who would have

would be much better than

sat on cane chairs, and there

the old one which burnt

was room at the top of the

down, and would provide a

slope for more people to sit on the grass on

training ground for young actors and

rugs and cushions.

actresses from all over England.

The design shows the whole theatre

She joined the Glastonbury Players led

surrounded by trees and bushes, which

by Rutland Boughton (music) and Lawrence

included three varieties of poplar. It is

Housman (drama). It was useful experience—

frustrating that, to date, we have no record of

she was working alongside players from

any dramatic performances, though, in the

some of England’s finest repertory

1940s, when Irene had moved away from

companies and she was absorbing some of

Fairview Street, the venue was used for

the methods and ideals of the directors.

musical events, presumably organised by Joan,

They were not unlike the ideals of the

who still lived there. And, in time, at this

Melbourne Repertory Company (for which

little-known Edna Walling site, the poplars

she had begun to work).

grew too big and began to decay; new

‘I heard Rutland Boughton explain his

owners took over the house in 1993, and, of

ideals one afternoon,’ she told The Argus on
her return. ‘He permits of no star system.
The people in the chorus of his opera, he
considers, are as important as the principals,
and if he wishes to take a member of his

necessity, cut them down, redesigning the
Edna Walling and her plan for Irene Webb’s
outdoor theatre at her home in Fairview
Street, Kew.

chorus to fill a leading role he brooks no

overgrown back garden for other purposes.
The early ’30s were to bring changes to
Irene Webb’s life. Her father’s death was
followed in 1931 by that of her brother,
Cuthbert, and then her mother in 1935. She

opposition from his principals. And all the

going to dress Olivia (played by Ruby May)

seemed to slip out of the public eye. The

dresses and properties are made on the
premises, just as we are doing here.’5

in black. She would be in ‘soft tones of half
mourning’.6 Black was too sombre; this was

press only reported a performance in

While overseas she also met and studied

September 1930 at the Kelvin Hall where

a comedy. She was also going to use a series

Irene and Alice Smith did recitations from a

with Tyrone Guthrie and Robert Atkins.

of large block formations, which could be

range of plays from Miracle to modern and

She was very much in the public eye

arranged into anything from a palace to a

her old teacher Allie Robson directed an act

when she came home. If not in plays or

garden for the sets. This was an idea used in

from J.M.Barrie’s Seven Women; and an

directing them, the press noticed her as a

many of the American art theatres and

occasion where she spoke at a meeting of the

member of the audience.

which had worked well in a performance of

Headmistresses’ Association of Girls’

The Little Plays of St Francis that she had

Secondary Schools in favour of an idea to set

taken part in while overseas.

up a theatre for children at Christ Church,

The advance publicity for a production
of Twelfth Night which she directed for the
Melbourne Repertory made much of her

In the early ’20s Dr Webb had taken his

travels and her background. Her production

family to live at ‘Mitra’, a large house at 179

was going to be innovative: she was not

Power Street Hawthorn. Dr Webb died in

Spring 2009

South Yarra.
But it may just have been that she was
taking teaching seriously. Apart from the *
Page 29

numerous girls’ private schools who had

Miss Arnold remembered a dedicated

invited them to hold her diaphragm and

her as a visiting teacher of Speech and

teacher—a dramatic person, with a

feel the capacity of her lungs. It was the

Drama, she began to teach at the University

commanding voice and firm discipline. She

same with students at the Council of Adult

of Melbourne.

took her work seriously and didn’t show

Education. The embarrassment of physical

any humour or tolerance of pupils who
stepped out of line.7 Irene Webb’s

contact with a middle-aged teacher was an

From 1933 to 1938 she taught at both
the Conservatorium and in the Education
faculty. There was a gap during World War
II and the late ’40s. She went back to the

schooldays had seen to that.
She remembered a reproof from a

O

indelible memory.

Her Majesty’s treasure

nce upon a time, long, long ago,

the requirements of the woman who wants

people used to get dressed up to

to be well dressed according to the latest

go to the theatre.

fashions at home and abroad’. Indeed, the

Fashion was influenced by stage

After the war ended, Clive Carey went

Firm’s advertisements proudly proclaimed

costumes—usually reproduced from imported

that its new venture represented ‘A Touch of

back to England where he became director

designs—and stage costuming frequently

Paris in the Heart of Melbourne’.

reflected what fashionable ladies were

the Education faculty in the early ’50s, and

Clyde teacher, Miss Remington: ‘One

of the Opera School at the Royal College of

taught secondary teachers and Physical

morning, when my mind was obsessed by

Music. Incidentally, he was one of Joan

wearing. As a Bulletin writer astutely

direct supervision of Madame Brook’. Miss

Education students.

the thought of a performance that night,

Sutherland’s first teachers when she arrived

observed in 1911: ‘I always suspected that

Brook had previously been with the Bourke

[Little Rem] said, “Irene, if we can’t do our

in England in the 1950s.

nine-tenths of the women go to musical

Street department store Buckley and Nunn,

comedies to see the dresses. They proved it

but she was no newcomer to show business.

on Saturday by applauding the frocks, and

Buckley’s had supplied the costumes for

doing it openly and unashamedly.’

many JCW productions. For instance, the

But the 1940s were different. World War
II had begun and one aspect of it had an

schoolwork and our dramatic work at the

impact on her. Clive Carey, singer,

same time, we gave up dramatic!”

composer and producer for Sadlers Wells in

‘That rebuff was just what I needed and

London, came to Australia as an adjudicator

I think it significant that I remember it after
all these years.’8

for the Melba Scholarship. Unable to get
home, he remained in Melbourne and

Her serious approach to her work, and

began to teach singing at the Melbourne

perhaps the lack of humour, caused her

Conservatorium in Albert Street. He

problems with young teachers in the

becoming its co-director in 1944–1945.

Education Faculty at Melbourne University.

Irene went to work with him as an assistant.

These were not the well-brought-up young

Joan Arnold, then a student of singing

women of Clyde, Lauriston, Tintern,

Continued in the next edition of On Stage.
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A celebration for Irene Mitchell

t Martins Youth Arts Centre is paying

Rijs. ‘We’re hoping people will join us to

tribute to the indelible legacy that

reflect on Irene’s marvellous contribution to

Irene Mitchell has left on the

theatre, 14 years after her passing, and

Melbourne Theatre landscape.
As the late George Fairfax put it: ‘Known
to her great family of “theatre children” as

share stories and celebrate with us.
‘Everybody’s welcome!’
This is also a wonderful opportunity for

Renee, or Miss Mitch, or Teach, Irene

those that haven’t been to St Martins for a

Mitchell—director, actor, teacher and theatre

while to see all the exciting improvements

enthusiast—was a mentor to thousands of

that have been happening over the past 12

actors, designers, playwrights and directors

months. These include wheelchair access to

in Australia in a lifetime that spanned all but

the Randall Theatre, as well as new carpet,

ten years of the 20th century.

paint—and much more.

‘The mighty influence she has had on her
huge theatrical “family” will benefit
Australian theatre for all time.’
After Irene Mitchell died on 7 July 1995,

The get-together is at 1.00pm on
Sunday 29 November.
Drinks and nibbles will be provided.
RSVP by calling the St Martins office

her ashes were scattered at St Martins, beneath

on (03) 9867 2477 or emailing info@

the ancient peppercorn tree she loved.

stmartinsyouth.com.au.

‘To mark what would be Irene’s 104th
birthday, we are hosting an afternoon of

The St Martins Theatre Complex is at
44 St Martins Lane, South Yarra.
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Link: www.stmartinsyouth.com.au

Mary Murphy, the honorary archivist at

established a smart

The Maj, has recently acquired a collection

fashion house,

of rare photographs of JCW Modes’ elegant

‘J.C.Williamson Ltd

showrooms, thanks to THA member Tom

Modes’, operating

Ingram. Several are reproduced here.

from premises in
Exhibition Street, in

Mary would love to hear from any THA
members who can supply further

the Her Majesty’s

information on

theatre complex.

JCW Modes. You

According to

can contact her at

social historian

Her Majesty’s via

Amanda G. Taylor,

email: marym@

‘J.C.Williamson Ltd

hmt.com.

Modes was intended

Further

to not only fulfil the

reading: Amanda

costuming needs of

G. Taylor: ‘A

the company’s

Fashionable

productions, but also

Production:

to “make” for the

Advertising and

public...[It] catered to

Consumer Culture
on the Australian

celebration and conversation in her memory,’
says St Martins administration officer Ellen

Arts Collection’s J.C.Williamson archives

J.C.Williamson’s

n
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events, did not complain of the difference.3

Winging it

The Schoolmistress played 291 performances,

In Part 9 of her account of Arthur Wing Pinero’s plays in Australia, Elisabeth Kumm documents
his 1886 work, The Schoolmistress.

D

uring October 1885,

Queckett’s bachelor friends also

Pinero was in New York

attend the party. In the ensuing fun

for the first American

the school is accidentally set on fire,

production of The Magistrate at

at which point Miss Dyott returns,

Daly’s Theatre. He returned to

dressed as an ‘opera buffa queen’.

London later the same month for

The final act takes place in Admiral

the first performance of Mayfair. A

Rankling’s drawing-room, which

minor comedy adapted from a

has become a dormitory for the

French source that he had written

pupils and their various lovers. The

in 1883, this was staged by the

school is burned to the ground, and

Hare and Kendal management at

the play ends with Miss Dyott

the St James’s Theatre on

announcing her intention to give up

31 October 1885.

teaching and take up the stage.

Meanwhile, at the Court

This new play was specially

Theatre, The Magistrate was still

written for the members of the

going strong. It was finally

Court Theatre, with Mrs John

withdrawn on 24 March 1886,

Woods as Miss Dyott, Rose Norreys

having played for a total of 363

as Peggy Hesslerigge (described by

consecutive performances, making

Pinero as having the appearance of

it one of the longest running

an ‘over-wise and neglected child’),

comedies on the London stage at

John Clayton as the fiery Rear-

that time.

Admiral Archibald Rankling,

As evidenced by the following

Arthur Cecil as the dapper Hon.

paragraph in The Era, theatre

Vere Queckett, and Harry

critics were anxious to learn if

Eversfield as the seventeen-year-old

Pinero had the ability to write an

Reginald Paulover.

equally successful follow up piece:
‘The production of The
Magistrate at a theatre previously

At the end of the first
Rose Norreys in The Schoolmistress.

devoted to social comedy was an

performance, Mrs John Wood and
Miss Norreys shared the honours.
Despite the excellent performances, and the

experiment which had most excellent

ludicrous, but in common with The Magistrate

audience’s obvious enjoyment, The Era was

results; but unless Mr Pinero be ready to

it is ingeniously crafted and the characters

not convinced that Pinero had equalled his

follow up this new move with another

are intelligently written. In essence, it is the

former effort:

farcicality equally irresistible, it is to be

story of Miss Dyott, the Principal of

feared that the next novelty at the Court will

Volumnia College, who has secured a

in writing a piece to follow The Magistrate…

have to overcome a certain amount of
indefinable dissatisfaction…’1

position as an opera bouffe singer during the

It was to be feared, indeed, that even Mr

Christmas holidays to supplement her

Pinero would find it impossible to surpass

Mayfair was not a success at the St

income so she can support her husband, the

himself. If, however, the evocation of the

James’s and closed after only two months. It

Hon. Vere Queckett, whom she has secretly

most hysterical and continuous laughter be

was criticised for being too long (five acts)

married. A number of the girls are obliged

of any value as evidence, he has done this in

and for the main characters being unpleasant

to remain at the school during the break and

The Schoolmistess… As a work of art, judged

to watch. As Pinero noted in a letter to

Miss Dyott arranges for Queckett to look

by the severer standards of criticism, The

Augustin Daly in New York, success ‘now

after the school in her absence. Peggy

Schoolmistress is inferior to the former piece.

depends on whether or not the play is too
“unpleasant” for the audiences.’2

Hesslerigge, an articled pupil at the school,

The action does not march on with such

conspires to reunite one of the pupils, Dinah

absurd yet perfectly natural progression, from

Rankling, with her husband Reginald

extravagance to extravagance, piling situation

the Court Theatre was closed for rehearsals

Paulover, the two having married against

upon situation to the end. There is more

pending the first performance of The

their parents’ wishes. A wedding banquet is

episode and less action in The Schoolmistress

Schoolmistress, Pinero’s new three-act farce,

arranged, with Queckett being coerced into

than in The Magistrate; but as it is exactly

which opened on 27 March 1886.

donating the school kitty to pay for a lavish

from these said episodes that the audience

lobster and champagne supper. Some of

derive the keenest amusement, they at all

With the withdrawal of The Magistrate,

The story, like most farces, is fairly
Page 32

‘Mr Pinero had a difficult task before him
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‘Miss Maggie Moore is unsuited for the part

Lytton seems to have had an arrangement

of Mrs Queckett, née Dyott. This lady has

with J.C.Williamson whereby ‘Williamson

with the last on Saturday 22 January 1887.

become so accustomed to playing Irish

Although the title character is the

characters that the brogue asserts itself

referred hopefuls to him and allowed him
amateur rights to old plays’.9

schoolmistress, Miss Dyott has less stage

despite all her efforts to the contrary. Her

time than the characters of Peggy and

style is opposed to the canons of polite

the Theatre Royal: in January 1913 by the

Queckett. When the play was first produced

comedy. Gentility is not in her line. She is

Hobart Stage Society, and in March 1914

in Australia in February 1887, as a vehicle

more at home in broad farce or anything

with Dorothy Delle in the title role.

for the young American actress Minnie

that appeals to the gallery. The introduction

Palmer, she played Peggy, with Ada Murray

of the song “Annie Rooney” (excellent per se)

performed in Melbourne at the Playhouse,

as the schoolmistress, and R.A.Roberts as

in a comedy of the sort enacted is an

with Hilda Rolfe.

Queckett. In New York, when it opened at

unpardonable slip, and unlike the style of

the Standard Theatre on 7 December 1887,

business hitherto attempted by Messrs

by Percy Greenbank, which had music by

Rosina Vokes was seen as Peggy, with

Brough and Boucicault. Miss Maggie

Howard Talbot.

Helen Dacre as Miss Dyott, and Weedon
Grossmith as Queckett.4

Moore’s abilities are unquestionable in

The first Australian performance took
place at the Theatre Royal, Adelaide, on

certain directions, but her forte certainly
does not lie in society drama.’7
When the B&Bs played the piece in

26 February 1887, where it played for six

Melbourne in April 1891, The Argus reviewer

performances. The following month, from

was more disposed to Maggie Moore,

Further revivals took place in Hobart at

Later, on 22 October 1925, it was also

In 1921 a musical adaptation was created

Talbot had previously achieved success
when he collaborated with Lionel Monckton
on musical adaptations of Pinero’s The
Magistrate as The Boy (1917) and In Chancery
as Who’s Hooper (1919).
Despite a strong cast that included

8 March 1887, Minnie Palmer repeated
the role at the Melbourne Bijou for a
further 16 performances. Of the
production, The Otago Witness reported: ‘It
would be very difficult to obtain such a
satisfactory Peggy Hesslerigge as Miss
Minnie Palmer; she is the making of the
piece, and brightens every scene she
appears in. Without her, the comedy, as
at present cast, would not have much of
a run.5
In many ways the role of Peggy was a
perfect one for Minnie Palmer, who
specialised in ‘little girl’ roles. Her most
famous, Tina in My Sweetheart (1882),

Marjorie Gordon, Moya Nugent, Binnie

‘It is to be doubted, indeed
whether Mr Boucicault
in a wide range of parts
has ever done
anything better.’

was booed.
Hasty alterations were made, with

played for 49 performances, and from the 3

However, it seems the acting honours
went to Dion Boucicault:
‘…in Mr Boucicault’s Hon. Vere
the piece, we are presented with a separate
study of rare fidelity and striking merit.

embroidered with birds of paradise,
peacocks, and beaded flowers…’6

There is not the faintest tendency to

character of Miss Dyott, as had been the

Theatre, London, on 19 August 1921, it

new dances arranged by Jack Buchanan. It

petticoats…and in silk stockings

the emphasis was placed on the title

At the end of the first performance,
which took place at the Queen’s

‘amusingly played’.

of the most pronounced type in laced

the play at the Criterion Theatre in Sydney,

it was not as successful as its predecessors.

finding her characterisation of Miss Dyott

Queckett, by far the most important part in

Boucicault Comedy Company presented

E. Louis Bradfield and Ralph Lynn,

new songs written by Philip Braham and

epitomised this type of character: ‘a gamine

On 28 March 1891, when the Brough-

Hale, Maidie Hope, Henry Wenman,

exaggerate, yet the whole impersonation is
irresistibly diverting.
‘It is to be doubted, indeed whether Mr
Boucicault in a wide range of parts has ever
done anything better.’8
The play ran for 12 performances, and

October 1921 transferred to the Aldwych,
where it notched up a further 122
performances.
It was to be Talbot’s last work for the
West End stage.10
Continued in the next edition of On Stage.
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Sentimental favourite

Richard Watson:
‘a molasses of a bass’

T

Wayne Turner documents the achievements of a distinguished Australian singer.

his Australian bass is, perhaps

1926 and began his London studies the

unfortunately, best known for his

following month.
Richard Watson made his London stage

Gilbert and Sullivan portrayals—

unfortunately, because few Savoyards,

début on 20 June 1927 at Daly’s Theatre in

amazing though it may seem, are ever rated,

a single matinée performance of a new

vocally anyway, as being worthy of note,

musical fantasy called The Ladder, with a

this due most likely to musical snobbery. Yet

score by Amherst Webber and a book by

any careful listening to G&S operetta

Kitty Barne. Watson appeared as Dranmore,

recordings of the late 78–early LP era reveals

with Maggie Teyte as Ainsel. Frank

n the seventh in his series of

old recording has been

in Richard Watson’s case a dark, sumptuous

Cochrane, who had directed and starred in

about important Australian

expertly restored and issued

voice of splendid quality. It could be described,

Chu Chin Chow in Australia, was the director.

musicals, Peter Pinne ‘dips his

on CD, complete with

as was King Charles II’s, as ‘a plump bass’.

On Christmas Day, 1927, Richard Watson

lid’ to Bill, Doreen, and to the

‘extras’ including rare tracks

It was of great richness, a molasses of a bass.

sang at a musical function for Princess Victoria.

creators of one of our most produced

of the star, Edwin Ride,

As shown on Decca 78s of the 1930s, Watson’s

and best loved musicals.

reciting some of C.J.Dennis’s

voice had a superb depth; over the years

participated in several unusual operatic

original poems.

this tonal depth, the overall timbre, filled

productions. In April 1928 he was Don

out to almost profondo level.

Quixote in de Falla’s Master Peter’s Puppet

As Pinne wrote in On Stage,
Summer 2009: ‘When the curtain

Ride, of course, played

came down on the first night of The

Bill, with Patsy Hemingway

Along with Ann Drummond-Grant,

Sentimental Bloke at the Comedy Theatre,

as Doreen. Also in the cast

Valerie Masterson, Gillian Knight, Thomas

Melbourne, on 4 November 1961,

were Frank Ward, Robina

Round, Donald Adams—to name a few—

composer Albert Arlen knew he had

Beard, Judith Roberts and

Watson’s was one of the very finest D’Oyly

a hit on his hands. His belief that his

veterans Letty Craydon and

Carte voices ever heard. On stage, he had

musical version of the beloved verse

Lulla Fanning. This album

an imposing personality, a great feel for

of C.J.Dennis would be a success was

also provides a rare

comic dialogue and a real presence, enhanced

vindicated.

opportunity to savour the

by his impressive height (6ft 1in [185.5cm]

artistry of the wonderful

and portly with it). Who can forget the sardonic

its allotted six-week season, its run

Gloria Dawn; she played the

leer and the delivery of ‘I Was Born Sneering,’

was extended to five months and it

ebullient Rose and ‘stopped

as Pooh-Bah?

toured for another nine (making the

the show’ with her rollicking

producers J.C.Williamson very

‘Piccalilli Lil’ number.

‘Not only did the show play out

happy), but it would go on to

Richard Charles Watson was born in
Adelaide on 13 October 1902, the eldest of

This sparkling Sentimental

four children born to Richard Joseph

become Arlen’s most successful

Bloke is not available

Watson (1868–1920), dentist by profession,

show, and one of the most produced

commercially, but thanks to

and Margaret, née Bray (1879–1940), of

musicals in the annals of Australian

Geoff, Theatre Heritage

Cornish origin. Both parents were musical,

musical theatre.’

members can obtain a copy

his father as a fine bass-baritone in his spare

for the very special price of

time, his mother a ‘frustrated’ concert pianist

only $25.

who taught piano.

Towards the end of the Melbourne
run, Bob ‘King’ Crawford’s Talent City
records taped the show live, capturing
the audience’s laughter and applause.
The result was a superb original
cast LP album that sold well enough
to warrant a re-issue by the World
Record Club.
Despite the show’s enduring

Just send a cheque or
money order for $25 to Lyric
CDs, 8 Otira Road, Caulfield
North, Victoria 3161.
The price includes
packing and postage to
anywhere in Australia. And

popularity, the album has never been

please mention Theatre

released on CD—that is, until now.

Heritage when you write.

With the co-operation of Bob
‘King’ Crawford, and thanks to the

Edwin Ride as Bill in The

enterprise of music historian

Sentimental Bloke, 1961.

n
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While a student at the RCM, Watson

Show, filling in for a singer who fell ill (The
Richard Watson in 1935.

appeared at the Royal Court Theatre as the
to study singing for three years at the Elder

Old Man in a subscription season of The

Conservatorium at the University.

Shepherds of the Delectable Mountains by Ralph

In 1925 Watson won the Elder Overseas

Vaughan Williams, with Adrian Boult

Scholarship, enabling him to travel to

conducting; many years later this brief scena

London for study at the Royal College of

was incorporated into the full opera Pilgrim’s

Music. The judges highlighted the

Progress. In November 1928 he was a soloist

‘potentialities of his intellectual and artistic

with the St Michael’s Singers in an Armistice

abilities which, if developed, would enable

Day concert at St Michael’s Church,

him to make a mark as a singer-musician.’

Cornhill (The Times, 13 November 1928).

At Easter 1925 he sang in Messiah,

In 21 March 1929 Watson alternated

presented by the Adelaide Bach Society as

with Leyland White in the title role, Sir John

a benefit performance for him.

Falstaff, in the RCM’s production of

After some farewell concerts, Watson

Vaughan Williams’ new opera Sir John in

sailed from Adelaide on board SS Esperance

Love at the College’s Parry Theatre. Malcolm

Bay. He arrived in London on 29 August

Sargent conducted (The Times, 16 March 1929).

In its original form this article, by the late
Wayne
Turner, appeared in For the Record,
His sister, Joy, was a pupil of Count
No.30, Summer 2009.
Filippini; a light soprano, she sang with the
South Australian Grand Opera Company.
For the Record is the quarterly journal
Richard Watson’s son, Michael, believes that
of the City of London Phonograph and
his father’s dominating personality was
Gramophone Society and we thank its
inherited from his mother.
chairman and its editor, Richard Taylor and
Michael Watson refers to his father
Christopher Proudfoot, for their
having to join the Education Department to
co-operation. This version has been edited
get a tertiary education; this meant tackling
and considerably expanded by
various subjects at the University of Adelaide
Robert Morrison and Frank Van Straten,
and other subjects at the Adelaide Teachers’
with invaluable assistance from
College. He became a resident master at King’s
Michael Watson.
College and then won an Elder Scholarship
Spring 2009

Times, 28 April 1928). From 12 June 1928 he

Before his RCM days were over, Watson
sang the role of the Father in Charpentier’s
Louise; the composer came over to supervise,
though it appears that he was more a
hindrance than a help! Watson also sang
Arkel in a student production of Pelléas et
Mélisande. In June 1929 he sang Sarastro in
an RCM production of The Magic Flute
under Sir Thomas Beecham (The Times,
20 June 1929).
Like many vocal students, before and
since, he obtained choral work—in his case,
at Eton College under Dr Henry Ley.
Between 1928 and 1930 he served as a lay
vicar at Westminster Abbey.1
*
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In late 1928 Watson began to
receive engagements as a bass

cast were John Fullard and New

for Decca, of operatic arias and ballads best

Dublin in late 1934; and with the Carl Rosa

described, though not in a pejorative sense,

Opera he sang Don Basilio (The Barber of

Zealander Oscar Natzka; Albert Coates
conducted. On 25 May 1939, at only two

soloist; in November of that year, he

as of the ‘drawing room’ type. Like many

Seville), Mephistopheles (Faust), Leporello

appeared in a concert in Edinburgh,

singers of the era, he also recorded under

(Don Giovanni), Dappertutto (The Tales of

days’ notice, he replaced the ailing Marko
Rothmuller as Kruschina in The Bartered

his program including arias from the

pseudonyms. Two have been traced,

Hoffmann), the Landgraf (Tannhäuser) and

St Matthew Passion, The Creation, Faust

‘Harold Foster’ (on Decca) and ‘William

Dulcamara (L’Elisir d’Amore) in Bristol,

Bride, conducted by Sir Thomas Beecham

Nottingham, Edinburgh, Newcastle and

and starring Richard Tauber.

and Don Giovanni, plus a selection of

Johnson’ (on Mayfair).

songs from Somervell’s Maud cycle.

Of his early records, Hermann Klein,

Watson’s first wife, Gwendolyn, died in

Dublin, between October 1934 and March

In March 1929 he was a soloist in the

the renowned English singing teacher,

1935. The Scotsman (21 March 1935) refers

London in February 1938, due to complications

Schubert Mass in the Central Hall,

author and music critic, who also

to his Dulcamara as being ‘on the eve of

following a miscarriage; she was only 31.

Westminster, with the Bach Choir under

reviewed recordings in The Gramophone,

his departure for Australia’.

Adrian Boult (The Times, 18 March

remarked that Watson’s voice was clear,

With the outbreak of World War II,
Covent Garden closed. In the early part of

In 1935 Watson was invited by

the war, Watson drove ambulances in London.

1929). In April he was the soloist in a

bright and steady, reminding him of

J.C.Williamson’s to take part in a G&S

performance of Appalachia by Delius. In

Robert Radford in his youthful days:

tour of Australia and New Zealand. He

Being 37, he was considered too old for war

May he sang in Hiawatha at the Royal

praise indeed, for Klein was a great

was contracted at an initial £22.10s per

service; he was overweight and, as a result of

Albert Hall under Malcolm Sargent

admirer of Radford. He also referred to

week, rising to £25 after six months—a

a car accident in the 1920s, he had only

(The Times, 30 May 1929).

Watson’s dramatic style, sonorous voice

handsome sum in those days. Part of the

one kidney.

and resonant bass, but mentioned a

agreement was that his wife would be

Watson made his first professional

In 1940 Richard Watson was invited to

appearance in opera in London with the

need for refinement; as well he was

employed as a violinist in the orchestra.

rejoin J.C.Williamson’s for another G&S tour

Carl Rosa Opera Company at the

critical of his curious enunciation!

This raised the ire of the Victorian

of Australia and New Zealand. He sang with

branch of the Musicians’ Union.

this company from March 1940 to October

Lyceum Theatre on 4 July 1929,

From 11 June 1931 Watson appeared

appearing as Biterolf in Tannhäuser, with

at Covent Garden in Rigoletto (with

Secretary William Lamble pointed out:

1942, appearing in Australian capitals and in

Elsie Treweek as Venus.

Beniamino Gigli), The Bartered Bride (with

‘If the artist in question is so indispensable

Thea Philips), Meistersinger, Aida, Tosca

it can reasonably be assumed that he

Auckland, Wellington, Christchurch and
Dunedin.6 His roles included the Sergeant

Wagner in Faust (with John Brownlee as

and Madama Butterfly, all under John

will not be so poorly paid as to make it

of Police (The Pirates of Penzance), Willis

Mephistopheles) and Luther and Dapertutto

Barbirolli’s direction.

necessary for his wife to play in

(Iolanthe), Don Alhambra (Gondoliers), the

the orchestra.’

Learned Judge (Trial by Jury) and Sir

He followed this with portrayals of

in The Tales of Hoffmann (with Pauline

In May 1932, under Thomas Beecham,

Bindley and Frederic Collier),

Watson sang at Covent Garden in Meistersinger

Despard (Ruddigore). The company also

Lamble was obviously

Watson joined the Covent Garden

(as Kothner, with Lotte Lehmann as Eve)

unaware of Mrs Watson’s

presented The Maid of the Mountains

Opera Company for a provincial tour that

and Tannhäuser (with Lehmann and Thea

Adelaide beginnings, and that

(Watson as the Governor of Santo) and

opened on 23 September 1929 at the Theatre

Philips alternating as Elisabeth).

she had been a member of the

Nightbirds (a version of Die Fledermaus,
with Watson as Frank).7

Royal, Halifax, and continued to Aberdeen,

During his Garden years, Watson sang

union there. To his chagrin she

In 1940 Richard Watson married

Glasgow, Edinburgh, Leeds, Birmingham,

in three BBC broadcasts, all under John

was duly readmitted and provided

Liverpool and Manchester. The conductors

Barbirolli: Sparafucile in Rigoletto, from

with a ‘travelling card’. The

Joyce Armitage Tapson, who had been

were John Barbirolli and Eugene Goossens
Snr (Times, 7 September 1929).2

Liverpool on 10 February 1931; the King in

company opened its Adelaide

born in Box Hill, Victoria, in 1920.

Aida, from Covent Garden on 25 September

season at the Theatre Royal on

When operatic engagements allowed,
Watson also sang in oratorio. In April 1930,
for instance, he sang the role of Judas Iscariot

1931; and the Sacristan in Tosca, from

18 May, and then headed for

Covent Garden on 5 October 1931.

Melbourne—where the aggrieved

the staff of his alma mater, the Elder

secretary was waiting: ‘Apart from

Conservatorium of Music in Adelaide

experiencing severe financial difficulties;

the principle involved of giving

as ‘Principal Singing Teacher’. He

artists were asked to take less money and it

preference to a married woman

continued to sing in recital (for

was at this time that Watson left the ensemble.

whose husband is holding an important

By 1932 the Covent Garden company was

in Elgar’s The Apostles in Worcester

Cathedral, under Sir Edward himself.3
Watson made his Covent Garden

In 1944, following his engagements
with J.C.Williamson’s, Watson joined

instance, in an ABC concert with
composer Miriam Hyde at the Adelaide

début on 28 April 1930, singing Konrad

From 1932 to 1935 Watson sang principal

position with the company, I hold

Richard Watson as Private Willis in Iolanthe,

Nachtigall in Meistersinger under Bruno

roles for the D’Oyly Carte Company,

that as Mrs Watson is an Adelaide member,

1940 (top), and Wilfred Shadbolt in The

Richard Watson as Hildebrand in Princess Ida,

making his début at the Savoy on 17

therefore she must be paid the travelling

Yeomen of the Guard.

there were several opera productions in

1932 (top) and Count Monterone in Rigoletto,

October 1932 as Private Willis in Iolanthe.

allowance in addition to the proper rate of

As the season progressed he added to his

pay.’

Watson and his wife returned to Britain.

taking principal roles. There were three

Walter. He followed this with portrayals of
Le Médicin in Pelléas et Mélisande, Timur
(Turandot), the Sacristan (Tosca), Sparafucile
(Rigoletto), the King (Aida), Roucher (Andrea

Covent Garden, 1937.

repertoire Hildebrand in Princess Ida,

Town Hall on 23 May 1944). More notably
which he was involved as director, as well as

Back in Britain, Watson appeared with

performances of Cosi fan tutte at the Tivoli

Brisbane, Newcastle and Perth, and then in

the English Opera Company in seasons at

Theatre, Adelaide, in May–June 1945 (the

Auckland, Christchurch, Dunedin and New

Covent Garden and on tour. In the 1937

proceeds from this endowed the ‘Mozart Cot’

Plymouth in New Zealand. Watson sang

Covent Garden season he appeared in The

for the Children’s Hospital and raised funds

The tour proceeded through Sydney,

Chénier), Reinmar (Tannhäuser), Kothner

fiancée, Adelaide violinist Gwendolyn Moss,

(Meistersinger), King Heinrich (Lohengrin), Don

to join him in London. They married there

Basilio (The Barber of Seville) and Colline (La

in 1930. Gwen often played in the orchestra

Bohème) at Covent Garden and on tour, usually

when Richard was singing on stage. A daughter,

time to appear with two other companies:

principal roles in Iolanthe, The Gondoliers, The

Tales of Hoffmann, Rigoletto, Madama Butterfly

for the Red Cross). An open-air performance

directed by Beecham or John Barbirolli.

Janet, was born in 1932.

with the Dublin Operatic Society he sang

and The Barber of Seville. In the 1938 season

was also presented in Perth. At the Tivoli in

Mephistopheles in Faust and Abbot

Yeomen of the Guard, Trial by Jury, The Mikado,
Princess Ida, Patience and Ruddigore.5 After

he sang in Butterfly and in The Serf, a new

March 1946 he produced and sang

Baldassare in La Favorita at the Gaiety in

the company disbanded in July 1937,

English opera with music by Geoffrey Lloyd

Mephistopheles in Faust; in October he

By this time, Watson felt he was
sufficiently well established to ask his
Page 36

In the early 1930s Richard Watson made
a large number of 78rpm recordings, mainly

Richard Cholmondeley in The Yeomen of the
Guard and the Notary in The Sorcerer.4
He toured with D’Oyly Carte but found
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and libretto by William Lloyd. Also in the
Spring 2009
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was involved in another Cosi fan tutte and

repertoire, and in June 1933, he assumed

1942), the JCW G&S Opera Co.

The Barber of Seville, in which, unusually, he

Musical Comedy Rep.

the role of Old Adam in Ruddigore. During

members also appeared in revivals of

took the role of Dr Bartolo. For these

the two seasons spanning 1932–34 he also

Lilac Time, in which Richard Watson again

performances, Watson used the best of his

occasionally understudied both the Pirate

played Count Scharntorff (21 February

students, as well as his teaching colleagues.

King in The Pirates of Penzance and Don

1942) and The Merry Widow, also starring

He had a chorus of 40 and the ABC

Alhambra in The Gondoliers.

Gladys Moncrieff (9 January 1943), with

provided an orchestra of 25.
During the Conservatorium holidays,

5. Fellow Savoyards in the J.C.Williamson
Gilbert & Sullivan Opera Company’s

I

Watson as Marquis De Cascada, at His
Majesty’s, Melbourne.
8. Richard Watson rejoined the JCW G&S

1935–37 Australasian tour included
principal comedian Ivan Menzies, contralto

Opera Co. on 15 December 1944 during

He also sang in and produced opera

Evelyn Gardiner, baritone Gregory Stroud,

its final Melbourne season, which ended

broadcasts for the ABC in Adelaide, Perth

bass Bernard Manning and principal

the tour, as his replacement in the

and Melbourne.

soprano Winifred Lawson. During the

company, Arthur Mayes had sadly died

tour, which commenced at the Theatre

of a heart attack in his dressing room at

Bartered Bride (singing Kecal), Don Giovanni

Royal, Adelaide, on Saturday, 18 May

His Majesty’s Theatre, ironically during a

(as Leporello), and Hoffmann and The Barber,

1935, before transferring to His Majesty’s

matinée performance of the ghostly-

which he directed.

Theatre, Melbourne from 8 June, Richard

themed Ruddigore, on 2 December 1944.

Watson débuted in the roles of the Learned

9. Gay Rosalinda opened at His Majesty’s

remembered that there were very few

Judge in Trial by Jury, Sergeant Bouncer in

Theatre, Melbourne, on 23 November

orchestras in Australia during this period. Today,

Cox and Box, Bill Bobstay in HMS Pinafore,

1946, with Irish soprano Tara Barry starred

the main ones are managed by the ABC.

the Sergeant of Police in The Pirates of

with Max Oldaker. Watson reprised the

Hence all this opera, which was springing out

Penzance, Wilfred Shadbolt in The Yeomen

role of the Prison Governor, which he

of nowhere, must have been quite a miracle.

of the Guard, Pooh-Bah in The Mikado,

had played in Nightbirds (the alternate

Prior to this, there had been operatic tours

Colonel Calverley in Patience, and Sir

version of Die Fledermaus).

with Dame Nellie Melba and sundry companies,

Despard Murgatroyd in Ruddigore and

usually Italian, imported by J.C.Williamson

reprised his D’Oyly Carte roles as Private

Theatres: nothing home grown.’

Willis (Iolanthe), King Hildebrand (Princess

Michael Watson writes: ‘It should be

From May 1946 Watson worked in a radio

In Melbourne in August 1936 the company

year he left his Conservatorium appointment

also revived Planquette’s Paul Jones with

to appear in Gay Rosalinda (another version
of Die Fledermaus) in Melbourne.

n

Yeomen on air

Ida) and Don Alhambra (The Gondoliers).

serial as a Scotland Yard detective. In that

Notes

Watson as the Spanish Governor, Bicoquet.

Lilac Time (10 April) with Watson as the
Danish Ambassador, Count Scharntorff;

1. A capsule biography of Richard Watson

Long Tom; and The Chocolate Soldier (29 May)

published in the J.C.Williamson Ltd.
Magazine Programme issued for the 1935–37

with Watson as Captain Massakroff.
6. Fellow Savoyards in the JCW G&S Opera

mammoth part. Baker had scored as Smitty

Australian production of Fiddler on the

expected of him, a first class job as director,’

in JCW’s How To Succeed In Business Without

said The Sydney Morning Herald. The Sunday

Really Trying. As Herbie, her long-suffering

As his successor at Menzies he chose

Telegraph described it as ‘a bouncing, zippy

partner, he cast John Unicomb, with the

actor-director Jon Ewing. Ewing, who started

mini-musical that sparkles like good

role of Louise (Gypsy) going to Marilyn

his professional career as a chorus boy in the

bubbly,’ and in The Sun Norman Kessell

Jeacle. Gloria Scott played June, and

original Australian production of The Boy

claimed the show abounded in ‘colour, vigour,

Michael O’Reilly was Tulsa.

Friend (1956), and had been a Foundation

gaiety and humour’.

Member of Hayes Gordon’s Ensemble

When it came to the cast they said Doug
Kingsman, ‘looks and acts the part of the

some impressive reviews: ‘Lesley Baker,

included appearing in the first production in

conceited, go-getting, double-dealer perfectly’.

although only 23 years of age, plays this

their new Milson’s Point theatre in Mel

The Sunday Telegraph thought he made Joey

part with feeling and injects the necessary

Dinelli’s The Man (1958), and directing

a ‘believable, likeable guy,’ and Kessell

brashness and brassiness to carry it off.’

Tennessee Williams’ Garden District. He later

claimed he ‘gives his best performance yet

Madame Rose was ‘most strongly played by

played Mordred for JCW in Camelot (1964),

at this venue.’ Alwyn Leckie came in for her

Lesley Baker’. In The Sun Norman Kessell

co-directed A Bunch of Ratbags (1966) with

share of plaudits: ‘Her rich voice is well

thought Marilyn Jeacle ‘stormed the heights

Wal Cherry for Emerald Hill Theatre, and

suited to numbers like ‘Bewitched, Bothered

as the neglected “ugly duckling” daughter

directed the second edition of Revue at the

And Bewildered’ and ‘Take Him’; her duet

Louise,’ but the hit of the evening according

Loo (1967) at the Astor Motel, Wooloomooloo.

with Christine Bartlett, as Linda, is a gem.’

to Romola Constantino (SMH) was when the

For his first Menzies ‘potted musical’

Others noticed were Darlene Johnson,

Ewing selected another show that had not been

Colin Croft and Maggi Gray who,

produced in Australia before, Rodgers and

according to Kessell, scored with ‘two of the

Hart’s Pal Joey. Based on John O’Hara’s New

show’s best numbers, “That Terrific

funny’ in ‘The

Joey and Vivienne Segal as Vera. Contrary

Flower Garden

to popular belief, it was a commercial success,

Of My Heart’. Even with good notices, the

Robert Morrison will broadcast
the 1950 Decca D’Oyly Carte

ended up running 542 performances, 168
more than the original.

closed on 22 July.
The next show on the agenda was

period at the RCM, Watson ‘became bass

again included Menzies, Gardiner, Stroud

soloist at Westminster Abbey, and also

and Manning, joined by tenor Max Oldaker

Yeomen of the Guard, featuring

Joey, Alwyn Leckie was Vera, and Darlene

in a row. Jule Styne and Stephen

sang many times for Sir Thomas Beecham

and principal soprano Viola Wilson (who

Richard Watson as Wilfred

Johnson played Gladys, a role that has two

Sondheim’s Gypsy had opened on Broadway

and Sir Hugh Allen in oratorio’.

was subsequently to marry Frank Tait).

Shadbolt, on Concert Hall on

scenes and one song, ‘Zip’, which made a

on 21 May 1959, with Ethel Merman giving

The tour began at the Theatre Royal,

Tuesday, 22 December 2009,

star of Elaine Stritch in the 1952 revival.

the performance of her life as Momma

noted that: ‘In 1929 he received a three-

Sydney, on 16 March 1940. On the tour

between 9–11pm EST on

Others in the cast included Maggi Gray

Rose. The backstage story is based on the

years’ contract with the Covent Garden

Richard Watson reprised all his former

Melbourne community radio

(Gladys), Christine Bartlett (Linda), Colin

memoirs of stripper Gypsy Rose Lee, and

Syndicate, and the Decca Gramophone Co…’

G&S roles and also débuted as Dr Daly

96.5 Inner FM.

Croft (Ludlow Lowell), Marilyn Jeacle

tells of her rise from seedy vaudeville stages

(Valerie), Peter Noble (Ernest/Harry) and

to the big time of Minsky’s burlesque with

The broadcast will also be

Rachelle Dykstra (Mickey). Songs dropped

the help of her overbearing mother, Rose.

streamed live over the Internet

from the original score included ‘Do It The

of the Three Choirs Festival.
4. When The Sorcerer was revived at the
Savoy by the D’Oyly Carte Opera

added to the company’s repertoire in
Melbourne on 4 October 1941.
7. In addition to revivals of Nightbirds (4 April

Company in December 1932, Watson

1942) and The Maid of the Mountains

added the part of the Notary to his

starring Gladys Moncrieff (17 October

Page 38
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show only managed a four-week run, the
a 1952 revival, that also starred Segal, was its shortest of any musical in the Menzies
quality finally acknowledged. The revival
series. It opened on 22 June 1967 and

Opera Co. recording of The

for a revival of The Sorcerer, which was

Ardell,

but its critical reception was mixed. Not until

Company’s 1940–45 Australasian tour

3. It should be noted that this was not part

‘three burlesque girls (Maggi Gray, Anita

‘irresistibly

on 25 December 1940, with Gene Kelly as

G&S opera tour noted that during this

2. The JCW program biography for Watson

Although suffering from a bad throat on
opening night, Baker managed to secure

Theatre in 1958. Highlights of his time there

The work had premièred on Broadway

company also performed in revivals of

Merrie England (1 May) with Watson as

relatively unknown Leslie Baker in this

Jon Ewing has done exactly that which was

Rainbow”, and “Plant You Now, Dig You
a lovable heel, Joey Evans, and his mercenary Later”.’ Sheila Cruze’s choreography was
relationship with society matron Vera Simpson. called

	    During the final Melbourne season in

(Compiled by Robert Morrison)

that the show owed its sparkle, its swing…

to take the role of Tevye in the first

Yorker short stories, the plot revolved around

1937, which ended the G&S tour, the
Continued in the next edition of On Stage.

n mid 1967 Hayes Gordon left Menzies

Roof.

Watson worked interstate for J.C.Williamson’s,
mainly in G&S, in Melbourne and Sydney.8

These included a Perth production of The

In the conclusion of the third in his series on musicals staged by repertory companies,
Peter Pinne revisits Menzies Hotel in Sydney.

(see www.innerfm.org.au for
further details).

At Menzies Doug Kingsman played

Hard Way’ and the ballet ‘Joey Looks Into

Rose is the ‘King Lear’ of musical
theatre roles, and Ewing cast the

The Future’.
The critics went overboard for Ewing’s
direction: ‘It is to Jon Ewing’s production

ON STAGE

another Australian première, making it four

Spring 2009

Gypsy, 1967: Lesley Baker in ‘Rose’s
Turn’. Photo by Malcolm Holmes.
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Rachelle Dykstra) bump and grind their
way through “You Gotta Have A Gimmick” ’.

(Sunday Telegraph) noted ‘Judith Roberts does

Norman Kessell (The Sun) claimed ‘this is

one of the most sizzling and funniest

her best performance yet.’ Others said:

closed on 4 May.
The follow-up production was another

side of the tracks pursues wealth, culture

story of Annie Oakley, Dorothy and Herbert

and social position to win the man of her

Fields’ book centered on a hillbilly

numbers we have seen in a time in “The

‘Nancye Hayes does everything to be

designed to showcase the talents of Nancye

dreams. The show had opened on Broadway

sharpshooter (Annie) who becomes a star

11-week season, and closed on 14 October

Shriners’ Ballet”.’ She added that Adams

expected of her to make Ella, the Cinderella

Hayes. An Australian première, Little Me

on 17 November 1962 with comic Sid

of a wild-west show and falls in love with

1967. It was replaced by Add a Dash of Fun, a

was ‘A strong presence with a strong

girl, cute and appealing, touching and

had music by Cy Coleman, lyrics by

Caesar playing seven roles. Virginia Martin

her rival (Frank Butler). It was written for

compilation of highlights from previous

personality, carrying a big load of talent.’

comical,’ and, ‘She is possessed of an

Carolyn Leigh and a book by Neil Simon.

(Belle) played the ‘star’ in her youth, and

Ethel Merman, and in it she scored her

Gypsy opened 25th July, 1967, played an

shows, Kiss Me, Kate, South Pacific, Pal Joey

Others noticed included Beryl Cheers, Al

infectious singing voice, is a magnificent

It was based on the novel by Patrick

Nancy Andrews portrayed her as she was

greatest triumph, playing the character for

and Gypsy, with The Sound of Music thrown in

Thomas, Michelle Fawdon, Judy Ferris and

comedy actress, a capable dancer and has a

Dennis, a parody of celebrity tell-all

today.

1147 performances.

for good measure. It was produced and

Phil Jay. The production played nine weeks,

vibrant stage personality.’

biographies, in which a girl from the wrong

directed by Jone Hull, who had stage

opening on 10 January 1968 and closing on

Several songs were dropped for the

One year after the Broadway opening

Menzies production: ‘The Truth’,

(6 May 1946), Evie Hayes launched the

managed the first two shows at the venue and 16 March.

‘Boom-Boom’, ‘Goodbye (The

Australian production at His Majesty’s

had been assistant producer on all the others.

Prince’s Farewell)’ and ‘Poor Little

Theatre, Melbourne, on 19 July 1947. Annie

Add a Dash of Fun starred Rosina Raisbeck,

The next show, Bells are Ringing, marked
the return of Nancye Hayes to the Menzies

Hollywood Star’. To bring the

became the most successful role of her

Neil Williams, Doug Kingsman, Maggi Gray,

stage. Since her last appearance, in

piece down to time, director Jon

career; she played it throughout Australia

Michael Stainforth, Ricki Hilder and Judith

Brigadoon, she had become a bona fide star,

Ewing also dropped the character

and New Zealand for seven years.

Roberts. Dorothy Darlington (SMH) thought

playing the title role in JCW’s production of

of Prince Cherney.

it was an ‘excellent idea’ to devise a show to

Sweet Charity. Bells are Ringing was a perfect

cater for the ‘festive season spirit’. It opened

vehicle for her. The show, with music by

Hayes played the young Belle

18 October 1967 and played until 30 December.

Jule Styne and book and lyrics by Betty

Poitrine and Margo Lee played the

The well-known and popular Bye Bye

Comden and Adolph Green, had been

older version. Colin Croft had the

proved she was more than up to the task as

Birdie was the first show for 1968. It had

written for comedienne Judy Holliday (Ella)

Sid Caesar roles. The cast also

Annie. Co-starring was Bruce Barry as Frank

been a major success on Broadway (14 April

who was a smash in it when it opened on

included Laurel Veitch, Rachelle

Butler. Others in the cast included Colin

1960), with Dick Van Dyke as Albert

Broadway on 29 November 1956. The story

Dykstra, Phil Jay, Peter Noble,

Croft (Charlie), Phil Jay (Chief Sitting Bull),

Peterson and Chita Rivera as Rose Grant.

was built around a telephone-answering

Henri Szeps, Sue Walker, Julie

Sue Walker (Dolly Tate), Don Reid (Buffalo

Based on the premise of a rock’n’roll star

service operator (Ella) and one of her

Haslehurst, Judy Ferris, Greg

Bill), Peter Noble (Pawnee Bill), Michael

(Conrad Birdie) being drafted into the army,

customers, a struggling playwright

Radford and Michael O’Reilly,

O’Reilly ( Jason Wilson), Julie Haslehurst

the show was built around the ‘one last kiss’

( Jeff), her efforts to help him, and their

among others.

(Sylvia Otter-Porter), Julie Fullerton (Miss

he would give to teenager Kim McAfee in

subsequent romance.

Sweet Apple, Ohio. The original Australian

In the Menzies cast Nancye

Katharine Brisbane (The
Australian) said it was ‘extremely

The original Australian production

During that time she ‘wore out’ three
Frank Butlers: Webb Tilton, Earl Covert and
Hayes Gordon.
Nancye Hayes had big shoes to fill, but

Adams) and Darrel May ( Jodie Smith).
A 1966 Broadway revival of Annie Get

production had starred Frank Buxton (Albert)

with Shani Wallis (Ella) and Bruce Trent

witty, with a strong bouncy score,

Your Gun had featured a revised book and a

and Patricia Finlay (Rose), opening at Her

( Jeff) was not a success. It opened on

and an honest vulgarity which is

new song written by Berlin, ‘An Old Fashioned

Majesty’s Theatre, Melbourne, on 4 March 1961.

5 April 1958 at Melbourne’s Princess

very refreshing’. She praised

Wedding’, a contrapuntal number similar in

Hayes as ‘one of our most

style to his Call Me Madam hit ‘You’re Just In

Judith Roberts (Rose), headed the Menzies

Theatre and never toured. The

cast with Peter Adams (Albert), Gerard

Menzies production was the first in

outstanding musical comedy

Love’. It was this revised version that

Maguire (Conrad Birdie), Michele Fawden

Sydney. To bring it down to 90

comediennes’, as did Norman Kessell

director Jon Ewing chose for Menzies.

(Kim), Michael O’Reilly (Hugo Peabody),

minutes, director Jon Ewing cut the

(The Sun): ‘Miss Hayes proves here

Beryl Cheers (Mae Peterson), Judy Ferris

song-writing dentist character, Dr

beyond any question that she is a

conjuring tricks on the pocket handkerchief

(Mrs McAfee) and Al Thomas (Mr McAfee),

Kitchell, and his song, ‘The Midas

musical comedy star of the first

stage, and the show is so excellently filled

with Laurel Veitch, Greg Radford, Phil Jay,

Touch’. Ewing wrote updated lyrics for

magnitude.’ He also thought Colin Croft

out, that one does not miss the full-scale

Michael Staniforth, Rex McClenaghan and

the satirical party number ‘Drop That

played all six of his roles with

version,’ said Romola Constantino (SMH),

Ricki Hilder. Songs not used included ‘Baby,

Name’ and included ‘It’s Better Than A

‘remarkable virtuosity’.

continuing…‘There is, of course, Nancye

Talk To Me’ and the ‘Kids’ reprise.

Dream’, a song that was added to the

Once again Sheila Cruze’s

It was the first time Roberts had headlined score after its Broadway début.
a major musical; her previous credits included

Playing opposite Nancye Hayes

‘Jon Ewing is so experienced at working

Hayes, in her third successive show at the

choreography was called ‘outstanding’

Menzies, proving her star quality again as an

and at its peak in the ‘Rich Kids’ Rag’

Annie Oakley, who has a quiet touching

and ‘Real Live Girl.’

simplicity (in the song ‘I Got Lost In His

the ballet in My Fair Lady and small roles in

was Doug Kingsman ( Jeff). The rest of

How to Succeed in Business Without Really

the company of 19 included Judith

Trying, A Funny Thing Happened on the Way to

Roberts (Sue), Reg Gorman (Sandor), Rex

tradition, everything on the Menzies

Barry is a leading man worthy of her, tall

the Forum, The Sentimental Bloke, Sweet Charity

McClenaghan (Francis) and Phil Jay

Tucker was praised as being one of the

menu was named after the ‘star’:

and handsome, with a rich, big baritone

and A Cup of Tea, a Bex, and a Good Lie Down.

(Inspector Barnes), with Peter Noble, Julie

show’s best dance numbers. Other songs

‘Avocado Pear with Seafood and Sauce

voice as Frank Butler.’

Adams had scored well the year before as

Haslehurst and Brian Tucker.

singled out were ‘It’s A Simple Little System’

Poitrine’, ‘Duckling au Vin Rouge

the male lead in Sweet Charity.

The critics welcomed Hayes’ return:

During the run, in a break with
‘Mu-Cha-Cha’ with Hayes, Roberts and

led by Reg Gorman, ‘Hello, Hello There’

their comedy, and ‘I’m An Indian Too’ was

her duet with Kingsman, ‘Just In Time’ and
her penultimate solo, ‘The Party’s Over’.

Nancye Hayes as Belle Poitrine in Little Me, 1968.

red light’. The show opened on 23 July 1968

The show opened on 19 March 1968 and

Doug Kingsman as Joey Evans in Pal Joey, 1967,

‘That sparkling comedienne Nancye Hayes

and ‘Drop That Name’, both led by Hayes,

with a glittery brilliance… Peter Adams is

is cut out to play the big-hearted Cinderella

floppy and appealing,’ said Romola

as she did so successfully in Sweet Charity,’

Page 40

said Romola Constantino (SMH). Likewise

Colin Croft and Phil Jay were praised for

Poitrine’ and ‘Chocolate Parfait Poitrine’,
Peter Adams as Albert and Judith Roberts as Rosie and so on. The show opened on 7 May
in Bye Bye Birdie, 1968.
1968 and closed on 20 July.

‘Judith Roberts rises to her strip scene

Constantino (SMH), while Billie Burke

Clockwise from top left: Jon Ewing.

Arms’) as well as all Annie’s swagger. Bruce

ON STAGE

The third show in Nancye Hayes’
return season was the Irving Berlin classic

deemed to be a ‘brilliant and highly charged
number, in which bodies whirled, bathed in
and closed on 21 September.

*

Annie Get Your Gun. Based on the real life
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It was Hayes’ swan-song at the venue.

Lorelei Lee. Both Channing and Monroe

All the world’s a stage

And it was probably time. After 14

Jon Ewing believed it would not have been

scored with ‘Diamonds Are A Girl’s Best

productions it was getting harder to find

a good career move for Hayes to stay

Friend’, probably the best-known song in

properties that were not only suitable for the

longer, even though the next show would

the show.

venue, but the rights for which could be

have been an ideal vehicle for her talents.

When Ewing was casting for the

cleared for adaptation. Jon Ewing at one

production, he looked no further than his

time considered the Australian musical Lola

staged in Australia, although audiences were

permanent company. Judith Roberts, who’d

Montez and talked to the authors about it, but

familiar with the property via the 1953 hit

proved her mettle in Bye Bye Birdie and Bells

the Menzies management opted to stick with

movie which starred Marilyn Monroe and

Are Ringing, was perfect for Lorelei, and Sue

the proven winning formula of mounting

Jane Russell.

Walker, who’d been noticed as Dolly Tate in

Broadway shows.

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes had never been

The musical was based on a Harper’s

Annie Get Your Gun, made a fine Dorothy.
The cast also included Max Phipps (Gus

never forget it. According to Doug

written in the 1920s by Anita Loos about

Esmond), Peter Noble (Henry Spofford),

Kingsman: ‘I had the best time ever in my

two dizzy American flappers (Lorelei and

Judy Ferris (Mrs Ella Spofford), Phil Jay,

life. I think it was the fact that we had an

Dorothy) and their search to nail down the

Michael O’Reilly and Brian Tucker. Songs

ensemble company where there were no

right man, preferably one with a large bank

dropped included ‘I’m A’Tingle, I’m

stars and everyone was billed alphabetically.

account. With music by Jule Styne, and

A’Glow’ and ‘Just A Kiss Apart’.

It was a great training ground and it made

Romola Constantino (SMH) said: ‘It’s a

Australia: Melbourne

Australia: Melbourne

Prizes for Perfect, Katz

New life for landmark hall

Palais coup

Eddie Perfect and Lally Katz have each won

The semi-derelict 118-year old St George’s

Things are heating up at the Palais, St Kilda.

$15 000 in the theatre-based categories of this Theatre in Birmingham Street, Yarraville, is
year’s Victorian Premier’s Literary Awards.

on 8 December 1949 and made a star of

collection of noisy, unmemorable songs, and

Judith Roberts agreed: ‘Rehearsing one

Carol Channing, who played the role of

there’s not much chance for the characters

show during the day while playing another

to be presented with originality or much

at night was the best experience any

comedy,’ but she went on to qualify her

performer could ever have. It taught you

Bells are Ringing, 1968:

statement saying, ‘What saves this from being

your craft.’

Nancye Hayes as Ella

a bore is its delivery as a musical, ruthlessly

But more than anything the Menzies

and Judith Roberts

compressed, with flashing choreography and

experience gave local performers a chance

as Sue.

split-second timing.’ She claimed Roberts

to play roles they would never have been

‘comes into her own with her showgirl

considered for in a major musical

numbers, and Sue Walker, as her blonde

production. It gave them a chance to shine—

offsider, shares the stage with equal vim’.

and that’s what they did.

it back to full capacity. Grateful patrons are
once again treated to toasty toes via the

28 June 1913. In the heyday of the movies it

vaudeville before just before World War I.

was an integral part of the district’s social life. the theatre’s female toilet facilities. Hand

Other contenders for the Esson Prize

mini-musicals. Although the musical format

Gardiner, Maggi Gray, Nancye Hayes, Doug

had proved extremely successful, the

Kingsman, Geraldene Morrow, Dr Peter

management thought it was time to revamp

Orlovich (NIDA Archives), Judith Roberts,

the room.

Laurel Veitch.

When screenings ceased in the 1960s, the basins and tapware are being upgraded and
building became the home of Pat McGuire’s

nine new cubicles are being installed.

dancing school. It operated as dance studio
(most recently as UDC-Universal Dance

an online survey to find out what patrons think

The Esson judging panel consisted of Kristy Classes) for many years. In 1992 it was a

about the present and the future of the Palais.

location for the movie Strictly Ballroom.
The new development will preserve the

Management has also recently conducted

Australia: Frankston

Music Theatre script for Shane Warne the

front section of the hall, while the rear portion Boost for local arts
will be utilised for several of the complex’s
Frankston Arts Centre is to receive $650 000

Musical, which toured Australia earlier this

34 apartments. Two shops on the street-front

from the State Government’s Arts in the

year. Shane Warne also garnered a Green

will become home offices while the bulk of

Suburbs funding program, which assists local

Room Award in April and a Helpmann

the site will be redeveloped into a five-storey

councils and arts organisations in greater

Award in July.

apartment complex with an atrium enclosing

Melbourne to enhance and upgrade their arts

a communal central courtyard for residents.

venues and facilities.

Perfect beat Matt Cameron and Tim
Finn’s Poor Boy and Matthew Robinson’s

Said Perfect: ‘I’m hideously unemployed
at the moment, so the cash is good.’
Link: slv.vic.gov.au/pla
Julia Zemiro and Christen O'Leary in the prizen

proposed improvements and extensions to

Millar’s The Modern International Dead.

(convenor), Kris Stewart and Kim Kirkman.

Brisbane, Jon Ewing, Judi Farr, Jocelyn

Planning authorities have approved

were Paul Galloway’s Realism and Damien

Metro Street. The judges were Guy Noble

Special thanks to: Leslie Baker, Katharine

individual foot-warmers in the auditorium.

which recreated the fading world of

Eddie Perfect won the prize for Best

final curtain marked the end of the Menzies’

hall. Under the direction of John McFarlane
it was relaunched as a 910-seat cinema on

Chrissy Sharp.

and played out its six-week season, but its

The building opened in 1891 as a public

Drama for Goodbye Vaudeville Charlie Mudd,

Edmunds (convenor), Patricia Cornelius and

The show opened 24 September 1968

The heating system has remained unused
for many years, but recent work has brought

Zinc, Federation Square, on 1 September.

It was presented at Malthouse Theatre in March.

everyone a better all-round performer.’

being recycled as part of a new luxury

The winners were announced at a function at apartment complex.
Lally Katz won the Louis Esson Prize for

Those who worked on the series will

Bazaar short-story, and subsequent book,

lyrics by Leo Robin, it opened on Broadway

Australia: Melbourne

winning Goodbye Vaudeville Charlie Mudd.

Gentlemen Prefer Blondes, 1968: Left to right: Michael O’Reilly, Sue

The development will be known as

grant would support redevelopment at the
Agents Biggin Scott are promoting it as ‘a Centre, including new multi-media
new 5-star apartment environment unrivalled equipment and an expansion of back-ofin Yarraville…This is not just an apartment

house areas in Cube 37. It will be matched

building, it is a collection of beautiful spaces

by the Frankston City Council.

that will form the backdrop of your life.’

Member for Frankston Alistair Harkness

They fail to mention that in the mid-

welcomed the news: ‘Frankston Arts Centre

1920s the theatre became the headquarters

is one of Victoria’s largest performing arts

of a local gang called the Cut Throats.

venues, and this grant will ensure that it

Recycling in progress at St George’s Theatre,

Walker, Judy Ferris (seated), Judith Roberts, Peter Noble, Max Phipps.

Arts Minister Lynne Kosky said that

St George’s Theatre Apartments.

Yarraville, with still a long way to go.

continues to meet the needs of the growing
community as well as current industry
standards. Developing
cultural infrastructure closer
to people’s homes and
commercial centres
generates opportunities for
people from all walks of life
to participate in the arts.’
Ms Kosky also
announced that The
Substation (the Hobsons Bay
Community Arts Centre) at
Newport is to receive
$750 000 to install specialist
technical equipment
including sound, lighting
and staging equipment.
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Australia: Sydney

opportunity for the arts in this country,’ said

Actors’ Equity and Foxtel have launched the
‘Equity Lifetime Achievement Award
presented by Foxtel’.
Equity federal president Simon Burke
has explained that the award has been
established to recognise the outstanding
achievements of an Australian performer
over the course of their career, and their
contribution to the industry.
The Award will be judged by Equity’s
National Performers’ Committee. The
recipient will be honoured at a ceremony in
Sydney in November.
This award is peer-nominated, so if
you’re an Equity member and know of a
deserving recipient, nominate them now at

whole new generation to arts and culture and 2006 to accommodate the multi-lift revolve
to show the world what a creative and
for the production of The Lord of the Rings.

The system was hurriedly replaced by one

country and the world history of theatre,’

inspirational,’ he says. ‘For it to be a resource

created by ticketing company Red61. This

Patrick Sutton told The Irish Independent.

for the theatre community as a whole is an

inspirational country this is.’

Permission for the removal was granted on

cost £142 000 ($A277 150). On top of this,

condition that the equipment would be fully

extra staff cost £100 000 ($A194 970) and

School of Acting, which has received almost

reinstated after the show’s run.

commission from ticket sales was £130 000

€4m ($A6.8m) from the Irish Department of

The Games organising committee will
retain responsibility for the opening and

($A253 466) less than budget.

closing ceremonies of the games.

England: Bath
The Theatre Royal, Bath, is planning a major
refurbishment which it hopes will reintroduce

British theatre are not directors, or even

the Wow! factor, reduce running costs and meet

was built in 1662. Sutton hopes to raise the
Comedy Club. He said a £125 000 ($A244 000) rest through private donations.
loan from Edinburgh council—now repaid—
The Smock Alley Theatre was the first

Ballet’s designing Queen

The most powerful people in commercial

access requirements for disabled theatregoers.

an advance from the Scottish government

producers, but landlords. The biggest fixed
cost of running a show is theatre rental.
Although a handful of theatres are still
privately owned, most of the major venues
belong to increasingly large theatrical chains.

Waley-Cohen and US-owned Live Nation all

Olympiad
board, whose
members
include Arts
Council CEO
Alan Davey,
Royal
Shakespeare
Company
Tony Hall—ready for fun

director Vicky

and games.

Heywood,
Barbican MD

Sir Nicholas Kenyon, BBC director general
Mark Thompson, Tate director Sir Nicholas
Serota and Jude Kelly, the Southbank Centre
artistic director.
Projects already announced include an
international Shakespeare festival, a UK-wide
film project for young people and World
River, a music festival.
Hall said he would review all the current
plans to ensure there was ‘clear leadership’

own multiple venues. In the regions, major
ownership is even more concentrated
Now, Live Nation wants to offload its
portfolio, which includes the Lyceum, the
Apollo Victoria and the Dominion in

proved to be lifelines, and that the society

improve facilities for wheelchair users.

was now ‘very much on the mend’.

in 1813 to build the Church of St Michael

costumes for The Swineherd, a ballet based on

and St John. The site has been vacant for

a favourite fairytale by Danish writer Hans

several years.

Christian Andersen in which a prince

‘Visual clutter’, such as the heavily-

Even so, the Trustees expect that it will

patterned carpet and wallpaper, will be

take at least three years to establish an adequate
level of reserves.
Pivotal has gone into administration.

Just days after a £25m ($A44.04m) makeover,

day,’ suggests Sutton.

fabric of the 200-year-old, grade II-listed building.

Edinburgh’s revered Usher Hall was plunged

‘We’ll be both conserving and updating,’

In 2008 the theatre commissioned a

the costumes of the royal characters a
storybook touch.

David Garrick. It also shared productions

when the lighting failed.

emerged, though it is expected that this will

feasibility study by architects, mechanical and

narrow to three or four. The asking price is

electrical engineers and theatre consultants to

the hall’s general manager, Karl Chapman,

After two attempts to bring the lights back,

assess the condition of the building and

told the audience a blown fuse was to blame.

Theatre is big business, but it needs

outline the extent of any necessary repairs.

He was heartily heckled for his trouble.

people at the helm who understand that it is

The study revealed elements of the

Conductor Sir Roger Norrington entertained

about more than just turning a buck. When

external building fabric needed improvement,

the full house of 2300 with a few wisecracks

Andrew Lloyd Webber bought what was

public areas were inadequate, and described

before emergency lighting was switched on

then the Stoll Moss Group in 2000, he told

the auditorium’s plasterwork and gilding as

so the concert could continue.

David Frost: ‘I think a lot of people have been

‘dirty, faded and damaged’.

This is the fourth time Queen Margrethe

with London’s Covent Garden.

has designed costumes and sets for a stage
As patron of the Gaiety School of Acting, adaptation of Andersen’s work.
Hollywood actor Liam Neeson has endorsed
the regeneration project.
Archaeologist Ciara Burke holds part of a
column found in the foundations of the 17th
century Smock Alley Theatre, in Dublin.

Italy: Milan
Top tier trouble
La Scala has closed its uppermost seating
gallery while recently-discovered asbestos is
removed. This has made 270 seats unusable.*

The Usher Hall’s long-awaited refurbishment

The theatre dates back to 1805 and is one

ran millions of pounds over budget and over

of money men who wouldn’t necessarily

of the few remaining early 19th century British

a year behind schedule. There were also

understand the thing about theatre is you’ve

theatres still serving its original purpose.

technical problems with the venue’s box office.

got to take risks.’

The refurbishment has provided new

Scotland: Edinburgh

technical facilities, backstage areas, catering

Fringe whinge

facilities, toilets and dressing rooms.

bit of civic pride in these institutions on both

The failure of a new box-office system at last
sides of the footlights, so that these great venues year’s Edinburgh fringe festival has left the
can truly serve their communities again.
Festival Fringe Society in danger of collapse.

Ireland: Dublin
Great day for the Irish

The organisation is facing a loss of £882 407

A glimpse of Ireland’s theatrical past was

($A1721.5m).

unearthed in August when excavators found

games, rather than a spread of events through

Lifts for the Lane

the next three years.

The old sub-stage machinery and hydraulic

Pivotal Integration to create a new £394 000

walls of the former Smock Alley Theatre in

stage lifts at the Theatre Royal, Drury Lane,

($A768 700) ticketing system. However, its

Dublin’s Temple Bar district, as well as

have now been reinstalled.

much vaunted ‘liquid box office’ was suspended

remnants of the theatre’s later incarnations.
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pink and purple—on large polka dots to give

including Richard Brinsley Sheridan and

England: London

and Paralympic games present a fantastic

world’. She used stark colours—acid green,

renowned playwrights and actors of the day,

Soprano Joyce DiDonato was performing

30 years.’

The theatre hosted some of the most

into darkness during an Edinburgh Festival
the Enlightenment.

Risks aside, London theatre people say

princess’ heart

ceramic wig curler, mosaic floor tiling, clay

in Oxford—call for little change to the existing

‘This will be our first major refurbishment in

it would be good to see owners investing a

disguises himself as a swineherd to win a

Enlightenment—in the dark

Scotland: Edinburgh

Theatre Royal director Danny Moar said.

worried the group would fall into the hands

intriguing artefacts, including an actress’s

Studios—which designed the Pegasus Theatre

Architectural firm Feilden Clegg Bradley

major theatres in Manchester, Birmingham,

likely to be in excess of £75m ($A146.3m).

The excavations have unearthed some

The 69-year-old monarch said she drew
pipes, a broken wine bottle—and oyster shells. inspiration ‘rather more from outsiders’
‘Oysters were obviously the popcorn of the
comments about my world than from my own

updated, as will the bars.

performance by the Orchestra of the Age of

Bidding has opened, and 20 suitors have

inspired by caricatures of royals when she

built in Dublin after the Restoration. Rebuilt

ease congestion in the entrance area and

and funds from the Scottish Arts Council

London, and 14 regional houses, including
Bristol, Edinburgh and Oxford.

Denmark’s Queen Margrethe says she was

designed costumes for a ballet being staged in
in 1700 and again in 1735, it was the home of Copenhagen’s Tivoli Gardens.
the Theatre Royal until 1759. It was demolished
The Queen has created the colourful

Plans include an extension to the foyer to

and a focus on the months leading up to the

‘I have always believed that the Olympic

to a modern stage.

Pulling the chains

heating, cooling and electrical systems will be

Opera House, is chair of the new Cultural

The original walls will be used as a backdrop

Denmark: Copenhagen

removed from the auditorium and the

Tony Hall, chief executive of the Royal

The theatre is due for completion by 2012.

a board member and director of the Stand

Group (ATG), Nimax Theatres, Sir Stephen

accompany the 2012 London Olympics.

Arts towards its €7.2m ($A12.3m) project to

added bonus.’

Beauty returns to Bath

England: London

England: London

wilting Cultural Olympiad due to

Sutton is the director of the Gaiety

‘There’s no question we came very close to reinstate the theatre on its original site, which
the edge of the abyss,’ said Tommy Sheppard, was known as Smoke Alley when the theatre

Delfont Mackintosh, Ambassador Theatre

figures has been recruited to overhaul the

‘For the school to rebuild a theatre on the

original three theatres. It’s a great day for the site of the original 1662 Smock Alley is

www.alliance.org.au.

A who’s who of prominent British arts

‘We didn’t expect to find the walls of the

late and popular shows were overbooked.

In the West End the Really Useful Group,

Board games

the day after it went live, tickets were sent out

worked for many decades, was removed in

Hall. ‘We have the ability to introduce a

New Achievement Award

The historic equipment, which had not

The society had appointed the IT company

ON STAGE

the original horseshoe-shaped amphitheatre
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Ticketholders are being offered upgrades to

The new centre’s 1000-seat auditorium

better seats when available, or their money

would be used mainly for dance, with the

back. The work is expected to be finished by

Joyce Theater as an anchor tenant.

the end of October.
La Scala spokesman, Carlo Maria Cella,

The project has been delayed by other

tried to move into the World Trade Center.

Canada: Toronto

priorities at Ground Zero. Switching to the

Bialystock and Bloom revisited

said the asbestos was in a ‘very limited’ section

bank site would allow it to move ahead

A Canadian judge has sentenced former

of the lighting area near the cornice of the

more quickly, since it would be free of

Broadway producers Garth Drabinsky and

vaulted ceiling. It was discovered in December

competing interests, and the old bank’s

Myron Gottlieb to prison.

2008 and the area was immediately sealed.

foundations could be reused, saving on

The theatre had counted on removal being

construction costs.

completed during the summer closure, but

Saving money is important, because

Milan health agency officials had requested

fundraising for the PAC has not begun and

more ‘mapping’ of the entire theatre, so

it is unclear who will raise the money.

delaying the start of the removal.
Work began on 26 August and is being

The project has received $US55

The co-founders of now defunct theatre
company Livent were sentenced for seven and
six years respectively.
Both were convicted of fraud and
forgery earlier this year, when the judge

($A6.05) million from the LMDC, but it will

creditors by falsifying records to

need a combination of public and private

misrepresent the company’s finances (see

performances could go ahead as scheduled.

donations to get off the ground.

On Stage, Summer, 2004).

Architect Frank Gehry had been
associated with the Ground Zero version of

Broadway productions, including Ragtime,

involving stagehands who contracted

the project, but it is unclear whether he

Fosse and Kiss of the Spiderwoman, and

asbestos-triggered diseases while employed

would design the alternative centre. His

Toronto seasons of The Phantom of the Opera,

by the theatre. The workers had come in

initial idea for a space for two arts groups

Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor Dreamcoat

contact with asbestos while handling fire

was deemed too expensive several years

and Showboat.

retardant material protecting stage curtains.

ago, forcing several groups out of the plan.

It’s not a joke, Joyce
The Lower Manhattan Development

Joyce Theater, a SoHo and Chelsea dance
company, is the performing arts centre’s last
remaining potential tenant.
Political pressures pushed out two others,

Livent was also briefly associated with

location of a planned performing arts centre

indicted Drabinsky and Gottlieb for fraud

From The John Truscott
Design Foundation Inc.
Arthur Boyd on display
In 1972–74 Australian artist Arthur Boyd
created a group of tapestries on the life of
St Francis of Assisi. These were woven in
Portugal at Manufactura Tapecarias de

The tapestries can be seen in the Chapel
of the Holy Spirit at Newman College at the
University of Melbourne. It is open Monday
to Friday until 4 December 2009.
Phone 9342 1505 for further details.

Portalegre under Boyd’s supervision, and

Truscott Design Circle

acquired by the National Gallery of

The recently founded Truscott Design Circle

Australia, but up until now have never been
exhibited as a group.
Now, to celebrate the 800th anniversary
of the Franciscans and the worldwide
influence of the Franciscan spirit, the
tapestries are being exhibited in Melbourne.
The John Truscott Design Foundation is
delighted to have been able to join with other
trusts and individuals in the presentation of
this exhibition.
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(see On Stage, Summer 2009) is rapidly
developing as one of the John Truscott

Brian James

Darlene Johnson

Don Lane

Rosemary Mildner

and conspiracy in 1999. Those charges are
still pending.

n
Norman Sweeney

David Ashmole
31.10.1949–25.7.2009

John Truscott Design Foundation Inc,
PO Box 69, East Melbourne, Victoria 3003
email: martin.carlson@bigpond.com

Acclaimed ballet dancer David Ashmole has
died after a three-month battle with cancer.

The Foundation is listed on the
Register of Cultural Organisations and
donations are tax deductible.

Born in Cottingham, Yorkshire, Ashmole
graduated from the Royal Ballet School into

Museum, the National Gallery of Victoria, the
Victorian Tapestry Workshop and the
Australian Galleries.

John Truscott in Hall of Fame

Design Foundation’s most significant activities. At a dinner in Melbourne on 30 October, the
The Circle is a diverse group of 14 younger Design Institute of Australia inducted 10
Australian designers into its Hall of Fame. The

focussed development program covering

occasion also marked the posthumous

Australian and international art and design.

induction of John Truscott.
Although he was elected to the Hall of Fame in

have made rewarding visits to the Australian

1998, for various reasons the official

Centre for the Moving Image, the Ian Potter

presentation was deferred. 

n
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Peter Tahourdin

Nevil Thurgood

repertoire and appeared with them in the
Moscow, on tour in China and in seasons in

University of Melbourne.

London and New York. He became an
Australian citizen
After leaving the Australian Ballet to

from 1994 until 1999 and was senior lecturer

in Checkmate, alongside Robert Helpmann’s

senior lecturer in classical ballet at the

there he met dancer Petal Miller, who became at the Victorian College of Arts.
He moved back to Britain in 1999 as
his wife. He scored notably as the Red Knight

From 1984 until 1994 he was Senior
the direction of his former Sadler’s Wells
partner, Maina Gielgud. He danced a wide
Spring 2009

The AB’s current artistic director David
McAllister said: ‘He had what you could call
breeding, coming from his time with the
Royal Ballet. He taught us all how to be
ballet princes.’
Ashmole is survived by his wife, the
former dancer Petal Miller-Ashmole.
W

London Studio Centre. He became head of

Ray Barrett

boys in 2003 and assistant director to LSC’s

2.5.1927–8.9.2009

Germany, Japan, South Africa, France, China graduate ballet company.
He was a guest teacher at Birmingham
and Scotland.
Principal Artist with Australian Ballet under

Ashmole held a Graduate Diploma in
Visual and Performing Arts from the

in 1976. There he became a major star and

Ashmole also guested with companies in

Geoffrey Tozer

40th Anniversary UNESCO Gala in

the Royal Ballet in 1968. He rose through the teach, Ashmole returned as a guest artist in
ranks before joining Sadler’s Wells Royal Ballet Manon in 1994. He served on the AB’s board

Red King. It was filmed by the BBC.

designers engaged in a ‘serious’ personal design-

In recent weeks members of the Circle

Hilary Crampton

has been living there ever since. In separate
proceedings, the US Attorney’s Office

the Deutsche Bank site across the street.

Ian Cookesley

from Livent, Drabinsky fled to Canada. He

Signature Theater.
The move to the bank site could see

Gordon Boyd

In 1999, after being accused of embezzling

and then cost considerations evicted

other tenants added, including big names

Robert Berry

Marriner Theatres in Australia.

Corporation is considering changing the
from the former World Trade Center site to

Ray Barrett

In the 1990s Livent was behind many

by courts to pay damages in two cases

USA: New York

David Ashmole

ruled that they had defrauded investors and

done during the night, so rehearsals and
Earlier this decade, La Scala was ordered

Exeunt

like New York City Opera, which previously

Royal Ballet, Singapore Dance Theatre,

Japan’s K Ballet and the Australian Ballet
and adjudicated for the Royal Academy of
Dance Solo Seal examinations.

Born in Queensland, Ray Barrett studied
elocution, won many eisteddfods and started
acting in ABC radio drama at age 11. By 16
he had his own radio program on 4BH.
Moving to Sydney, he appeared in plays
and Phillip Street revues, and on radio in *
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drama and variety, singing with the Jim
Gussey orchestra.
In 1958 Barrett toured Australia with the
Margaret Rutherford company, after which
he went to Britain. There he worked in
revue, drama and on TV, making a name in
dramas such as Emergency Ward Ten, The
Troubleshooters and Ghost Squad. He also
appeared in many films.
Back in Australia he continued to appear
on screen (Don’s Party, The Chant of Jimmy
Blacksmith) and on TV. His more recent film
credits include Hotel Sorrento, Brilliant Lies
and Australia.
Barrett’s later stage appearances were
infrequent but memorable. He toured in Sons
of Cain (1985–6) and Brilliant Lies (1993) and
played beachcomber E.J.Banfield in A
Different Drummer for Queensland Theatre
Company in 1988. He recorded LP albums
of songs in 1969 and 1970. He published his
autobiography in 1995.
Barrett died of a brain haemorrhage,
following a fall.

W

Cookesley retired to spend more time on his

the RAN he turned to the theatre, making

Anouilh’s Time Remembered with Margaret

circuit and recorded several LP albums. He

Gordon Boyd

other great interest, breeding Afghan hounds.

his professional debut at the Princess in 1948

Rutherford. Her subsequent credits included

later had a successful radio career, and

26.12.1922–8.10.2009

W

in Nöel Coward's Present Laughter.

Is Australia Really Necessary? (Phillip Street,

hosted ABC Super Bowl and basketball

1964), The Thracian Horses (Ensemble, 1964),

broadcasts. He was also a commentator on

at the Central School of Drama and appearing

Oh, What a Lovely War (TRS, 1968), Not Now,

NBL for Foxtel. In 2003 he was inducted into

in the West End in Seagulls over Sorrento.

Darling (national tour, 1969), Lasseter (Old

the Logies Hall of Fame. His autobiography,

Tote, 1971), Don’s Party (NIDA, 1972),

Never Argue With a Mug, was published in 2007.

Gordon Boyd was born Gordon Needham

and on radio, and did a drama course.
After the war he landed a role in Song of
Norway in London. In 1959 he was in the
‘Australian’ musical Kookaburra. He played
Roo in a British production of Summer of the
Seventeenth Doll and appeared in small roles
in several British films and TV productions.
In 1963, with his first wife, dancer Joan
Welldon, he came to Australia to star in Garnet
H. Carroll’s production of the musical Wildcat.
This was followed by leading roles in The
Sound of Music (1963) and Carousel (1964).
Boyd made his Australian TV début in
1964 in the ABC’s The Gordon Boyd Show.
This was followed by the talent quest
Showcase (1965–73), The Marriage Game
(1966–72) and Gordon and the Girls (1967).
Boyd enjoyed a long career singing on the

W

club circuit, and hosted radio programs on
2GB. He had cameo roles in TV series such

Robert Berry
17.9.1949–13.8.2009
Robert Berry, who has died of cancer, had a
life-long love affair with music theatre. He

as A Country Practice and All Saints.
His last stage appearance was in a
Canberra production of Treasure Island in 1983.
W

had an encyclopedic knowledge of the
subject and appeared in many landmark
shows.
A classically-trained singer, Berry made
his professional début in Oliver!. His later
credits include Etienne in La Cage Aux Folles,
Lord Boxington in the VSO’s My Fair Lady,
the Pearly King in Me and My Girl and
Marceau in Seven Little Australians, as well as
Mame, Side By Side By Sondheim and Cowardy
Custard. In Sunset Boulevard he played Hog
Eye and understudied Norbert Lamla as
Max Von Mayerling, taking over the role
when Lamla left the company.
He was in War and Peace for the
Australian Opera, and appeared at the
Phillip Street Theatre in Pygmalion and
several pantomimes.
Berry also developed an acclaimed
cabaret act, Broadway Bust Sparkle Dust,
which he performed all around Australia and
at the Astor Club in London. His TV work
included Sons and Daughters, Bellbird, The
Mike Walsh Show, The Midday Show and the
original In Melbourne Tonight.
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Hilary Crampton

in Sheerness, Isle of Sheppey, Kent. He
joined the RAF in 1941, sang at camp concerts

Ian Cookesley
d. 22.10.2009

He spent two years in London, studying

30.5.1943–6.9.2009
Hilary Crampton had a long career in dance
as practitioner, teacher and academic. She
was contributing dance criticism to The Age
until early this year.
Born in Queanbeyan, NSW, Crampton
learnt to dance in Sydney, where she was
inspired by the visiting Borovansky Ballet.
She opened her own school and, through the
Bodenwieser Dance Centre, developed a
keen interest in improvisation and a broad
dance aesthetic. She took master classes with
Margaret Walker, eventually becoming a
member of her Dance Concert, a folkloric
dance company.
Crampton was in the inaugural graduating
year of the Bachelor program at the Laban
Centre in London, then became involved in
the founding conference of the Australian
Association for Dance Education (now Ausdance)
in 1977.
During the 1980s she was head of dance
at Rusden. She completed her Master’s degree
in Hawaii in 1989. In the 1990s she was
President of Ausdance Victoria and an integral
member of the Green Mill Dance Project.
Crampton’s last job was as a lecturer in
arts management at the University of
Melbourne. Her friends helped her to fulfil

Ian Robert Cookesley graduated from

her final dream: attending a performance of

NIDA's production course in 1966, after

The Australian Ballet’s triple bill, Concord,

which he stage managed theatre-in-education just a week before she died.
shows in NSW, worked for Harry M. Miller,

Crampton was made an Honorary Life

and ran a theatrical hire company. He joined

Member of Ausdance Victoria in 1998. She

the MTC in the mid-70s, starting in ticket

was awarded the 2006 Australian Dance

sales and moving on to production.

Award for Services to Dance for her

From 1979 Cookesley spent three years

‘extensive and rigorous engagement with

as head of production at NIDA. In 1982 he

local and international dance practice as a

returned to the MTC as production

writer, teacher, administrator and tireless

manager. During the ensuing 23 years he

dance advocate over 40 years’.

oversaw the staging of more than 300
productions, conferring and negotiating with
directors and designers and seeing their
ideas through the scenic, technical and
costume departments on their way to
opening night. He worked through many
technological changes and was involved in
the company's relocation to the Arts Centre.
In 1966, saying he was then 'probably the
oldest production manager in the country,'

In 1952, back in Melbourne, James played
in a series of JCW comedies and established

Jumpers (MTC, 1973), A Village Wooing (Q

himself as a leading actor on radio. He tackled

Theatre, 1973). She was also a regular on

good terms with his first wife, Jayne

TV, appearing in Australia's first live-to-air

ABC–TV’s Play School.

Ambrose, who was his agent and manager.

serial, a hospital drama, Emergency, in 1959;

career in Britain. In 1973 she appeared in

basketball player. A talented musician, P.J. is

Seagulls over Sorrento for Channel 7. His

Williamson’s The Removalists at London’s

now pursuing a new career in Australian

performance as Captain Bligh in Stormy Petrel

Royal Court. In 1975 she and her husband,

show business.

for ABC–TV won him the 1960 TV Week

actor Ken Shorter, were foundation members

Best Actor Logie. Later he had featured

of the Association of Australian Artistes, which

roles in Bellbird, Home and Away, Prisoner,

promoted Australian actors and playwrights

Neighbours and Skyways, for which he a

in Britain.

Penguin Award.

Darlene was in demand at Britain’s two

Among his notable films were On the

Born in Maryborough, Victoria, Brian
Francis James started his career teaching at

RSC seasons, and at the Theatre Royal

from both Helene Kirsova and Leon Kellaway.

Angels (1987).

Stratford East, she did four pantomimes plus

At age 18 she became a member of the

His outstanding stage work included

Sunday variety shows. She joyously tackled

1953 Borovansky Ballet. She danced with

George in Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf? for

everything from the West End musicals (Pal

the company for every season from that time

the MTC (this won him the 1963 Erik

Joey and Happy as a Sandbag) to a one-person

onwards, supporting herself in between

Award for best actor); James Tyrone in Long

show (Stringgames). She was as at home in

times with odd jobs which included six

Day's Journey into Night; Winter Journey and

Shakespeare, Shaw and Strindberg as she

months as a trunk line telephone operator.

The Constant Wife (both with Googie

was in Coward, cabaret and Carousel. Last

Withers); and two MTC productions

year she toured Britain as Mabell, Countess

soloist. She continued her career with the

directed by Tyrone Guthrie, All's Well That

of Airlie in Crown Matrimonial, with Patricia

Australian Ballet.

Ends Well and King Oedipus, which toured

Routledge as Queen Mary.

Australia in 1970. He also excelled in

Darlene Johnson died from cancer. She

Staircase with Alexander Hay in 1967 and

is survived by a daughter, Julia, from her first

Month of Sundays with Ron Haddrick.

marriage to Bob Moore, and by Ken Shorter.

During the final season she became a

Rosemary was married to musical
director Noel Smith oam, who died in
February 2007. 
W

Brian James played in more than 40 MTC
productions and another 40 or more with

W

other state theatre companies. In the late

Don Lane

1970s he spent five happy years in Adelaide
as an associate with the State Theatre
Company of South Australia.
Brian James' last appearance was in an
ABC radio drama in 2001, just before his
83rd birthday.
W

13.11.1933–22.10.2009

Norman Sweeney
18.04.1945–26.06.2009
Legendary music industry ‘roadie’ Norm

Don Lane, the much-loved 'Lanky Yank' who Sweeney has lost his battle with liver and
became the highest paid entertainer on
Australian TV, has died of Alzheimer’s disease.
Born Morton Donald Isaacson in the

kidney cancer.
In 1966, when he was 17, Sydney-born
Sweeney started working with Max Merritt

Bronx, Lane served in the US army in the

and the Meteors. He went on to work with

1950s, and later toured as a troop entertainer.

Billy Thorpe and the Aztecs on-and-off for

In 1965, when he was singing at the

39 years. Sweeney’s relationship with

Copacabana in Hawaii, he was engaged by

Thorpe ended only when the singer-guitarist

Channel 9 as an emergency replacement for

died in 2007.

TV host Dave Allen. He returned to the

Sweeney was also personal road manager

Actress Darlene Johnson launched her

States, establishing himself as a popular Las

for such overseas acts as the Rolling Stones,

theatre career in productions at Adelaide

Vegas cabaret performer.

Fleetwood Mac, ABBA, Joe Cocker, Alice

University in the early 1950s.
In 1957 she joined the newly-formed
Elizabethan Theatre Trust Drama Company,
and the following year toured Australia in Jean

Ivanhoe Grammar School. After service in

ON STAGE

14.11.1935–17.8.2009

Beach (1959), Ground Zero (1987) and Evil

Brian James

has died at the age of 91.

Rosemary Mildner
Sydney-born Rosemary Mildner learnt ballet

16.11.1935–24.7.2009

actors on stage, radio and TV, Brian James,

W

very different Stratfords: she was in several

Darlene Johnson

One of Australia's leading and most respected

Their son, P.J., became a professional

the following year he was live-to-air in

W

5.7.1918–2.11.2009

Darlene spent the rest of her long, busy

Lane was married twice; he remained on

Spring 2009

Lane moved permanently to Australia in

Cooper, Bad Company and Frank Zappa.

1975 as host of the Nine Network’s Don Lane

He continued to tour with Brian Cadd

Show, which ran until 1983.

and Rose Tattoo until ill-health forced him

He won 16 Logies, including a Gold.

to stop—after an incredible 42-year career.

Lane became popular on the local club

Others of his generation are still alive, but*
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no other super-roadie, as they were known,

Festival International Albert Roussel in

he gave his first public performance. At

Theatre, with which she was associated for

late Mary Hardy. His son, Darren James, is

notable documentaries and children’s films

had lasted so long.

Flanders where he was twice composer in

eight he appeared on ABC–TV playing a

41 years.

now a popular AW personality, and Darren’s

for TV, including Pacific’s greatest success,

residence. Héloise and Abélard was produced

Bach concerto with the MSO. At 16 he was

son, Michael, is a panel operator there. Noted

the Terrible Ten series. He was married to

there in 2000.

the youngest ever semi-finalist at the Leeds

violinist Erik Klavins died in Wisconsin on

media personality Judy Ann Stewart (née Ford).

Said Cadd: ‘We thought that as long as
“Normie E, the Bad Roadie” was humping a
Marshall speaker and handing Thorpie his
guitar, then all was well with the world.’
Performers at a benefit show last year to

For two years (1978 and 1979) Peter
Tahourdin was chairman of the Composers’

raise funds to cover his medical bills
W

Aztecs, Phil Manning from Chain, and
Dinah Lee.

Nevil Thurgood
29.12.1919–24.10.2009
Born in Essex, Garton Nevil Alfred

W

Peter Tahourdin

Thurgood was 11 when he made his stage
début at the Royal Albert Hall—as a Zulu
boy in a World Missionary Society pageant.
He was in the chorus of the operetta The

27.8.1928–28.7.2009

Three Musketeers, served in the Home Guard,

Composer Peter Tahourdin’s output covered

worked with ENSA and appeared with the

a wide variety of genres, from orchestral

Heston Community Theatre, before migrating

music (including five symphonies) to

to Victoria in 1949.

chamber music and music for the theatre

Here he worked expensively with the

(mixed media, ballet and opera), choral,

Little Theatre, the National, the New

electronic and educational music.

Theatre and the MTC. He was in The

Born in Britain, Tahourdin studied

Sentimental Bloke and Oh, What a Lovely War

composition at Trinity College of Music,

for JCW, and played Shakespeare at the

graduating in 1952. He performed and

Theatre Royal Hobart.

broadcast his music in England, Holland and

Nevil appeared in many early ABC–TV

Canada until 1964, when he came to Australia.

dramas and in commercial series such as

He became visiting composer at Adelaide

Emergency, Consider Your Verdict, Homicide,

University the following year. Soon after, he

Hunter, Matlock Police, Boney, Ryan, Rush,

wrote the score for the Australian Ballet’s

Division 4, Bluey, Prisoner, A Thousand Skies

Illyria. Choreographed by Garth Welch, it

and The Flying Doctors. His films included On

premièred at the 1966 Adelaide Festival.

the Beach and Dusty.

Concerned with modern technology as a

Nevil had a deep love for—and an

resource that carries its own aesthetic,

encyclopedic knowledge of—British music

Tahourdin championed the cause of electronic

hall. Under the umbrella of ‘Plinge’s Music

music, establishing the first practical

Hall’ he wrote, presented and directed a

electronic music course in Australia at the

string of convivial entertainments with titles

University of Adelaide in 1969.

like The Phantom Knicker Knocker of Knackers

In 1973 he moved to Melbourne,

Lane and The Furtive Fortunes of Fickle Fate—a

teaching composition and 20th century

title he recycled for his autobiography,

music at Melbourne University.

which was published in 2006.

Following his retirement in 1988 he
worked full-time as a composer. His output

Nevil was a foundation member of the
VTT/THA.

(1991; performed at the 1993 Perth Festival)

W

recently Tahourdin composed for violin,
viola, ’cello and bassoon. Among his last
works was an Elegy for String Orchestra and
Percussion, subtitled ‘A lament for a world
that might have been’ (2005).
During the past 10 years Tahourdin’s
music has been regularly presented in Le
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Geoffrey Tozer
5.11.1954–20.8.2009
Brilliant musician Geoffrey Tozer has died of
liver failure at the age of 54.
Born in the Indian Himalayas, he began
piano lessons with his mother before moving
to Australia at the age of four. A year later

touring ‘Funland’ sideshow for many years.

21 August; he was 64. Refugees from Latvia,
his family settled in Bendigo after World
War II. Klavins studied at the Melbourne
Conservatorium but made his career in the

and received many awards.

brilliant jazz pianist with a gift for genial ad

US, first with the North Carolina Symphony

libbing. Jazz Unlimited was the best-known

and later with the Milwaukee Symphony,

struggled to support himself in Australia. In

of the many groups he formed. His bands

where he was principal second violinist until

the mid-1980s he taught music in Canberra.

played on IMT and The Don Lane Show. He

his retirement in 2005.

There he inspired then-Treasurer Paul

also worked as an actor in TV drama. He

Keating to establish the Australian Artists
Creative Fellowships. Tozer received two

died of heart failure.

John Douglas ‘Doug’ Roberts, who died
on the Gold Coast on 9 September, was one

Geelong-born rock guitarist Dean Turner
died of soft tissue cancer on 21 August. He
was 37. A champion of local music, Turner
served on the VicRocks grants committee
responsible for the distribution of funds to
worthy young artists.
A respected showman for 60 years, Lester
Wing-Quay (23.2.1918–14.9.2009), toured
with circus and tent shows and appeared at
the Tivoli as a juggler and illusionist. Most of

Circus artiste Arthur Heal has died in

of this country’s best known and loved

Sarina, Queensland. He was also a catcher

‘showies’. His wife, Pat, was a trapeze artiste

for the Flying Ashtons in the 1960s and ’70s

with Fred Ashton’s Goldwyn Bros Circus.

and was also an expert on the Roman Rings.

Doug was 74.

Melbourne radio veteran Peter James died

Christopher Stewart (12.10.1928–16.6.2009) Australasia, Robert Foster, Paul Galloway,

the piano repertoire and of music generally.

on 28 June at the age of 80. Though he had

was best known as the founder of the Bank

He thrilled audiences with his ability to

stints at 3BA, 3UZ, Magic and 3AK, he is

of Melbourne, but early in his long career he Gerald Mayhead, Loretta and Paul Sutherland,

improvise on any theme in any style.

best remembered for his 18 years at 3AW,

was part-owner of Melbourne-based Pacific

Although technically brilliant, his

especially his on-air collaboration with the

Films. Stewart became executive producer of Drama League, Robert Whitehead.

consecutive fellowships, allowing him to
travel to London, where he recorded 36
discs for Chandos, championing the works
of lesser-known composers.
Tozer had an encyclopedic knowledge of

performances always sparkled with an
As a teacher Tozer gave unstintingly to
his students, frequently without payment. In
recent years, he taught at the Australian
National Academy of Music and at the

ARIA Hall of Fame 2008

University of Melbourne, where he was

The diverse careers of the inductees for

appointed piano fellow in 1998.

2008—Mental as Anything, John Paul Young,

After the death of his long-time manager,

Carmody—are showcased in this display of

began to decline. He continued to give

photographs and memorabilia. JPY’s sailor

concerts, however, and toured frequently to

suit, Mental as Anything’s poster art, and

China. His 2001 performance of the Yellow

Little Pattie’s minuscule high-heeled sneakers

River Concerto was broadcast to an audience

are just some of the items representing iconic

of more than 80 million.

moments in the history of Australian popular

in June this year, with cellist David Pereira.

carnival circuit.
Compiled with thanks to Circus Fans of
Christy Hopwood, Barry Kitcher, Ash Long,
Brian Sutton, Les Thurgood, Victorian
n

The Dingoes, Little Pattie and Kev

Reuben Fineberg, in 1997, Tozer’s health

He gave his final performances in Bendigo

his 15 children are now working on the

News from
the Performing Arts Collection

unstudied freedom and spontaneity.

music.
St Kilda Road Foyer Gallery
Until March 2010

W
On Stage also pays tribute to Pat Day,
Arthur Heal, Peter James, Erik Klavins,
John Douglas ‘Doug’ Roberts,

and The Tempest (2000, unproduced). More

age of 85. Norm and his wife ran the

Frank Gow (29.1.1930–30.8.2009) was a

Norm ‘Slim’ Gieseman, Frank Gow,

included two operas: Héloise and Abélard

died in Ballina, NSW, on 30 August, at the

performed widely across Europe and the US
Despite this international success, Tozer

John Paul Young, Jim Keays from the
Masters Apprentices, Marcia Hines, the

Tozer made his BBC Proms début in
1970. During the following years he

Guild of Australia.

included Richard Clapton, Brian Cadd,

International Piano Competition.

Veteran showman Norm ‘Slim’ Gieseman

Christopher Stewart, Dean Turner and
Lester Wing-Quay.

40 years of Orchestra
Victoria
The Arts Centre Celebrates the 40th
Anniversary of Orchestra Victoria
With four decades of inspiring
performances in concert and with Australia’s
premiere ballet and opera companies, this

Pat Day, who died on 31 May, aged 60,

display features photographs, memorabilia,

was a professional dressmaker who worked

and a selection of instruments that reflect

on costumes for film, theatre and for the

Orchestra Victoria’s rich history and its place

Orchestra Victoria in the pit

Australian Ballet. She also designed and

at the heart of the Victorian community.

at the State Theatre.

made costumes for Williamstown Little

ON STAGE

Smorgon Family Plaza
Spring 2009
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Coming to your computer

A

new UK company, Digital

recorded at the Yvonne Arnaud Theatre in

Theatre, is making current West

Guildford in November 2008.

End and Broadway productions

Next will be the Young Vic’s The
Container, a disturbing piece by Clare Bayley

available to view and keep as Internet

on the plight of asylum seekers.

downloads.

This was presented in a

Digital Theatre will
tape several performances

shipping container to audiences

of each production, using

of just 28 per performance. It

remote-controlled

was recorded in July this year.

hi-definition cameras.

Productions from the Royal

The edited results will be

Shakespeare Company,

available via a unique

Almeida and the Royal Court

downloadable program,

will follow. The service was

Spring 2009
Vol.10 No.4

Theatre Player, that is

launched on 25 October. For

Contents

compatible with all major browsers and
operating systems.
Unlike the NTLive program that screens

ISSN 1444-0156

more visit www.digitaltheatre.com.

Currency Press’s first E-Book

some of the British National Theatre’s productions The screenplay of Rachel Ward’s acclaimed
in cinemas worldwide, Digital Theatre will
film Beautiful Kate has been chosen as
provide access only via the Internet.

Currency Press’s first E-Book. Not only can

Downloads will cost £8.99 (just over $A16) you download the script, you can also view
from either Digital Theatre’s website or from trailers, watch excerpts from the film, and
the websites of the respective theatres.
The first production to be available is the

make notes in the text for future reference.
The E-Book version of Beautiful Kate

English Touring Theatre’s Far From the

costs $14.95. It is not available in hard copy.

Madding Crowd, an adaptation by Mark

For more information visit www.currency.

Healy of the Thomas Hardy novel. This was
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com.au and follow the prompts.

n

‘One of the best theatres
in Australia. Full stop.’ 

1

Rainforest culture 

4

Melbourne’s forgotten movie studio  6
Melbourne stage-by-stage 

8

New support for performing
arts groups 

10

Seven Little Australians 

11

Eight years young–the grand
old lady of Newcastle 

14

Old Vic’s new tricks 

18

Renovations continue at The Maj  19
Great balls of fire! 

20

First reading 

22

Billy Barlow Down Under

24

Transformation seen

A facelift for the grand dame of
Collins Street

26
  
26

The teachers: Irene Webb 	

28

A celebration for Irene Mitchell 

30

Her Majesty’s treasure 

31

Winging it 

32

Sentimental favourite

34

Richard Watson: ‘a molasses
of a bass’

35

On Stage is published quarterly by Theatre Heritage Australia Inc. Editor: David Cullinane.
The contents are subject to copyright for both text and illustrations and are not to be reproduced
by any means, including print or electronic media without prior permission of the copyright
holder(s). Information published in On Stage is done so in good faith. THA does not accept
responsibility for any errors which may occur but would be pleased to correct any error
or omission.

Musical Comedy Rep. 

39

All the world’s a stage

43

From The John Truscott Design
Foundation Inc. 

   
46

Exeunt 

47

Deadline for articles and pictures for the Summer issue of On Stage is Friday, 22 January 2010.

News from the Performing
Arts Collection 

51

Coming to your computer 

52

Dedicated to the preservation, renovation and promotion of our theatre heritage.

Annual subscription
Individual: $40*
Student (requires ID): $20*
Family/Couple: $50*
Corporate: $75*
Non-profit organisation: $40*
Contacting us:
		
		

Life membership: $750†
*Overseas members add $25 to cover   
postage and handling.
†Life membership includes postage
and handling.

By mail: The Secretary, Theatre Heritage Australia Inc.,
PO Box 382, Malvern, Victoria 3144, Australia
By e-mail: victt@bigpond.net.au

Send them to The Editor at the above postal or e-mail address.
Every effort will be made to return any hard copy illustrations if a specific request is made to do
so, but no responsibility will be taken over their return. Digital images are acceptable at 300dpi
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